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“To those who ground me, take a message back from me. Tell them how I am defying
gravity, I’m flying high defying gravity” - Elphaba, Wicked The Musical
“Ko Ruaumoko e ngunguru nei!” - “The great rumble of Ruamoko!”
iii
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Abstract

Since the eruption of Surtsey (1963 - 1965) many studies have been made
of the resulting island, but the pre-emergent base remains submarine, unincised and little studied. The same is true for many recently studied Surtseyan volcanoes, and means the pre-emergent parts of subaqueous eruptions
are not well documented. This thesis presents an in depth study of the superb deposits of Surtseyan-style eruptions preserved in the South Island of
New Zealand in Otago sea-cliffs along the coastline between Oamaru and
Moeraki. These Eocene-Oligocene intraplate basaltic field deposits erupted
in Surtseyan-style onto a submerged continental shelf and have since been
exposed above sea level. They are inferred to be typical products of submarine processes such as those that built Surtsey to the sea surface. Volcanic fields typically include many small, monogenetic, volcanoes formed
by single eruptions fed by short-lived magma plumbing systems that solidify after eruption. However, the stratigraphy of Cape Wanbrow suggests that eruptions produced multiple volcanoes whose edifices overlapped
within a small area, but separated by millions of years. The small Cape
Wanbrow highland is shown to include the remnants of 6 volcanoes that
are distinguished by discordant to locally concordant inter-volcano contacts
marked by biogenic accumulations or other slow-formed features. This discovery challenges the traditional view of monogenetic volcanoes and calls
for researchers in monogenetic fields to start evaluating both unstudied and
previously studied monogenetic volcanoes with this in mind. The 6 volcanoes contain several lithofacies associations: (a) the dominantly pyroclastic E1 comprising well-bedded tuff and lapilli-tuff, emplaced by tractiondominated unsteady, turbulent high-density currents; (b) E2, massive to
diffusely laminated block-rich tuff deposited by grain-dominant cohesionless debris flows; (c) E3, broadly cross-stratified tuff with local lenses of lowto high-angle cross- stratification which was deposited by either subaerial
pyroclastic currents or subaqueously by unstable antidune- and chute-andpool-forming supercritical flows; (d) E4, very-fine- to medium-grained tuff
deposited by turbidity currents; (e) E5, bedded bioclast-rich tuff with increasing glaucony content upward, emplaced by debris flows; (f) E6, pillow
lava and inter-pillow bioclastic sediment; and (g) E7, hyaloclastite breccia.
v

These lithofacies associations aid interpretation of the eruptive evolution
of each separate volcano, which in turn grew and degraded during build-up
of the overall volcanic pile. Sedimentary processes played a prominent role
in the evolution of the volcanic pile with both syn- and post-eruptive remobilization of debris from the growing pile of primary pyroclastic deposits
of multiple volcanoes separated by time. An increase in bioclastic detritus
up-sequence suggests that the stack of deposits from overlapping volcanoes
built up into shallow enough waters for colonization to occur. This material
was periodically shed from the top of the edifice to form bioclast- rich debris
flow deposits of volcanoes 4, 5 and 6. Bedform geometries of volcanogenic
sedimentary structures produced in both subaqueous and subaerial environments can be incredibly similar, if not identical, and this has resulted in
a long history of difficulties in unambiguously distinguishing primary from
reworked deposits, and gas-deposited from water-deposited ones. Sedimentary structures such as dunes and low- and high-angle cross-stratification
produced by numerous flow types make interpretation of setting difficult.
In particular the architecture of such deposits and often field observations
of contextual detail can be extremely difficult to interpret based on their
ubiquitous presence in many settings and flow types. This is made increasingly difficult when structures are poorly preserved, exposures are limited
and independent palaeoenvironmental indicators are absent or ambiguous.
However correct interpretation of such sedimentary structures along with
the deposits they are part of can be crucial to understanding the host
volcanic sequences. The origins of dunes and associated structures that
occur within the pyroclastic deposits at Cape Wanbrow serve as an example, and have long been debated. To determine the depositional setting of
dune-bearing deposits, careful analysis of contextual information has been
completed along with the examination of well-described examples of; (1)
subaerial dry pyroclastic deposits, (2) subaerial moist pyroclastic deposits,
(3) deposits of gaseous fluid-gravity flow (e.g. eolian currents), (4) unidirectional fluid-gravity water flow deposits (e.g. rivers, tides) and (5) aqueous
sediment-gravity flow deposits split into those comprising pyroclastic material and those with non-pyroclastic material. This includes examination
of the physical controls that shape each example and the factors controlling bedform deposition in that environment with the aim of being able
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to distinguish between major flow types in each environment. For Cape
Wanbrow, this analysis showed that ambiguous bedforms were formed subaerially, which thus provides direct evidence for emergence and subaerial
growth of one of the the volcanoes represented in the succession. To understand multiple eruptions of monogenetic volcanoes at one site at Cape
Wanbrow a study of peridotite xenoliths from Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour revealed that the peridotitic portions of sub-continental lithospheric
mantle (SCLM) beneath North Otago contains a degree of compositional
variation but is relatively fertile. The origins of the xenoliths indicate that
the magmas are from either the base of the spinel facies lithosphere, from
within the predicted narrow zone of garnet facies lithosphere or from within
the asthenosphere. The xenoliths indicate that the magma source was fairly
deep, and therefore the process that led to multiple eruptions over a small
geographical area has to be one that affected the asthenosphere or the lower
lithosphere.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Aim

This study aims to contribute to an understanding of the processes at work in Surtseyanstyle, subaqueous to emergent, intraplate basaltic eruptions in Northeast Otago on the
Zealandia microcontinent (Fig. 1.1). Wider implications of the work include modification of the traditional view of monogenetic volcanic fields, the creation of a framework
to better classify subaerial verses subaqueous sedimentary structures and to improve
understanding of the relationship between intraplate eruptions on Zealandia and the
subcontinental lithospheric mantle (SCLM) as a source for magmas.
The research was completed using classical field-based methods to provide a detailed
stratigraphical and sedimentological study of the Cape Wanbrow peninsula, Northeast
Otago, New Zealand (Fig. 1.2). The deposits studied were erupted onto a submerged
continental shelf between 38 and 33 Ma as part of an alkaline basalt monogenetic volcanic field known as the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics (Fig. 1.2) (Gage, 1957; Coombs
et al., 1986; Hoernle et al., 2006).
In order to address fundamental scientific problems that are discussed in this study,
important areas of the research are summarised below:
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Figure 1.1: Bathymetric map of the mainly submerged continent of Zealandia, and adjacent
areas. Bathymetric depth defining Zealandia’s limits is 2000 m. Cenozoic monogenetic volcanic centres addressed in this study are highlighted in blown up area of map (Cape Wanbrow
and Kakanui) along with the extent of the Miocene Waipiata Volcanic Formation, Miocene
Dunedin Volcano and Eocene-Oligocene Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics.
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Figure 1.2: Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics, Northeast Otago, South Island, New Zealand. Studied area highlighted in red box. Adapted from Coombs et al. (1986).
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1) Study of a Surtseyan sequence provides a detailed documentation and
analysis of the less well understood pre-emergent deposits of such eruptions.
This includes the careful study of the stratigraphy at Cape Wanbrow, in
order to define distinct lithofacies that aid interpretation of deposition and
eruption styles. The dramatic formation of the island of Surtsey in the Vestmannaeyjar monogenetic volcanic field (Thordarson and Sigmarsson, 2009) in the northern
Atlantic in 1963 - 1965 introduced the term Surtseyan volcanism for explosive eruptions shaped by the interaction of magma and standing water (Thorarinsson et al., 1964;
Walker and Croasdale, 1971; Kokelaar, 1983). Surtseyan eruptions are characterised by
semi-continuous ‘uprush’ plumes and intermittent explosions producing tephra jets in
a water-filled vent (Thorarinsson et al., 1964; Walker, 1993; Kokelaar, 1983; Sorrentino
et al., 2011). Approximately 70 % of the magma that erupted during the eruption of
Surtsey generated tephra, with lava flows representing the remaining 30 % (Thorarinsson, 1967; Kokelaar, 1983; Thordarson and Sigmarsson, 2009). Of the total volume
of magma erupted only 9 % of the tephra and 17.5 % of lava was deposited above
sea level (Thorarinsson, 1967; Kokelaar, 1983; Thordarson and Sigmarsson, 2009) and
the pre-emergent base remains submarine, un-incised and effectively unstudied except
for several scuba dives (Kokelaar, 1986) and analysis of a single drill-core (Jakobsson
and Moore, 1980; Moore, 1985). To understand submarine eruptions that develop into
emergent volcanoes, study needs to be on the pre-emergent parts - ideally in a way
that allows inference of depositional process. An indirect method of adding to the
understanding of the submarine portions of Surtseyan volcanoes is to study volcanoes
that formed under water and have since been exposed above sea level. Superb deposits
of Surtseyan-style eruptions are preserved in the South Island of New Zealand in Otago
sea-cliffs along the coastline between Oamaru and Moeraki (Fig. 1.2). The deposits
of Cape Wanbrow in particular offer an opportunity to study a stack of submarine to
potentially emergent parts of Surtseyan volcanoes (Fig. 1.2) (Moorhouse et al., 2015).
2) Analysis of distinct bounding surfaces or discontinuities at Cape Wanbrow indicates that this volcanic ‘stack’ may represent multiple edifices separated by millions of years. The detailed study of unconformable surfaces within
4
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stratigraphic sequences that were each originally thought to have been formed by single monogenetic eruptions is crucial to increasing our understanding of monogenetic
volcanoes and monogenetic volcanic fields. By definition monogenetic volcanoes are
ones formed by a single eruption (e.g. Wood, 1979) and it has been inferred that a
monogenetic volcanic field is characterised by batches of magma that ascend at such
long time intervals that the plumbing systems freeze before a new ascent of magma
begins (Walker, 1993; Németh, 2010). Small-volume volcanic deposits are typically
assumed to be monogenetic, but this approach is challenged by the evidence here for
multiple monogenetic volcanoes formed at one site but separated by millions of years.
Other studies of similar monogenetic edifices that also hold products of more than
one volcano, for example the Heimaey volcanic centre, Iceland (e.g. Jakobsson, 1968),
small ‘satellite’ vents of ocean islands like La Palma, Canary Islands (e.g. White and
Schmincke, 1999; Klügel et al., 2000), Lookout Bluff, Northeast Otago, New Zealand
(Maicher, 2003) and the Chatham Islands (Sorrentino et al., 2011; Németh et al., 2013)
have also documented multiple volcanoes at one site, but not so concentrated as at Cape
Wanbrow. It is important for researchers in monogenetic fields to distinguish “small”
from “short-lived and monogenetic,” and sites like Cape Wanbrow should act as a
caution for researchers in monogenetic fields. Both geologically recent monogenetic
volcanic fields including, the Auckland Volcanic Field, New Zealand (e.g. McGee et al.,
2013; Agustı́n-Flores et al., 2014) and the Michoacn-Guanajuato volcanic field, Mexico
(e.g. Gómez-Tuena et al., 2007) as well as examples from the geological record such
as the Waipiata Volcanic Field, New Zealand (Németh et al., 2003) may need to be
re-evaluated in this light.
3) An in-depth investigation is presented showing how to recognize and
classify sedimentological features that appear to have characteristics of both
subaerial and subaqueous settings. Distinguishing between a subaerial or subaqueous setting for sedimentological structures has puzzled volcanologists for some time.
Sedimentary structures such as dunes and low- and high-angle cross-stratification produced by numerous flow types make interpretation of setting difficult. In particular
the architecture of such deposits and often field observations of contextual detail can
5
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be extremely difficult to interpret based on their ubiquitous presence in many settings
and flow types. This is more difficult when structures are poorly preserved, exposures
are limited and independent palaeoenvironmental indicators are absent or ambiguous
(Fisher and Schmincke, 1984; Cole, 1991; Trofimovs et al., 2007). Nevertheless, correct
interpretation of such sedimentary structures and deposits is critical for understanding the nature of volcano-sedimentary processes and environments (e.g. White, 1991,
1996) and for assessment of volcanic hazards during and after eruptions (Lorenz, 2007).
The subaqueous to emergent deposits of Cape Wanbrow offer an excellent opportunity
to explore the deposit characteristics of subaqueous versus subaerial sedimentological
structures, and this study tackles the issue by blending a detailed study of the dunes
at Cape Wanbrow with data from global examples in order to create a framework for
distinguishing between different depositional settings and flow types that deposit such
ambiguous bedforms.
4) Study of mantle xenoliths in the deposits provide an improved understanding of the relationship between intraplate eruptions on Zealandia and
the subcontinental lithospheric mantle (SCLM) as a source for magmas.
The lithospheric xenoliths found within the Cape Wanbrow and Kakanui strata offer an opportunity to characterise processes that affected the mantle underneath the
Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic Field, and perhaps offer clues as to why some monogenetic
volcanic fields are characterised by multiple volcanoes whose edifces overlap within a
small area but are separated by millions of years (e.g. Maicher, 2003; Moorhouse et al.,
2015).
The topics outlined in this thesis are explored using data and samples collected in the
course of fieldwork around Cape Wanbrow and Kakanui, some of the most excellently
exposed Surtseyan-style tephra deposits in New Zealand. This thesis explores several
key questions over the course of three main chapters:
What is the geological and eruptive setting of Northeast Otago? What are the findings
of preliminary investigations at Cape Wanbrow and what are the main lithofacies
making up the Cape Wanbrow succession?
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(Chapter 2)

What depositional environments can be interpreted from the lithofacies associations at
Cape Wanbrow? What is the significance of discordant to locally concordant contacts
marked by biogenic accumulations or other slow-formed features? Are these contacts
intra- or inter-volcano and if inter-volcanic how many volcanoes overlap each other at
one site? What is the eruptive and degradation evolution of the stack?

(Chapter 3)

Do any of the deposits at Cape Wanbrow represent an emergent part of the succession?
Can careful analysis of bedform characteristics of the Cape Wanbrow deposits, including granulometry, dune geometry, grading, sorting and particle hydraulic equivalence
aid interpretation of subaerial or subaqueous emplacement? Can the same data help
distinguish between major flow types as the depositional agent?

(Chapter 4)

What do mineralogical and geochemical analysis of peridotite xenoliths from Cape
Wanbrow and Kakanui tell us about the development of the SCLM as a potential melt
source for intraplate volcanism underneath Northeast Otago? Can a SCLM control be
established for the formation of multiple monogenetic volcanoes at one site separated
over millions of years?

(Chapter 5)

This thesis employs an integrated approach using diverse techniques to reveal and highlight new aspects of Surtseyan-style volcanism in an intraplate monogenetic volcanic
field. The study broadly draws on basic field techniques from physical volcanology,
stratigraphy, geomorphology and petrology. Within this I have performed studies that
incorporate more-detailed methods such as an assessment of trends in major element
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chemistry using electron dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) on mineral grains within peridotite xenolith samples and feldspar phenocrysts from samples of tephra.
The various applications used in this study work towards the central goal of this thesis,
which is to achieve a broader picture of intraplate volcanism in Northeast Otago and
to establish an increased global understanding of Surtseyan volcanism, monogenetic
volcanic eruptions and their potential melt sources.

1.2

Thesis Structure

Only a brief introduction to New Zealand and Northeast Otago geology is provided in
the present chapter. More comprehensive separate introductions are given in subsequent chapters to highlight aspects of intraplate volcanism most relevant to the particular topic. Following this introductory chapter (Chapter 1) which includes a review
of Surtseyan volcanism and monogenetic volcanic fields, the results of this PhD are
divided into four main chapters. Chapter 2 introduces and defines the overall geology
of the Cape Wanbrow peninsula, including the detailed description of the lithofacies
defined for the succession. Chapter 3 groups the Surtseyan lithofacies into lithofacies
associations which are described and interpreted. This chapter shows that the lithofacies are not from a single volcanic eruption, but from a stack of deposits at one
site from 6 volcanoes, with separations between volcano-building eruptions of millions
of years. Included is a summary of lithofacies associations in the context of major
discontinuous to locally concordant contacts followed by a detailed description of the
evolution of the stack, volcano by volcano. Chapter 4 focuses on the potential for the
Cape Wanbrow stack to have become emergent during the life of one of the volcanoes,
the second volcano (Rua2 ) and its upper dune lithofacies. This dune lithofacies has
been compared with dunes from multiple environments and flow types in order to assess whether it was emplaced subaerially or subaqueously, and to provide a template
for making similar interpretations at other subaqueous to possibly emergent volcanoes.
Chapter 5 shifts from physical volcanology and stratigraphy of Cape Wanbrow and
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focuses on the deeper topic of intraplate volcanism as expressed in Northeast Otago,
and in particular seeks to provide better constraints on the nature, heterogeneity and
thermal structure of the upper mantle as well as the source of the melt that created
the Cape Wanbrow volcanoes. This has been completed through detailed mineralogical
and geochemical studies on peridotite xenoliths from Kakanui (10 km south of Cape
Wanbrow) and Cape Wanbrow (Boatmans Harbour). The implications and conclusions
of these chapters are then brought together in a brief concluding chapter synthesizing
the study (Chapter 6).

1.3

Surtseyan Review

Surtseyan volcanism derives its name from the island of Surtsey, the first well documented shallow marine to emergent basaltic eruption. Surtsey Island (∼1.5 km2 ), 33
km of the south coast of Iceland is the subaerial part of a larger volcano that forms a 6
km long E65◦ N trending submarine ridge that rises from a depth of 125 m and covers
∼14km2 . It belongs to the Vestmannaeyjar monogenetic volcanic field, located on the
seaward extension of the Eastern Volcanic Zone and is characterised by alkali magmatism (Thorarinsson et al., 1964; Thorarinsson, 1967; Walker and Croasdale, 1971;
Kokelaar, 1983; Thordarson and Sigmarsson, 2009).
The Surtsey eruption began as a fissure eruption in November 1963 and by cessation
in June, 1967 a total volume of magma erupted was 1.0 - 0.2 km3 resulting in an
island ∼174 m (570 ft) above sea level with a maximum diameter of 1326 m (4350 ft)
(Thorarinsson et al., 1964; Thorarinsson, 1967; Kokelaar, 1983).
The eruption of Surtsey and the direct observations of its styles of activity and the
characteristics of its deposits have meant its use in defining Surtseyan nomenclature
(Thorarinsson, 1967; Walker and Croasdale, 1971; Kokelaar, 1983). The style of activity and the nature of deposits that are characteristic for shallow marine to emergent
eruptions have been discussed by numerous authors. Thorarinsson et al. (1964) was
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first to describe volcanologically the eruption of Surtsey, and his work still provides the
basis for ascribing the term Surtseyan and for understanding Surtseyan processes.
Surtseyan explosions are of two types. The first is the eruption of almost silent, black,
tephra-laden jets and bombs of incandescent material with comet-like tails that turn
grey and white as steam condenses. These discrete jets are mostly short lived and
occur at various frequencies, commonly up to 1 per second. The jets display a wide
variation of directions and often form curves that together look like a cocks tail. This
gives them the common name of cocks tails (Thorarinsson, 1967; Kokelaar, 1983). The
second is when discrete jets increase in frequency and violence to become a continuous
up-rush with a muted rumbling noise (Thorarinsson, 1967; Kokelaar, 1983)
The deposits of Surtseyan eruptions from Capelinhos, Faial which erupted in 1957-8,
were investigated by Walker and Croasdale (1971) who were among the first authors to
use the term Surtseyan when describing emergent eruptions and worked on highlighting
differences between dry subaerial and Surtseyan eruptions. These are recorded in Table
1.1 information from Walker and Croasdale (1971).
Various authors have attempted to use the observations made at Surtsey to identify
the mechanisms of shallow marine to emergent basaltic eruptions (Saemundsson, 1967;
Jones, 1970; Bennet, 1972; Tazieff, 1972; Colgate and Sigurgeirsson, 1973; Peckover
et al., 1973; Kokelaar, 1983, e.g.). It is widely accepted that Surtseyan activity results
from the interaction of magma and water, because explosive activity has occurred when
water gained access to the vent, and was comparatively reduced when water was excluded (Kokelaar, 1983). Saemundsson (1967) and Jones (1970) suggested explosive
activity might be due to water being drawn into the volcano plumbing system through
the subaqueous flanks of the pile, but this model didnt explain why explosive activity
ceases once water is excluded from the vent (Kokelaar, 1983). Jakobsson and Moore
(1980) commented that permeable, water-saturated deeper levels of the pile were most
likely isolated from magma by a chilled basalt lining of the conduit. Colgate and Sigurgeirsson (1973) and Peckover et al. (1973) discussed the idea of fuel-coolant reactions,
a self-sustaining mixing of lava and water leading to extreme explosively, being used
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Table 1.1: Summary of main diagnostic features for two main basaltic pyroclastic depositis.
Taken from (Walker and Croasdale, 1971)

Strombolian/Hawaiian

Surtseyan

0.5 - 16 mm

0.125 - 2 mm

Usually less than 1.5

Usually more than 1.5

Spatter

Common

Absent

Particle shape

Achneliths common in all

Achneliths absent. Equannt

grades.

or nearly so

Median diameter of
pyroclast on or near
cone
Deviation, σ, on or
near cone

Bombs common.

Otfen markedly elongated
Accretionary Lapilli

Absent

Common

Impact structures

Rare or absent

Common

Thickness of individ-

> 1 cm, commonly > 5 cm

Commonly < 1 cm and as

ual beds on or near

thin as 1 mm

cone
Alteration

Always reddened by steam

Palagonitised in all but the

oxidation near vent. Some-

youngest examples

times palagonitised
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to explain Surtseyan activity.
A useful model for the activity of Surtseyan eruptions was produced by Kokelaar (1983)
who interpreted the eruption vent as comprising a highly mobile slurry of tephra,
hyaloclastite and water, through which rapidly expanding and vesiculating magma
accelerates upwards through. When ascending through the slurry mixing occurs due
to velocity shear, fluid-fluid contact and mass incorporation due to magma following
irregular paths through the slurry, ultimately leading to the rapid expansion of water
to steam, resulting in an explosion. If such explosions repeat sufficiently closely spaced
in time, the result is violent and continuous uprush of tephra (Kokelaar, 1983). Studies
on Surtsey and Surtsey’s activity however, have only addressed the emergent part of
Surtseys growth and therefore a wider study is needed to begin to understand the early
part of submarine basaltic eruptions (cf. Gilbert, 1890; Christensen and Gilbert, 1964;
White, 1996). Such studies could provide clues on both the shallow marine and the
emergent parts of Surtseyan eruptions and build upon understanding the mechanisms
for their explosive nature. There are other things that can also be learnt from Surtseyan
eruptions, many of which, like Surtsey itself, originate within monogenetic basaltic
volcanic fields fed by mantle-derived magmas.

1.4

Monogenetic Volcanism

Continental monogenetic volcanic fields are commonly characterized by low magma
supply rates over relatively long periods of time (Connor et al., 2000; Németh, 2010).
The traditional view, on which the etymology of ‘mono-genetic’ is founded, is that
a monogenetic volcano is one formed by a single eruption (e.g. Wood, 1979). In an
insightful paper addressing the distinctions among different volcanic systems on earth,
Walker (1993) argued that composite polygenetic volcanoes develop where magma is
supplied sufficiently frequently to maintain a single thermal pathway to the surface,
but that for monogenetic volcanic fields batches of magma ascend at such long time
intervals that plumbing systems freeze before a new ascent of magma begins. The
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loss of this thermally favourable pathway means that the new magma batch has to
create a new pathway to the surface (Walker, 1993; Németh, 2010). Other studies have
revealed magma-supply complexities within monogenetic volcanoes, including multiple
sources that feed eruption pulses rather than one source and a continuous eruption
(Keating et al., 2008; Diez et al., 2009; Valentine and Hirano, 2010; Brenna et al., 2010,
2011). In other fields it has been demonstrated that an apparently single edifice holds
products of more than one volcano, for example the Heimaey volcanic centre, Iceland
(e.g. Jakobsson, 1968), small satellite vents of ocean islands like La Palma, Canary
Islands (e.g. White and Schmincke, 1999; Klügel et al., 2000), Lookout Bluff, Northeast
Otago, New Zealand (Maicher, 2003) and the Chatham Islands (Sorrentino et al.,
2011; Németh et al., 2013) This could be explained as simple random overlapping in a
crowded field, the result of long-lived crustal features that repeatedly deliver magma
preferentially to certain sites, or the product of exceptionally “meltable” zones, or
crustal storage, that repeatedly feed magma into relatively small surface areas through
repeatedly developed and abandoned plumbing (e.g. Takada, 1994; Le Corvec et al.,
2013).
Monogenetic volcanic fields commonly contain large numbers of volcanic clusters and/or
alignments that include hundreds of structures (Connor et al., 1992; Condit and Connor, 1996; Conway et al., 1998; Connor et al., 2000; Connor and Conway, 2000; Valentine
et al., 2006), and the fields form in two distinct settings. (1) Isolated fields of volcanoes
on continental lithosphere. (2) “Parasitic” vents along the rift zones or flanks of large
polygenetic volcanoes (Németh et al., 2003; Németh, 2010). The eruptive history of
individual volcanoes within a volcanic field might be short (days, weeks, years) but
the total duration of volcanism in a single volcanic field might exceed the total life of
a composite volcano, extending over millions of years. The total eruptive output of
an individual volcano of a volcanic field is generally 1-2 orders of magnitude less than
that of an average sized composite volcano (0.001-0.1 km3 of dense rock equivalent,
DRE), but the total eruptive volume of a whole volcanic field can be comparable with
the total volume of eruptive products of a composite volcano (Németh, 2010).
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1.5

New Zealand Geology

New Zealand is the exposed portion of a largely submerged microcontinent known as
Zealandia (Fig. 1.1). New Zealand comprises the ∼10% of Zealandia that is presently
emergent from the Pacific Ocean, whereas in total the area of Zealandia continental
crust (defined as where baythmetric depth is < 2000 m) is roughly half the size of Australia. Presently New Zealand is situated astride the Australian-Pacific plate boundary
with the most obvious onshore manifestation of this plate boundary in New Zealand
being the Alpine Fault.
There is no Precambrian cratonic core exposed in New Zealand and the basement rocks
of New Zealand consist of nine Cambrian to Early Cretaceous volcanic-sedimentary
tectonostratigraphic accreted terranes related to its history as a convergent margin
of the Gondwana supercontinent (e.g. Mortimer, 2004). Three regional batholiths
(e.g. Median Tectonic Zone) and three regional metamorphic belts (e.g. Haast Schist)
overprint the terranes (Mortimer, 2004). Late Cretaceous sea floor spreading rifted
Zealandia from the landmasses of Australia and Antarctica to open the Tasman Sea
(e.g. Gaina et al., 1998; Sutherland, 1999). Tertiary sedimentary rocks and volcanic
cover commonly overlie and obscure the underlying basement terranes which are in
turn intruded into and overlain by intraplate volcanic deposits that have been piercing
the microcontinent for the last ∼95 Myr (Coombs et al., 1986; Reay and Sipiera, 1987).

1.6

Geological Setting of Northeast Otago

Transgressive sedimentation patterns from mid-Cretaceous to late Oligocene are the
record of Zealandia’s subsidence, with much of proto-New Zealand submerged at its
maximum (Fig. 1.3) (King et al., 1999; King, 2000). As a result Northeast Otago is
characterized by marine sediments and submarine volcanism which has been grouped
into the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics of the Alma Group (Table. 1.2; Figure 1.2) (Gage,
1957; Coombs et al., 1986; Edwards, 1991). Detailed stratigraphy of Northeast Otago
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can be found in Table 1.2. The Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics were emplaced across
the Eocene-Oligocene boundary, and based on microfaunal evidence extended through
three NZ stages; late Kaiatan (overlying the Raki Siltone, Chiasmolithus oamaruensis zone - 43-38 Ma), Runangan (Bolivia pontis - 36-34 Ma) and early Whaingaroan
(Globigerina angiporoides zone - 34-32 Ma) (Edwards, 1971; Coombs et al., 1986).
The Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics and associated deposits were formed on the continental shelf of the day by submarine eruptions and normal marine processes and have
been interpreted as the product of Surtseyan eruptions with vents originating below sea
level but projecting ash, lapilli and larger blocks into the atmosphere (Fig. 1.2) (Gage,
1957; Coombs et al., 1986). Originally Gage (1957) placed the volcanic tephra into two
formations based on the dividing Totara Limestone, leading to The Waiareka Volcanic
Formation and the Deborah Volcanic Formation. Coombs et al. (1986) later introduced the collective term, Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics to include all late Eocene-early
Oligocene volcanism of Northeast Otago due to the difficulties in assigning outcrops to
either formation when the Totara Limestone is absent, and to the occurrence of tuff
and intrusives within the interbedded units of the Totara Limestone, which has been
expanded by Field and Browne (1986) as a unit extending from Late Eocene to Early
Oligocene.
The east coast of the South Island experienced minor deformation during the Late
Cenozoic as a consequence of plate reorganisation during oceanic spreading and inception of the current Alpine Fault boundary. This has resulted in a regional dip of
10◦ east (Mutch, 1963; Norris et al., 1978). High dip angles are recorded at studied
outcrops, which is unlike typical dip angles at other subaqueous Surtseyan-style deposits (e.g. Pavante Butte and Black Point; White, 1996; Murtagh and White, 2013).
Late Cenozoic activity may be responsible with only Tertiary sedimentary rocks at the
coastline having apparent deformation, for example, marker beds such as the Totara
Limestone being tilted at Cape Wanbrow but horizontal inland (Gage, 1957). Other
reasons could be deformation by magmatic intrusions or in response to eruptions, which
would only have affected the area of volcanism.
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Figure 1.3: Palaeogeographic reconstructions of the New Zealand region based on work completed by Fleming (1979); King et al. (1999) and Lee et al. (2001). (a) Middle Eocene; (b)
Late Oligocene; (c) Likely landmass in the Oligocene projected onto a map of New Zealand
and Northeast Otago to illustrate the subaqueous setting for the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics.
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Table 1.2: Stratigraphic Geology of the Northeast Otago district with simple synopsis of
geological history (Modified from Gage (1957) and Edwards (1991)). Red box signifies the
age range of the Cape Wanbrow succession, the study area for this thesis.
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1.7

Fieldwork

Cape Wanbrow lies an hour’s drive north of the University of Otago, with easily accessible (at low tide) coastal outcrops, so fieldwork was logistically straightforward. As
well as fieldwork on land, photographs of the coastline at Cape Wanbrow were taken
from sea aboard a small motorised boat in order to get a panoramic view of the deposits. Exposure in seacliffs is excellent around the Cape Wanbrow headland and the
Kakanui area. Certain localities in central headland locations could only be logged and
studied during particularly low tides, when roughly 2 hours of fieldwork was possible
before the entrance and exit points were cut off. Working alongside seal colonies on
time-restricted localities offered the most amount of delays and many trips ended up
with me getting wet feet.
Outcrop quality is generally good in cliffs and shore platforms with variable amounts
of loess covering the Paleogene stratigraphy. Lithified tephra deposits have been extensively altered to clays and zeolites and so are extremely soft. Because they can break
apart quite easily, collected samples were always wrapped in cling film and masking
tape before being wrapped into labelled sandwich bags. Samples were always oriented
in the field by marking with a permanent marker on the rock and masking tape. Samples were then thoroughly impregnated with epoxy back at the laboratory before being
prepared into normal thin sections.
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Chapter 2
The Geology of Northeast Otago
and Field Localities

2.1

Introduction

This chapter summarises the details of field localitites used in the study of the deposits
of the Cape Wanbrow succession. Field mapping and stratigraphic logging at Cape
Wanbrow (figures throughout) and analysis of variations in lithofacies and petrofacies
(Table 2.1), has been used to identify lithofacies associations within the remnants
of six volcanoes, separated by mapped discontinuities (discussed in Chapter 3). The
descriptions of lithofacies and petrofacies recognised within the remnants are in chapter
3 and they provide key information about each volcano’s lithofacies assemblage. Parts
of this chapter have been reformatted and slightly reworded from Moorhouse et al.
(2015)
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2.2

Geological and Eruptive Setting

The Oligocene was a tectonically quiet time for the North Otago area, with no evidence for a plate boundary anywhere in New Zealand (Fleming, 1979; King et al., 1999).
Through the Cenozoic, there have been three distinct periods in which intraplate alkaline volcanism occurred in the North Otago area during the Cenozoic. The first
period of volcanism produced Paleocene basaltic tuff recovered only from Endeavour-1
exploration well 17 km off the North Otago coast (Fig. 2.1a) (Coombs et al., 1986).
The second period of volcanism was in the late Eocene to early Oligocene, and formed
basaltic submarine lavas and tephra deposits now exposed along the Northeast coast
of Otago (Fig. 2.1). This group of volcanic deposits is collectively known as the
Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics (Coombs et al., 1986). The third period of volcanism in
North Otago produced largely terrestrial rocks of early to middle Miocene age known
as the Dunedin Volcanic Group (Coombs et al., 1986; Martin and White, 2001; Németh
et al., 2003; Hoernle et al., 2006).
The rocks at Cape Wanbrow (study site) formed in the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic
Field. They include extensive basaltic tephra deposits, tholeiitic pillow lavas, and
are overlain and underlain by shelf-deposited sedimentary rocks comprising limestone
and unconsolidated mudstone and siltstone (Fig. 3.1) (Gage, 1957; Cas et al., 1989;
Edwards, 1991). Bedding dips at Cape Wanbrow range from horizontal up to 30◦ to
the south east or the south west; typical dips are 15-25◦ . This is consistent with minor
deformation experienced in the South Island during the Late Cenozoic as a consequence
of plate reorganisation during oceanic spreading and inception of the current AustraliaPacific plate boundary (Mutch, 1963; Norris et al., 1978).

2.3

Palaeodepth

Palaeodepths for localities within Northeast Otago of similar age to the Cape Wanbrow
deposits have been deduced from micropalaeontological assessments using benthic and
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Figure 2.1: (a) Location and geological setting of the Cape Wanbrow volcanic succession,
Northeast Otago, South Island, New Zealand (Coombs et al., 1986). Box shows study area.
(b) Topographic map of Cape Wanbrow. A- A southern section transecting east-west and
B-B northern section transecting north-south.
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planktic foraminifera and from physical sedimentology by Hicks (2014). A palaeodepth
equivalent to inner to mid shelf is deduced with depths within the photic zone (∼ not
deeper than 80 m) and below wave base (∼ 15-40 m) with specific results indicating a
palaeodepth between 70 - 80 m (Hicks, 2014). Over the period during which the Cape
Wanbrow assemblage formed, however, global sea level curves produced by Miller et al.
(2005, 2011) and Kominz et al. (2008) have Eocene - Oligocene global sea level ranging
from ∼ 50 m to ∼ 20 m, so variations in water depth in the area may have reached 50
m (Fig. 3.13), independent of any local changes resulting from volcanism.

2.4

Field mapping and Stratigraphic logging

During initial field mapping of the Cape Wanbrow peninsula panoramic photographs
were taken from sea, aboard a small motorised boat in order to aid on land investigations of the main lithofacies within the Cape Wanbrow succession (Fig. 2.2). These
preliminary lithofacies were then added to after detailed stratigraphic logging was
completed and can be seen in table 2.1. In order to complete stratigraphic logging
of Cape Wanbrow, the coastline was split into major localities; Shell Beach (A-B on
Fig.2.2), South Beach (D-E on Fig.2.2) Bushy Beach (E-G on Fig.2.2), Hidden Beach
(I on Fig.2.2) and Dunes Beach (J-K on Fig.2.2). Detailed mapping and stratigraphic
logging completed at these sites provide the basis for the lithofacies and lithofacies
associations described in chapter 3. Lithofacies are detailed in table 2.1 and lithofacies
codes from this table are used in the stratigraphic logs of each locality.

2.4.1

Cape Wanbrow Peninsula Localitites

Shell Beach

Shell Beach is located at the very southern tip of Cape Wanbrow (Points A-B on Fig.
2.2) and logged sections include; bedded bioclast-rich tuff, shell and rhodolith-rich
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beds with increasing glaucony content and well-bedded very-fine- to medium-grained
tuff (see Table 2.1). These group together to form lithofacies association E4 and E5
(Chapter 3). Logs completed at this site and the lithofacies present can be seen in
figures 2.3 and 2.4

South Beach

South Beach is located along the southern transect of Cape Wanbrow (Points D-E
on Fig. 2.2) and logged sections include; well-bedded tuff, lapilli-tuff and massive
to diffusely laminated block-rich tuff (see table 2.1). These group together to form
lithofacies association E1 and E2 (Chapter 3). Logs completed at this site and the
lithofacies present can be seen in figure 2.5.

Bushy Beach

Bushy Beach is located in the centre of Cape Wanbrow (Points E-G on Fig. 2.2) and
logged sections include; well-bedded tuff and lapilli-tuff (see table 2.1). These group
together to form lithofacies association E1 (Chapter 3). Logs completed at this site
and the lithofacies present can be seen in figures 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8.

Hidden Beach

Hidden Beach is located along the northern transect of the Cape Wanbrow Peninsula
(Points I on Fig. 2.2) and logged sections include; well-bedded tuff and lapilli-tuff (see
table 2.1). These group together to form lithofacies association E1 (Chapter 3). Logs
completed at this site and the lithofacies present can be seen in figure 2.9.
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Dunes Beach

Dunes Beach is located along the northern transect of the Cape Wanbrow Peninsula
(Points J - K on Fig. 2.2) and logged sections include; well-bedded tuff and lapillituff, massive to diffusely laminated block-rich tuff and broadly cross-stratified fine- to
coarse-grained tuff with local lenses of low- to high-angle cross-stratification (see table
2.1). These group together to form lithofacies association E1, E2 and E3 (Chapter 3).
Logs completed at this site and the lithofacies present can be seen in figure 2.10.

2.5

Conclusion

Field mapping and stratigraphic logging aided the identification of twelve lithofacies
(Table. 2.1). These lithofacies were grouped to form seven lithofacies associations
which are outlined and interpreted in chapter 3. These lithofacies associations highlight
the prominent role that sedimentary processes played in the evolution of the volcanic
pile and aid interpretation of the eruptive evolution of the Cape Wanbrow succession.
Table 2.1: Summary of lithofacies properties and interpretations
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Figure 2.2: Panoramic photographs of the Cape Wanbrow Peninsula, with map for reference. Preliminary lithofacies assesments made
during fieldwork. Letters A - M highlight specific locations that are refered to throughout the text.
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Figure 2.3: Stratigraphic log from Shell Beach, Cape Wanbrow that summarise features of lithofacies detailed in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.4: Stratigraphic log two from Shell Beach, Cape Wanbrow that summarise features
of lithofacies detailed in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.5: Stratigraphic log from South Beach, Cape Wanbrow that summarise features of lithofacies detailed in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.6: Stratigraphic log one from Bushy Beach, Cape Wanbrow that summarise features
of lithofacies detailed in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.7: Stratigraphic log two from Bushy Beach, Cape Wanbrow that summarise features
of lithofacies detailed in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.8: Stratigraphic log three from Bushy Beach, Cape Wanbrow that summarise features of lithofacies detailed in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.9: Stratigraphic log from from Hidden Beach, Cape Wanbrow that summarise features of lithofacies detailed in table 2.1.
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Figure 2.10: Stratigraphic log from Dunes Beach, Cape Wanbrow that summarise features of
lithofacies detailed in table 2.1.
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Chapter 3
A detailed study of the Cape
Wanbrow Peninsula - the record of
a stack of Surtseyan-style volcanoes
built over millions of years
This chapter has been reformatted and slightly reworded from Moorhouse et al. (2015).

Abstract
Volcanic fields typically include many small, monogenetic, volcanoes formed by single eruptions fed by short-lived magma plumbing systems that solidify after eruption.
The Cape Wanbrow coastline of the Northeast Otago region in the South Island of
New Zealand exposes an Eocene - Oligocene intraplate basaltic field that erupted in
Surtseyan style onto a submerged continental shelf, and the stratigraphy of Cape Wanbrow suggests that eruptions produced multiple volcanoes whose edifices overlapped
within a small area, but separated by millions of years. The small Cape Wanbrow
highland is shown to include the remains of 6 volcanoes that are distinguished by discordant to locally concordant inter-volcano contacts marked by biogenic accumulations
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or other slow-formed features. The 6 volcanoes contain several lithofacies associations:
(a) the dominantly pyroclastic E1 comprising well-bedded tuff and lapilli-tuff, emplaced by traction-dominated unsteady, turbulent high-density currents; (b) E2, massive to diffusely laminated block-rich tuff deposited by grain-dominant cohesionless
debris flows; (c) E3, broadly cross-stratified tuff with local lenses of low- to high-angle
cross-stratification which was deposited by either subaerial pyroclastic currents or subaqueously by unstable antidune- and chute-and-pool-forming supercritical flows; (d)
E4, very-fine- to medium-grained tuff deposited by turbidity currents; (e) E5, bedded
bioclast-rich tuff with increasing glaucony content upward, emplaced by debris flows;
(f) E6, pillow lava and inter-pillow bioclastic sediment; (g) E7, hyaloclastite breccia.
These lithofacies associations aid interpretation of the eruptive evolution of each separate volcano, which in turn grew and degraded during build-up of the overall volcanic
pile. Sedimentary processes played a prominent role in the evolution of the volcanic
pile with both syn- and post-eruptive re-mobilization of debris from the growing pile
of primary pyroclastic deposits of multiple volcanoes separated by time. An increase
in bioclastic detritus upsequence suggests that the stack of deposits from overlapping
volcanoes built up into shallow enough waters for colonization to occur. This material
was periodically shed from the top of the edifice to form bioclast-rich debris flow deposits of volcanoes 4, 5 and 6. Since the eruption of Surtsey (1963 - 1965) many studies
have been made of the resulting island, but the pre-emergent base remains submarine,
unincised and little studied. Eruption-fed density currents that formed deposits of the
volcanoes of Cape Wanbrow are inferred to be typical products of submarine processes
such as those that built Surtsey to the sea surface.

3.1

Introduction

Continental monogenetic volcanic fields are commonly characterized by low magma
supply rates (1-2 orders of magnitude less than in an average sized composite volcano)
over relatively long periods of time (expanding over millions of years) (Connor et al.,
2000; Németh, 2010). We accept the traditional view that a monogenetic volcano is
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one formed by a single eruption (e.g. Wood, 1979). According to Walker (1993), composite polygenetic volcanoes develop where magma is supplied sufficiently frequently
to maintain a single thermal pathway to the surface, whereas in monogenetic volcanic
fields batches of magma ascend at such long time intervals that plumbing systems freeze
before a new ascent of magma begins. The loss of this thermally favourable pathway
means the new magma batch has to create a new pathway to the surface (Walker, 1993;
Németh, 2010). Other studies have revealed magma-supply complexities within monogenetic volcanoes, including multiple sources that feed eruption pulses rather than one
source and a continuous eruption (Keating et al., 2008; Diez et al., 2009; Valentine
and Hirano, 2010; Brenna et al., 2010, 2011). In other fields it has been demonstrated
that an apparently single edifice holds products of more than one volcano, for example
the Heimaey volcanic centre, Iceland (e.g. Jakobsson, 1968), small ’satellite’ vents of
ocean islands like La Palma, Canary Islands (e.g. White and Schmincke, 1999; Klügel
et al., 2000) and Lookout Bluff, northeast Otago, New Zealand (Maicher, 2003). This
could be explained as simple random overlapping in a crowded field, the result of longlived crustal features that repeatedly deliver magma preferentially to certain sites, or
the product of exceptionally “meltable” zones, or crustal storage, that repeatedly feed
magma into relatively small surface areas through repeatedly developed and abandoned
plumbing (e.g. Takada, 1994; Le Corvec et al., 2013).
The dramatic formation of the island of Surtsey in the northern Atlantic in 1963-1965
introduced the term Surtseyan volcanism for explosive eruptions shaped by the interaction of magma and standing water (Thorarinsson et al., 1964; Walker and Croasdale,
1971; Kokelaar, 1983). Surtseyan eruptions are characterised by semi-continuous “uprush” plumes and intermittent explosions producing tephra jets in a water-filled vent
(Thorarinsson et al., 1964; Walker, 1993; Kokelaar, 1983; Sorrentino et al., 2011). Approximately 70 % of the magma that erupted during the eruption of Surtsey generated
tephra, with lava flows representing the remaining 30 % (Thorarinsson, 1967). Only 9
% of the tephra was deposited above sea level (Thorarinsson, 1967; Kokelaar, 1983), and
the pre-emergent base remains submarine, un-incised and effectively unstudied except
for several scuba dives (Kokelaar, 1986) and analysis of a single drill-core (Jakobsson
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and Moore, 1980; Moore, 1985). To understand submarine eruptions that develop into
emergent volcanoes, study needs to focus on the pre-emergent parts - ideally in a way
that allows inference of depositional process. An indirect method of understanding the
submarine portions of Surtseyan volcanoes is to study volcanoes that formed under
water and have since been exposed above sea level. Superb deposits of Surtseyan-type
eruptions are preserved in the South Island of New Zealand in Otago sea-cliffs along
the coastline between Oamaru and Moeraki (Fig. 2.1). These deposits were erupted
onto a submerged continental shelf between 38 and 33 Ma as part of an extensive
alkaline-basalt monogenetic volcanic field known as the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics
(Gage, 1957; Coombs et al., 1986; Hoernle et al., 2006).
The volcanoes of this monogenetic field extend across a sizeable area in eastern Otago
(Fig. 2.1) but there is clear evidence that at some sites volcanoes formed in more or
less the same place, with millions of years worth of marine sediment separating their
deposits from one another (Maicher, 2003). This is also the case for the Cape Wanbrow
succession that is addressed here. This small peninsula comprises the overlapping
deposits of as many as six volcanoes, formed over a span of at least 3 million years.
Over this long history, only a limited range of deposit lithofacies were produced, all of
which might be initially inferred to have been formed in a single short-lived eruption
and its aftermath. Even the composition of magma, represented in a limited way by
the An content of plagioclase phenocrysts in these altered deposits, seems to have had
the same narrow compositional range.
In this chapter are the details of the deposits of these volcanoes, the interpretation
of their origins, finalised by placing them in context of the growth, death, and burial
by its successor of each of the volcanoes of Cape Wanbrow. Without the high-quality
exposure in sea-cliffs at Cape Wanbrow, the biostratigraphic control, or the radiometric
dates, it would be easy to infer that the whole of the peninsula formed from a single
brief eruption. A similar situation is inferred on the Northern Chatham Island where
a set of overlapping volcanoes is described and was formed over a significant period of
time. These deposits also appear to have a strikingly similar geological context to Cape
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Wanbrow (Németh et al., 2013; Stewart et al., 2014). The findings presented in this
chapter therefore provide a cautionary tale for workers in other monogenetic fields;
the last edifice at this site was built atop a subdued pedestal comprising extremely
similar deposits representing remnants of a series of previous volcanoes, like a modern
city built on ancient ruins, but all constructed by the same family of architects and
builders.

3.2

Discontinuities and Lithofacies

Widespread erosional discontinuities (Table 3.1) within the exposed section, together
with the evidence from radiometric dates and fossils, show that the youngest Cape
Wanbrow rocks are at least three million years younger than the oldest ones. This long
timeframe for accumulation means that the rocks cannot represent a single monogenetic
volcano, yet they lack the scale and other attributes of a central volcano. I infer instead
that the deposits represent the remnants of multiple overlapping volcanoes, and have
used the discontinuities to construct a volcano by volcano framework (Fig. 3.1, 3.2,
3.3). Six distinct volcanoes named Tahi1 , Rua2 , Toru3 , Wha4 , Rima5 and Ono6 , which
translate to one through six in the Māori language, have been described in detail, with
a synthesis of each volcano given in table 1. The discontinuities have distinct features
enabling their definition as a horizon. These include; (1) traceable across the field area
unlike intra-volcano contacts which are much smaller and likely caused by slumping,
(2) have a distinct change in bedding characteristics below and above the unconformity
and (3) are associated with biogenic accumulation or other slow formed features.

Deposits or ‘contents’ of each volcano are heterogeneous (see Table 2.1 for lithofacies
descriptions) and enclosed by bounding discontinuities, which are typically unconformities formed at the end of a volcano’s eruptive life (Table 3.1). This is not dissimilar to
the use of allostratigraphy, in which heterogeneous deposits are grouped into allounits
based on significant discontinuities, in order to place emphasis on natural breaks that
separate periods of accumulation (e.g. Van Wagoner et al., 1988; Oviatt et al., 1994;
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Figure 3.1: (a) Location points at Cape Wanbrow and projected inter-volcano boundaries. (b)
Three dimensional perspective of the succession at Cape Wanbrow including inter- volcano
boundaries.
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Marx et al., 2009) or to the use of unconformity bounded stratigraphic volcanic units
when mapping (e.g. in the Lipari Islands; (Lucchi et al., 2010)). Field mapping and
stratigraphic logging at Cape Wanbrow (Fig. 3.3), along with analysis of variations in
lithofacies and petrofacies (Table 2.1), has been used to identify lithofacies associations
within the remnants of six volcanoes, separated by mapped discontinuities. The ages
of the different volcanoes are taken or estimated from field relationships, radiometric dates, and unpublished
3.3). The

87

87

Sr/86 Sr data of R.E. Fordyce (pers. comm. 2014; Fig.

Sr/86 Sr study was performed on individual shells of fossil scallops found

within four different limestone beds within the succession at Cape Wanbrow (Fig. 3.3).
The samples were prepared so that there was no trace of limonite, and they were not
cemented. The study was performed at Brown University, USA and the dates presented in this paper were acquired using the McArthur et al. (2012)

87

Sr/86 Sr curve.

The Cenozoic seawater strontium curve itself is difficult to assign +/- precision levels
to but unfortunately is the only method available for these deposits. However, these
dates match reliable foraminifera data and although the substantial gaps indicated
are plausible, breaks shorter or longer within the same order of magnitude would not
change the story.
Below are the descriptions of the discontinuities that are recognised as separating remnants of different volcanoes (see also Table 3.1), and provide key information about
each volcano’s lithofacies assemblage and geometry. Additional lithofacies description
is presented in Table 2.1.
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Figure 3.2: Line drawings and photographs highlighting six inter-volcano boundaries (# 1-6
in text) in more detail. For locations refer to Fig. 3.1. (a) View: S. (b) View: NW. (c) View:
W. (d) View: SW. See Table 3.1 for labels of facies and descriptions.
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Figure 3.3: Measured sections and inter-volcano boundaries of the Cape Wanbrow succession
showing the deposits of an evolving stack of numerous volcanoes at one site. Lithofacies
associations are in the left hand column and include; explosive and aggrading phases of
deposition, effusive formation of pillow lavas and re-worked deposits with increasing biogenic
content and decreasing volcanic material up sequence.

3.2.1

Discontinuity #1; Tahi1 - Rua2 Boundary

The discontinuity separating deposits of Tahi1 and Rua2 volcanoes extends from localities F to G (Fig. 3.1, 3.2a, 3.3) and is an abrupt and irregularly shaped discordant
erosional surface that extends 30 m around a headland (Fig. 3.2a). On the northern
side of the headland at locality G (Fig. 3.1), the top of Tahi1 is marked by a highly irregular erosional surface that disappears below beach level. There are no other changes
around the contact. On the southern side of the headland at locality F (Fig. 3.1) the
Tahi1 deposits are separated from Rua2 by a fault, and no stratigraphic contact is exposed. No fossils or bioturbation are visible and there are no other deposits associated
with the boundary. Underlying the Tahi1 - Rua2 discontinuity are the deposits of Tahi1
which represent the earliest volcanic eruptions of the Cape Wanbrow peninsula and include a massive boulder-rich tuff (lithofacies association E2, Table 3.1). Overlying this
erosional contact are steeply dipping (+25◦ SE) beds of tephra (lithofacies association
E1, Table 3.1) which onlap the erosion surface. The base of Tahi1 is not exposed, but
it has an exposed thickness of 12 m.

3.2.2

Discontinuity #2; Rua2 - Toru3 Boundary

The discontinuity between deposits of Rua2 and Toru3 volcanoes crops out on the south
side of Cape Wanbrow at localities K-L (Fig. 3.1, 3.2c, 3.3). It is marked by a very
abrupt, discordant but relatively planar erosion surface that rises from beach level 8
m southward at an angle of ∼20◦ before merging with Discontinuity #3. No fossils
or bioturbation are visible at the discontinuity but beds of the deposit directly above
it are parallel to the unconformable surface and make up a breccia containing rip46
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Table 3.1: Summary of volcanoes: their defining bounding discontinuities and the lithofacies
contained
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up clasts of underlying material; the breccia is in turn overlain by a highly deformed
bed of fine-grained tuff. There are no other deposits associated with the boundary,
but overlying erosional unit’s comprise re-mobilized material and evidence of intense
downward erosion of underlying shallow dipping (<10◦ ) beds of tephra. This creates
a clear and sharp truncated surface clearly marking an unconformity (Fig. 3.2c). The
underlying deposits belong to Rua2 and are predominantly interbedded fine- to coarsegrained tuffs, lapilli tuffs and massive block-rich tuffs (lithofacies associations E1 and
E2, Table 3.1) with the uppermost sequence also including broadly cross-stratified
tuff (lithofacies associationE3). Rua2 deposits are the most extensively preserved and
exposed of any of the volcanoes, with a thickness of 280 m (localities C-F; Fig. 3.1,
3.2a, c, 3.3) on the south side of Cape Wanbrow. They display complex internal erosion
features and sedimentary structures.

3.2.3

Discontinuity #3; Toru3 - Wha4 Boundary

The discontinuity between deposits of Toru3 and Wha4 volcanoes is exposed on the
south side of Cape Wanbrow at localities K-L (Fig. 3.1, 3.2c, 3.3) as a clearly discordant
unconformable surface separating underlying bedded tuffs (E1-4) from overlying pillow
lava (lithofacies association E6, Table 3.1). The surface is relatively planar and visible
for 300 m northward from cliff top to beach level at Boatmans Harbour with apparent
dip of about 20◦ northwards. Where vegetation does not obstruct the contact it is clear
that underlying beds are truncated and next to the boundary are slightly deformed. A
Runangan (Upper Eocene - 36.4 - 34.6 Ma) fauna Bolivina Pontis is present in tuffs
of Toru3 below the unconformity but no bioturbation is visible (Coombs et al., 1986).
Little of Toru3 volcano is exposed; only 5 m comprises three distinct lithofacies, E1, E2
and deformed beds of thin bedded fine- to medium-grained tuff (lithofacies association
E4, Table 3.1). Three-dimensional asymmetric linguoid ripples are recorded in one bed
towards the top of the Toru3 deposits, only 1 m below the unconformity.
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3.2.4

Discontinuity #4; Wha4 - Rima5 Boundary

The discontinuity between deposits of Wha4 and Rima5 volcanoes crops out on the
south side of Cape Wanbrow at localities L-M (Fig. 3.1, 3.2d, 3.3). The boundary is
concordant with bedding in over- and underlying deposits, and is visible for 8 m from
cliff top to beach level with a steep apparent dip of 30◦ northwards. The underlying
and overlying units are both limestone beds that are parallel bedded and appear conformable, however unpublished

87

Sr/86 Sr data of R.E. Fordyce (pers. comm. 2014)

suggests a 2 million year gap between the deposits (Fig. 3.3), indicating a paraconformity. Other than burrows on the top of the limestone unit below the boundary there
are no other associated structures. Underlying units associated with the limestone beds
are E4 and bioclast-rich tuffs (lithofacies association E5, Table 3.1). Volcanic fragments
in the limestone suggest that it was formed contemporaneously with volcanism.

3.2.5

Discontinuity #5; Rua2 - Rima5 Boundary

The boundary between the deposits of Rua2 and Rima5 volcanoes is exposed on the
north side of Cape Wanbrow at localities E-C (Fig. 3.1, 3.2b, 3.3). The deposits above
this discontinuity have been correlated to those that make up the deposits of Rima5
Volcano exposed at locality M (Fig. 3.1) based on 87 Sr/87 Sr dates (R.E. Fordyce, pers.
comm. 2014) and therefore discontinuity #5 might be correlatable to discontinuity
#4 (Fig. 3.1, Table 3.1). The boundary separating the deposits of Rua2 from those
of Rima5 is marked by a very abrupt, irregularly shaped discordant erosional surface
that extends from beach level to 100 m north at varying angles from steep at beach
level (∼20-25◦ ) to very shallow (5◦ ) at the cliff top 100 m northwards before being
truncated by deposits of loess. No fossils or bioturbation is visible at the contact and
there are no other deposits associated with the boundary. The overlying beds of Rima5
are parallel to the erosion surface and are made up of thick and well-bedded (50 cm 1 m) medium-grained tuffs which onlap the unconformable surface and therefore the
underlying steeply dipping (∼30-40◦ ) beds of tephra that make up the deposits of Rua2 .
This is a clear and sudden truncated surface and clearly marks an unconformity (Fig
3.2b). The deposits of Rua2 extend for 300 m northwards from the unconformity at
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locality C to the fault bounded structure at F on the north side of Cape Wanbrow
(Fig. 3.1, 3.3).

3.2.6

Discontinuity #6; Rima5 - Ono6 Boundary

The discontinuity separating the deposits of Rima5 from Ono6 is best exposed at locality
M (Fig. 3.1, 3.2d, 3.3). This discordant erosional contact is visible for 8 m from cliff
top to beach level at an apparent angle of 30◦ northwards. It is an erosional and
irregular contact that underlying units made up of lithofacies E4 and E5 (Table 3.1)
are truncated by. The deposits above are made up of hyaloclastite breccia (lithofacies
E7, Table 3.1) and the contact is marked by erosional depressions into which the tephra
material of the hyaloclastite breccia infills. No bioturbation or other features are visible
or associated with the boundary. There is no visible top contact for the hyaloclastite
breccia at Cape Wanbrow but local deposition of marine sediment, including greensand
indicates Ono6 was most likely the final volcano to form on this stack.

3.3

Petrofacies

The constituents of the volcaniclastic rocks of Cape Wanbrow are mainly juvenile particles with only traces of accidental material, such as quartz grains. An exception is the
bioclastic tuff lithofacies (Table 2.1) that has an increasing amount of fossil fragments
and glaucony upwards, which corresponds to a decrease in juvenile material. The following constituents can be found in the rocks of Cape Wanbrow (Table 2.1): vesicular
sideromelane pyroclasts, now palagonite; dense sideromelane particles; crystals and
crystal fragments; lithic fragments; rip-up clasts; fossils and fossil fragments; zeolite
cement; and calcite cement. Variations in the abundance of pyroclasts, sideromelane,
crystals and lithic fragments can be interpreted in terms of varying magmatic processes
and eruption dynamics. The presence of rip-up clasts and modification to original volcaniclast populations (e.g. destruction of vesicular sideromelane and/or segregation of
components) indicates reworking of volcanic source materials. Biological accumulation
is indicated by fossils, and calcite and zeolite cements probably formed early, while
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deposits were still on the seafloor.

3.4

Mineral Chemistry

The chemistry of feldspar phenocrysts from across the succession has been determined
in an attempt to aid separation of volcanoes. Feldspar was selected because it is the
only mineral phase across the whole succession that has remained fresh and suitable
for chemical analysis. Sideromelane glass exists only in pillow-lava rims and as isolated
fragments in the hyaloclastite breccia, with original glass in particles of all other
lithofacies and units having been altered to a palagonitic assemblage of clays, zeolites
and calcite. Similarly, there are only pseudomorphs and tiny remnants of mafic minerals, which are not suitable for chemical comparisons through the sequence. Feldspar
phenocrysts in volcaniclasts within tuff, lapilli tuff and bioclast-rich sandstones across
the whole succession have, however, not been albitised or altered to clay during
diagenesis. Feldspar phenocrysts were inspected by backscattered electron imaging
and then analysed by wavelength dispersive spectroscopy on the JEOL8600 electron
microprobe at the University of Otago.

Due to the significant time gaps represented by the discontinuities it was expected that samples collected from the different volcanoes would show some detectable
variation in composition that would reflect variation in magma sources sites or batch
evolution. Feldspar compositions, however, all plot in the labradorite field between
An55 - An65 (Fig. 3.4a). The internal variation within samples is consistent with
the results in Coombs et al. (1986), who showed that feldspar compositions for the
pillow lava and hyaloclastite breccia at the base of Wha4 and Ono6 volcanoes were
between An62 and An64 . A plot of An content versus stratigraphy within each volcano
shows that there is no clear trend through the succession, or through deposits of any
volcano comprising it (Fig. 3.4b). This narrow compositional range seems somewhat
surprising, given that the discontinuities separating deposits of different volcanoes in
some cases clearly represent millions of years.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Feldspar compositions from numerous tephra samples taken from six different
volcanoes around Cape Wanbrow. (b) Variation of An content vs stratigraphy within each
volcano for the Cape Wanbrow succession
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3.5

Lithofacies Associations

Lithofacies present in the Cape Wanbrow succession (Table 2.1) can be grouped into
seven lithofacies associations. These are: E1 - well-bedded tuff and lapilli-tuff, E2
- massive to diffusely laminated block-rich tuff, E3 - broadly cross-stratified fine- to
coarse-grained tuff with local lenses of low- to high-angle cross-stratification, E4 - wellbedded, very-fine- to medium-grained tuff, E5 - bedded bioclast-rich tuff, shell and
rhodolith-rich beds with increasing glaucony content, E6 - pillow lava and inter-pillow
bioclastic sediment and E7 - hyaloclastite breccia.

3.5.1

Lithofacies Association E1: well-bedded tuff and lapillituff

Lithofacies association E1 is composed of intercalated thin beds of fine- to coarsegrained ash and fine- to coarse-lapilli (Fig. 3.3, 3.5). Beds are up to 1 m thick but
are commonly between a few centimetres and 30 cm thick. Bedding boundaries are
sub-parallel and mostly diffuse and few thin beds can be traced for more than a
few metres, although local examples of beds being laterally continuous for tens of
metres do occur. Small-scale discordances and scours occur at the bases of some fineto medium-grained tuffs, whereas coarse-grained tuff and lapilli-tuff beds commonly
have erosive bases with infill of poorly-sorted and sometimes framework-supported
coarse-lapilli and blocks. Locally, erosive bed-bases have a high concentration of lapilli
and small blocks behind a larger block (Fig. 3.5d).

Beds in E1 are moderately sorted, except were large anomalous lapilli and blocks
occur. Grainsize grading is inconsistent, with individual beds displaying both reverse
and normal grading (Fig. 3.5a, d). It is not uncommon for some layers to display good
reverse grading at one site and change to unsorted or normal graded within a distance
of centimetres (Fig. 3.5d). Locally diffuse lamination and minor cross-lamination is
present in coarse-grained tuffs and lenses of fine-grained tuff are common in lapilli
tuffs.

Irregular-shaped, angular to sub-rounded blocks ranging in size from 2 to
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50 cm occur in beds of all thickness and in all lithofacies, but commonly occur in
coarse-grained tuffs and lapilli-tuffs with a thickness over 10 cm. Most blocks vary
from 20 - 50 % vesicularity with isolated occurrences of highly vesicular scoria or
poorly vesicular material. Bomb sags do not appear to be present.

Deposits of E1 are most extensive within Rua2 with a thickness of 280 m on
the southern transect, and they reach 300 m on the northern transect. E1 is also
found in Tahi1 , Toru3 , Wha4 and Rima5 but is less extensive. A major feature of E1 is
the repeated onlap of a sedimentary sequence onto an erosion surface, where bedding
is at a different dip angle and/or palaeo-flow direction to the sequence below it (Fig.
3.6). These onlap or truncation surfaces occur on a metre to tens of metres scale and
units pinch in and out over short distances. Small-scale syn-sedimentary faulting is
commonly associated with these erosional surfaces and faults locally crosscut tephra
at one site, but can be absent a few metres away.

All tephra making up E1 has been altered, cemented and has common replacement textures, so details of original grain-size distribution and deposit textures have
been lost. Most of E1 is framework-supported but locally the framework grains have
been replaced by calcite. Fine- to medium-grained ash grains have been palagonitised
to a mixture of calcite and/or zeolite. This diagenetic alteration makes it difficult
to discern details of deposit texture.

Individual clasts in coarse-grained tuff and

lapilli-tuff are highly angular and moderately to highly vesicular. There are very rare
isolated domains of sideromelane and plagioclase phenocrysts and microlites. Locally
preserved tiny crystals of plagioclase within cement between framework clasts could
be relics of an original matrix.

3.5.2

Lithofacies Association E2: Massive to diffusely laminated block-rich tuff

Lithofacies E2 is internally massive with rare examples of local diffuse lamination (Fig.
3.3, 3.7). The diffuse lamination is defined by variations in the size and abundance of
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Figure 3.5: Lithofacies association E1. (a) (b) The line drawing and photograph show thin
and laterally thickening broadly lenticular beds with localised broad scours that typify the
E1 lithofacies. Variable grading and local small-scale discordances are highlighted. View
NW. (c) Detail of E1 bedding showing diffuse boundaries and lateral grain-size change as
well as localised scouring and irregular contacts. View W. (d) Erosive bases with infill of
poorly-sorted and sometimes framework-supported coarse-lapilli and blocks. Note: high concentration of lapilli and blocks built-up behind a larger block to the bottom right of photo.
View NW. See Table 2.1 for labels of facies and descriptions.
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Figure 3.6: Larger-scale structures of lithofacies association E1. (a) (b) Line drawing and
photograph displaying the repeated localised truncation of units with varying dip angles and
direction, sometimes cut by syn-sedimentary faults. View N. (c) Large scale truncation of beds
within lithofacies association E1 occurring in deposits of Rua2 but not deposits of overlying
Rima5 . Both photographs include arrows highlighting particular truncation locations. View
N.
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large blocks. Upper contacts are usually irregular and commonly overlain by E1. E2 is
poorly sorted and lithologically defined as a breccia. The dominant grain-size ranges
from coarse-ash to fine-lapilli with large blocks of variable sizes up to 50 cm dispersed
throughout. Blocks vary in shape but are commonly angular to sub-angular and are
variably vesicular, ranging from scoriaceous to poorly vesicular (visual estimate of 3060 % vesicular). Vesicles generally fit into two populations; small and oval with local
stretching and large oval vesicles. Blocks are mostly irregularly placed throughout E2
but locally clasts cluster together (Fig. 3.6b). E2 is framework supported but many of
the clasts have been replaced by calcite meaning original grain shape characteristics are
difficult to determine. Where visible, clasts appear to be irregular, angular, variably
vesicular and wholly altered to palagonite. No matrix has been observed apart from
the occurrence of plagioclase microlites between clasts that could be relics of an original
matrix or just the segregation of components during transport. Two good examples of
E2 can be found at site G and L (Fig. 3.1, 3.2). Both contacts have irregular upper
contacts. Site G comprises a 12 m thick unit of E2 but the lower contact is not visible
so an estimate of thickness is not possible (Fig. 3.2a, 3.7). Site L comprises a 1 m thick
unit of E2 (Fig. 3.2c, 3.7). The basal contact is erosive into underlying lithofacies E1
and it contains rip-up clasts from this underlying tuff.

3.5.3

Lithofacies Association E3: broadly cross-stratified fineto coarse-grained tuff with local lenses of low- to highangle cross-stratification

Lithofacies E3 is exposed at the northern end of Cape Wanbrow and is there 40 m thick
(Fig. 3.1, 3.3). E3 comprises thin interbeds of fine- to coarse-grained ash and finelapilli tuff with isolated blocks (<10 cm in length) (Fig. 3.7). A dominant depositional
feature of E3 is broad (ca. 1-2 m), low amplitude (ca. 10-20 cm) dune bedforms
that grade laterally and vertically into sub-horizontally stratified tuff beds. These
dunes commonly have a steeper dipping stoss- than lee-side and generally occur in the
fine to medium-grained portions of interbeds, though many are capped by a coarsergrained bed (Fig. 3.8e). Dunes either have low-amplitude sigmoidal shapes or consist
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Figure 3.7: Lithofacies association E2. (a) E2 lithofacies association at site G showing poorly
sorted nature. Note blocks vary in shape but are commonly angular to sub-angular and are
variably vesicular. (b) E2 tuff breccia showing blocks are mostly irregularly placed but locally
cluster together. (c) E2 lithofacies association at site L showing poorly sorted nature and
irregular erosive base and top contacts. Note rip-up clasts of underlying tuff. See Table 2.1
for labels of facies and descriptions.
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of lenticular sets with convex tops. Sigmoidal dunes occur most commonly towards the
base and top of the 40 m section and dunes with convex tops occur most commonly
in the middle section. Other structures that occur in association with dunes include
low-angle cross-bedded and planar-laminated deposits (Fig. 3.8a, b) along with rare
examples of high-angle cross-stratification that are intercalated in lenses among the
dunes (Fig. 3.8c, d). Dunes can form in isolation or as clusters where dunes truncate
each other (Fig. 3.8a, b). Most commonly dunes persist laterally for several metres
with bedform spacing averaging 40-50 cm in intervals that vary from 20 cm to 1 m,
with most no longer than 30 cm (Fig. 3.8e).

3.5.4

Lithofacies Association E4: Well-bedded very-fine- to
medium-grained tuff

Lithofacies E4 is exposed on the south of Cape Wanbrow at locality B and has a
thickness of 50 m (Fig. 3.1, 3.3). E4 is only seen within Toru3 and Rima5 and comprises
thin interbedded very-fine- to coarse-grained tuffs, with fine-grained ash volumetrically
dominant. Beds are between 1 cm and 30 cm thick and bed boundaries are sub-parallel
and sharp with localised small-scale discordances and scours at some bed bases (Fig.
3.9). Beds are well-sorted and normal grading is a distinguishing characteristic of this
lithofacies association. Sedimentary structures include load casts between coarse- and
fine-grained tuff beds, localised faint laminations in the tops of beds and intervals of
fine-grained units with coarse-grained laminae.

3.5.5

Lithofacies Association E5: Bedded bioclast-rich tuff,
shell and rhodolith-rich beds with increasing glaucony
content

This lithofacies association is found in the uppermost part of the stratigraphic sequence
at localities A where it is 50 m thick, and L where its thickness is 10 m (Fig. 3.1, 3.3).
At both sites it comprises interbedded sandstones, mudstones and tuffs, all with fossil
debris (Fig. 3.9b, c). Bed thickness varies dramatically from 30 cm to 35 m but most
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Figure 3.8: Lithofacies association E3. (a) (b) Line drawing and photograph displaying broad
and low-amplitude dunes that typify this lithofacies. The interbedded tuff displays low-angle
cross-stratification. View: W. (c) (d) Detail of E3 lithofacies association showing lenses of
both low- and high-angle cross-bedding and sub-horizontal beds. (e) Continuous broad, lowamplitude and long wave-length dunes. Small arrows point towards dune crests. Large hollow
arrow indicates consistent leftward transport. View: SW. See Table 2.1 for labels of facies
and descriptions.
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Figure 3.9: Lithofacies association E4. (a) Displays sharp, sub-parallel bed boundaries with
localised small-scale discordances and scours at some bed bases. View: N (b) Lithofacies
E5 at locality A showing the shell-rich and rhodolith-rich nature of these steeply dipping
beds. View: N. (c) Lithofacies E5 at locality M showing interbedded limestone, sands and
mudstone with shell fragments, burrows and volcanic clasts below Rima5 and in turn the
hyaloclastite breccia. (d) Lithofacies E5 at locality M showing trace fossils as the top of the
white limestone bed. View: SW. See Table 2.1 for labels of facies and descriptions.
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beds are 1-2 m thick. Bed boundaries are sub-parallel and mostly sharp with localised
diffuse boundaries, mainly between fine- to coarse-grained tuffs. Erosive bed-bases are
uncommon but where present occur between fine-grained and coarser-grained bioclastrich tuffs. Beds are laterally continuous over tens of metres and variation in sedimentary
structures across this distance is minimal. Bioclast-rich tuffaceous beds are mostly
massive to locally crudely bedded. The beds have occasional diffuse lamination, usually
highlighted by a higher concentration of shelly fragments. Mudstones and siltstones
are tightly laminated and localised ripple marks are found. Both localities show an
up-sequence increase in glaucony content and a decrease in fossil fragments and grains
of volcanic origin. Locality L comprises interbedded bioclast-rich tuffs, sands, silts
and mudstones and a 30 cm thick limestone horizon comprising part of the Totara
Limestone (Fig. 3.9c, d). Locality A begins with a 35 m thick, massive, coarse-grained
volcanic sandstone that contains isolated basaltic blocks and minor amounts of shell
fragments. This basal unit is overlain by interbedded 1-2 m thick well-bedded fine- to
medium-grained sands and muds that contain varying amounts of fossil fragments and
includes a distinct 1 m-thick rhodolith-rich bed. The visible stratigraphy at locality
A finishes with a glaucony-rich, fossil-poor fine-grained sandstone of unknown true
thickness (Fig. 3.9b).

3.5.6

Lithofacies Association E6: Pillow lava and inter-pillow
bioclastic sediment

This lithofacies association appears to occur only in Wha4 volcano at localities L-M and
is 30 m thick (Fig. 3.1, 3.3). It is made up of tholeiitic basalt pillows that range from 30
cm in diameter to 5 (horizontal) by 2 (vertical) m, with larger examples maybe being
transitional to lava tubes (Fig. 3.2c, d). Between the pillows is a matrix of bioclastic
foraminiferal sand cemented with calcite. Coombs et al. (1986) describes vesicles in the
glassy selvages of the pillow lava as very sparse (<1 %) and small (<0.5 mm). There are
4 distinct zones recognizable within the pillows: (1) the outermost zone with up to 10
mm of waxy palagonite derived from sideromelane and the occurrence of small laths of
plagioclase and granules of fresh olivine; (2) 10 mm of fresh black vitreous sideromelane
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where plagioclase laths show a high degree of preferred orientation produced by lava
flow; (3) a grading down into a third zone of 20 mm dull black tachylyte and finally
(4) an innermost zone consisting of grey coloured altered basalt that gives way to fresh
basalt in the core and contains notably larger feldspars, abundant quenched pyroxenes
and pseudomorphed olivines (Coombs et al., 1986).

3.5.7

Lithofacies Association E7: Hyaloclastite breccia

This lithofacies association is present only in Ono6 volcano and is exposed from localities M-N, where it has a minimum thickness of 80 m (Fig. 3.1, 3.3). This lithofacies
association is typified by poor sorting of tholeiitic glassy fragments including some
pillow fragments. There are locally connected lava pods or tubes, and pockets and
lenses of foraminiferal sandstone that in places is also present as matrix to the glassy
fragments. There is widely spaced crude bedding that has an apparent dip of 30◦ to the
northwest. Unlike other lithofacies associations at Cape Wanbrow where sideromelane
is completely replaced by palagonite, the sideromelane in E7 is only partly replaced.
A common feature of E7 is that it is cut by bioclastic limestone dikes.

3.6
3.6.1

Discussion
Eruption and Depositional Processes

In this section, we discuss the probable depositional processes and eruptive dynamics
that formed the lithofacies (Table 2.1) and lithofacies associations (Table 3.1) of the
Cape Wanbrow succession.

Thin, individual beds that cannot be traced for more than a few metres, are
broadly lenticular with localised broad scours, and include large lapilli and blocks near
bed bases, without impact sags typify Lithofacies Association E1 (Fig. 3.10a). On
the basis of these common characteristics these beds are inferred here to have been
formed through eruption and collapse of semicontinuous tephra-laden jets behind
pressure waves generated by hydromagmatic explosions that provided dense fallout
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of particles (White, 2000). Fallout either fell back into the vent or was diverted
outward by subsequent jetting into eruption-fed aqueous density currents comprising
dilute to high-concentration particulate gravity flows with water as the continuous
intergranular phase (e.g. White, 2000; Cantelli et al., 2008). Some beds display varied
characteristics from structureless through to crude and spaced stratification, which
are indicative of high fall-out rates; the beds are similar to sub- and supercritical flow
deposits described by Postma and Cartigny (2014).

The occurrence of both reverse- and normal-grading within the same lenses
may indicate a traction-dominated sedimentation stage of deposition (Lowe, 1982;
White, 1996). Recent studies on bedload sheets in fluvial settings (Venditti et al.,
2008; Sequeiros et al., 2010; Frey and Church, 2011) and from flume experiments with
density currents (Cantelli et al., 2008) could also give insight into the structures of
E1. Fluvial deposition via bedload sheets has been described as a consequence of a
catch and mobilize process, in which the infilling of interstices between large grains
by smaller particles smooths out hydraulic wakes and causes the remobilization of
large particles (Whiting et al., 1988; Venditti et al., 2008). Once the flow starts to
entrain most of the surface-exposed grains, downward movement of smaller grains
occurs, which then occupy voids and develop thin lenses with patches of both reverseand normal-grading (Whiting et al., 1988; Venditti et al., 2008; Recking et al., 2009;
Frey and Church, 2011). A model of sediment sorting in turbidity currents fed by
subaqueous eruptions has been developed from flume experiments by Cantelli et al.
(2008). The study shows that movement of bedload in these currents and similar cold
currents carrying abundant coarse particles moving as bedload just prior to deposition
is discontinuous and pulsatory. Bedload moves as sheets of coarse-grained material
that are deposited as patches on the upper surface of the bed, thus creating areas of
both reverse- and normal-grading within the same depositional lens.
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Figure 3.10: Illustration of subaqueous eruption activity and depositional model responsible
for formation of lithofacies associations E1-E7. All diagram frames represent 80 m water
depth. All red boxes depict depositional site of lithofacies association preserved at Cape
Wanbrow. (a) Lithofacies association E1: fully subaqueous semi-continuous tephra laden
jets created by explosions and collapse of jets where material falls back towards vent and
is diverted outward by subsequent jetting. Volcanic particles travel outward from vent in
unsteady but fully turbulent high-density aqueous currents. Deposition is mainly under
a traction-dominated sedimentation stage. (b) Lithofacies E2: pauses in jetting leads to
the accumulation of material around the vent, which is later displaced by continued jetting
and collapse downslope. The collapsed material is transported in high-concentration flows
although some E2 deposits are the preserved accumulation of material around the upper
vent. (c) Lithofacies association E3: Sustained jetting produces high-energy tephra jets.
Increasing slope steepness and perhaps a thinning of the current develops outward-flowing
supercritical flows producing unstable antidunes and chute-and-pool structures as hydraulic
jumps form. Lithofacies association E4: the distal and product of eruption-fed aqueous
density currents. (d) Lithofacies association E5: volcanic stack now stabilized in shallow
enough waters for colonization. Re-working by normal marine processes leads to re-deposition
of tephra and bioclasts via subaqueous mass flows down the flanks of the stack into deeper
water allowing for preservation. Increased glaucony content upwards indicates a return to
calm, deep oceanic settings. (e) Lithofacies association E6: effusive eruption of tholeiitic
basalt. Lithofacies E7: hyaloclastic eruption due to the interaction of basalt lava with water
followed by transportation away from the vent as a series of mass flows.

The common presence of larger blocks (2-50 cm) within coarse-grained tuffs and lapilli
tuffs shows that sorting is relatively poor and indicates that currents were at times
over-capacity during deposition (Chough and Sohn, 1990; Hiscott, 1994; White, 1996;
Sohn, 1997). Localised small-scale faults and truncations, onto which sedimentary
sequences onlap are inferred to be the result of remobilized tephra that slump as the
pile over-steepens and likely occurred during or shortly after deposition (Sohn et al.,
2008, 2012).
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The thickness and mostly structureless nature of Lithofacies Association E2
(Fig. 3.10b) and the high concentration of blocks up to 50 cm within a finer-grained
tuff matrix may represent accumulation of tephra in the upper vent followed by
its displacement by subsequent tephra-laden jets that fed particles to outward
flowing high-particle-concentration mass flows in which turbulence was not prominent
(Postma, 1986; Cas et al., 1989; White, 1996; Mulder and Alexander, 2001). E2 may,
alternatively be simply deposits preserved where they accumulated within the upper
part of a vent.

Stacked lamina sets displaying broad dune-like undulating boundaries with variably dipping internal laminae and associated low-angle cross-bedded deposits of
Lithofacies Association E3 (Fig.

3.10c, 3.11) are interpreted as deposits of

dilute density currents, but with one critical uncertainty: they may have formed
either subaerially or below wavebase, with substantially different implications for
the depositional environment during emplacement of E3.

Key features of these

deposits are; long-wavelength (1-2 m), low-amplitude (10-20 cm), asymmetric and
sigmoidal shapes or lenticular sets with convex tops, asymmetric with steeper stossthan lee-sides, commonly medium-grained, though often capped by coarser-grained
material, well-sorted and a common association with low-angle cross-beds. Coombs
et al. (1986) interpreted low-angle, long wave-length cross-beds as the products
of pyroclastic surges implied to have been emplaced below water, but this can be
regarded as an impossibility given the relative densities of a dilute gas-particle current
versus seawater. Another possibility is that the beds are from subaerially emplaced
surges which are defined as low-density, high velocity flows in a dominantly turbulent
mode (Walker, 1984; Cole, 1991; Bridge and Demicco, 2008). Consideration of key
characteristics of subaerial surges versus those of dilute turbulent eruption-fed currents
formed entirely under water can aid interpretation of the structures within lithofacies
E3. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

In subaerial surges there is a first-order distinction between moist currents in
which water droplets promote particle cohesion and aggregation, and dry currents
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in which no particle aggregation takes place. Surges carrying liquid water droplets
deposit accretionary and armoured lapilli and tend to have finer-grained deposits,
whereas deposits of dry surges are characteristically fines-poor and have few or no
accretionary or armoured lapilli (Fisher and Schmincke, 1984; Walker, 1984; Valentine
and Fisher, 2000; Bridge and Demicco, 2008).

The lack of accretionary or armoured lapilli, a medium-ash- grain-size, relatively thin beds and dunes with sigmoidal shapes and associated low-angle cross-beds
that migrate downstream suggests that if E3 was deposited subaerially it was probably
by dry surges. (e.g. Schmincke et al., 1973; Sheridan and Updike, 1975; Wohletz and
Sheridan, 1979; Wright et al., 1980; Fisher and Schmincke, 1984; Cole and Decelles,
1991; Cole, 1991; Valentine and Fisher, 2000). Thick sequences of finely stratified
pyroclastic material with erosional truncations represent a highly pulsatory surge
cloud with a depositional phase followed by an erosional phase produced by multiple,
closely timed explosions (Schmincke et al., 1973; Lorenz, 1986; Cole, 1991; White,
1991; Sohn, 1996; Dellino et al., 2004).

Subaqueous pyroclastic currents result from either a subaqueous eruption or
when a subaerial flow travels into water. There have been few studies focused on
the flow characteristics and resultant deposits of subaqueously formed pyroclastic
currents (but see Allen and Freundt, 2006; Trofimovs et al., 2006; Le Friant et al.,
2009; Trofimovs et al., 2012). Instead, studies on subaqueously emplaced non-volcanic
material could offer insight into the behaviour and deposits of volcanic currents
in subaqueous environments. There are similarities between E3 and the unstable
antidune and chute-and-pool structures deposited by subaqueous high-energy supercritical flows (e.g. Hand, 1974; Prave and Duke, 1990; Cartigny et al., 2014)
that suggest such flows as a potential way to subaqueously deposit E3. The two
common types of duneforms within E3; (1) broad wavelengths, low amplitudes and
asymmetric sigmoidal shapes that are progressive and (2) lenticular sets of convex
tops that resemble hummocky cross-stratification can be interpreted as resulting from
eruption-fed submarine currents affected by KelvinHelmholtz instabilities formed at
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the upper flow current interface with surrounding ambient sea water (Hand, 1974;
Prave and Duke, 1990; Cartigny et al., 2014). There are other characteristics of E3
that support subaqueous deposition from aqueous supercritical flows: the curvature
of dunes reach their maximum roughly 10 m after the first dune is seen, which
is consistent with dune development from unstable antidunes to chute-and-pool
structures formed in the uppermost flow regime when a positive surge slows down
and forms a hydraulic jump (i.e. is temporarily stationary) (Schmincke et al., 1973;
Alexander et al., 2001; Fielding, 2006; Postma et al., 2009; Cartigny et al., 2014).
Coarse ash beds are commonly found above many dunes, and are likely due to the en
masse deposition of sediment in the wake of a current surge, where traction is strongly
reduced and leads to the direct fallout and formation of a structureless deposit
(Cartigny, Eggenhuisen et al. (2014). As the surge reduces in strength traction is
regained gradually and deposition of stratified deposits resumes (Cartigny et al., 2014).

The ubiquitous presence of dunes with broad wavelengths and low-amplitudes
in E3 is not however a dominant feature in the deposits of currents that produce
antidunes and chutes-and-pools (Cartigny et al., 2014). The grain size of E3 beds is
also coarser than those discussed above (Hand, 1974; Prave and Duke, 1990; Cartigny
et al., 2014) although this is probably because particles of E3 are of relatively low
density because they are vesicular. Coarse-sand-grade (0.5 phi) vesicular pyroclasts
have settling velocities equivalent to those of quartzose medium sand (ca. 1 phi;
Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams, 1993).

Though our Cape Wanbrow study demonstrates a supercritical current as the
depositional agent for these beds, various E3 features create difficulty on whether
they were formed by subaerial dilute pyroclastic density currents or dilute aqueous
eruption-fed submarine currents (Fig. 3.12). If formed in a subaerial setting on an
emergent part of the volcano it may have been later relocated through collapse of part
of the edifice to a subaqueous setting (Fig. 3.11). If subaqueous, a steeper slope or a
thinner current is needed to develop a supercritical current.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic representation of the inferred principle stages of development for
the Rua2 Volcano if it became subaerial. This includes the probable subaqueous to emergent
eruptions and deposition, sector collapse and post-eruption degradation. (a) Fully subaqueous
eruptions and deposition by eruption fed turbulent high-density aqueous currents begins the
build-up of the Rua2 edifice. (b) Continued eruption and deposition builds Rua2 into a
shallow subaqueous setting that ultimately becomes emergent. This leads to the formation
of dry pyroclastic currents that produced dunes, low- to high-angle cross stratification and
planar stratification in a subaerial setting. (c) Occurring contemporaneously with eruption
or immediately after volcanic activity ceased, sector collapse of the subaerial part of the
Rua2 edifice (shaded grey) relocates subaerial deposits to a setting below wave base where
preservation potential is much greater. Continued normal marine processes mean the upper
parts (i.e. above wave base) of the Rua2 succession were quickly eroded and transported via
mass flows to below wave base, both widening and stabilising the platform.

Based on the above, a subaerially emplaced dry pyroclastic surge interpretation for
E3 seems the most probable, but more detailed study of deposit granulometry, dune
geometry, grading, and particle hydraulic equivalence is required (see Chapter 4)

Repeated fining-upward sequences, diffuse lamination and loading of coarse-grained
material into underlying units typifies Lithofacies Association E4 (Fig. 3.10c)
which is here interpreted as the product of repeated turbidity currents that show
some classic intervals described by Bouma (1962). The sequences’ fine-grained nature
in comparison to other lithofacies associations presumably indicates the centre of
eruption lay further from the outcrop site so that more-distal deposits are seen.
Thin interbeds grade from a massive coarse-grained base to a diffusely laminated
fine-grained centre which indicates deposition under the upper flow regime (Ta-b
intervals of a Ta-e turbidite sequence). The fine to very fine-ash top likely represents
the waning of the current and suspension fallout (Td-e of a Ta-e turbidite sequence).
Loading of coarser-grained ash into underlying finer-grained ash indicates sediments
were water saturated and/or loosely packed and subject to liquefaction caused by
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pressure fluctuations, most likely due to rapid sediment deposition (Allen, 1982;
Obermeier, 1996; Owen, 2003).

The massive to crudely graded nature of the fine- to coarse-grained bioclastrich tuffs, sands, muds and limestone in Lithofacies Association E5 (Fig. 3.10d)
is probably the result of the volcanic pile becoming stable in shallow waters and
being both colonized and re-worked by normal marine processes. Re-deposition via
subaqueous mass-flow processes such as debris flows (Lowe, 1982; Postma, 1986;
Mulder and Alexander, 2001) to depositional sites below wave-base allowed for better
preservation potential and outward extension of the tephra pile (Cas et al., 1989;
Jakobsson, 1982). Coombs et al. (1986) described the limestone units in both Wha4
and Rima5 as having inclusions of varied lithic volcanic fragments which suggests
volcanism at this site was contemporaneous with re-deposition events and colonization
of the shallow marine surface. Bioclastic material is ubiquitously broken up and
there is no evidence for any shallow marine organisms in life position indicating
they are the products of re-working and transportation. Occasional fragments of
low-grade schist, glaucony and non-volcanic material have also been described and
indicate the reworked nature of the deposits. A decrease in volcanic material and an
increase in fossil content up-sequence suggests active volcanism eventually ceased and
deposits were forming post-eruptively. Fine-grained sands and silts with an increase
in glaucony may indicate the onset of slow hemipelagic sedimentation of silt- and
eventually clay-sized quartz (Odin and Matter, 1981).

The pillow lava and inter-pillow bioclastic sediment of Lithofacies Association E6 (Fig.

3.10e) only occurs within Wha4 volcano and signifies an effusive

eruption of tholeiitic basalt.

The interstitial material was either formed though

bioclastic material infiltrating interstitial spaces following pillow emplacement,
although no structural evidence supports this or the pillows were emplaced into a
soft carbonate substrate, essentially forming a kind of peperite (Skilling et al., 2002).
Finally the hyaloclastic deposits of Lithofacies Association E7 (Fig. 3.10e) were
most likely formed by the interaction of effusive basalt lava with water along or near
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the shoreline. A mixture of transported and nearly in situ fragments was locally
intruded by irregular basalt sheets that probably spread down a slope. Skilling et al.
(2002) suggested that hyaloclastites such as E7 could have formed as a lava-fed delta
where blocks of subaerial lava fall into unconsolidated sediment such as the carbonate
substrate present around the glassy fragments in E7.

Figure 3.12: Comparison at the same scale of lithofacies association E3 bedform geometries
with examples from other sites doesn’t yield a firm conclusion regarding E3’s origin. Deposition from dilute currents is supported, but there are similarities with deposits from both
subaerial dilute pyroclastic density currents and dilute supercritical submarine currents. See
chapter 4 for detailed study of dunes

.
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3.6.2

Model for evolution of the Cape Wanbrow succession

In this section I address the volcanoes’ evolution and the depositional environments
involved in accumulation of six separate volcanoes. It is not the history of a single
eruption, but instead that of the formation of multiple overlapping volcanoes, which
erupted and degraded over millions of years in a persistently submarine-shelf setting.
The vent sites for the six volcanoes are not known, but given the typical small size of
Surtseyan edifices I infer that they lay within the area of the current Cape Wanbrow
highlands. An exception may be the very fine-grained deposits of Toru3 , which could
have been sourced from another site in the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic Field.

It should be made clear that the plumbing system of these volcanoes is not envisioned as a single stable channel where the magma travels to the surface in the
‘very same spot’ but more a zone, perhaps tens of metres to a kilometre wide that is
infiltrated by small dykes (∼ 0.5 - 1 m wide) meaning each volcano forms very close
to each other and therefore overlaps.

Tahi1 Volcano (Fig.

3.13) is the oldest represented in the exposed Cape Wan-

brow succession, and its deposits have long been interpreted as having formed in
a submarine setting (e.g. Coombs et al., 1986), with eruption-fed density currents
being the main mode of deposition. Once the volcanic activity that formed Tahi1
ceased, subaqueous erosion led to the planation of the edifice over millions of years,
creating a discordant boundary (Discontinuity #1). The deposits of Rua2 Volcano
which came from a new vent but in the same area (Fig. 3.13) were then emplaced
on top of the poorly preserved Tahi1 volcano by very similar activity to that of its
predecessor by largely submarine eruptions (e.g. Coombs et al., 1986). Post Rua2
activity gave way to an extended period of time when erosion re-mobilized volcanic
debris and thus created the discordant boundary (Discontinuity #2) onto which
deposits of the third volcano (Toru3 ) were emplaced. The preserved volume of Toru3
Volcano (Fig. 3.13) is significantly less than others at this site, with only 5 m of
tephra remaining. A mass flow deposit containing sub-rounded pebbles and rip-up
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clasts immediately above the Rua2 -Toru3 unconformity (Discontinuity #2) represents
collapse and re-mobilization of volcanic debris. Rip-up clasts, mostly undeformed and
locally still partly attached to underlying tuff may suggest they were not transported
far and that bedded material was easily erodible and mouldable. The presence of
sub-rounded clasts in the debris flow deposit is consistent with the interpretation of
being re-worked. The remobilization and deposition of this material after a long period
of erosion (post Rua2 ), could have been triggered by the onset of Toru3 volcanism,
for example through; explosive shocks, associated earthquakes, and significant magma
intrusion. Such triggers may potentially explain the highly deformed fine-grained tuffs
in Toru3 , which probably formed by local slumping. Asymmetrical ripple marks in
one bed at the top of Toru3 could suggest that the stack had built-up above wave-base
to be affected by waves or alternatively was deposited by a turbidity current when
material was transported downslope to below wave-base (Walker, 1963, 1965). Toru3
Volcano either produced very little material or the post-volcano erosion was extremely
extensive. The tephra beds are truncated by a significant erosional surface that was
created over an extended period of time before the next volcano (Wha4 ) began and
subsequently buried the Toru3 deposits (Discontinuity #3).

The pillow lavas of the Wha4 Volcano (Fig.

3.13) were emplaced with medium-

to coarse-grained sandy bioclastic sediment, suggesting a relatively shallow-water
setting. A clear unconformable surface separationg the pillow lava from overlying
interbedded tuffs and a limestone bed, along with a radiometric date from the pillows,
and dates using the strontium-seawater curve method from both the interstitial limestone around the pillows and the limestone unit above the unconformable boundary,
indicate a time gap on the order of 2 million years between their formations (Fig. 3.3).
This points towards an unconformable surface between these concordant beds and
signifies the death and subsequent erosion and burial of Wha4 volcano by the onset of
Rima5 Volcano (Discontinuity #4). Rima5 volcano (Fig. 3.13) continued to add to the
stack and at its top has sub-symmetrical ripples in silt and mudstones which could
be interpreted in the same way as those found at the top Toru3 Volcano discussed above.
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On the south side of Cape Wanbrow there is an unconformable surface that
marks the top and most southerly extent of the deposits that make up Rua2 volcano
(Discontinuity #5).

Above this boundary are deposits of lithofacies association

E4 that grade upwards into lithofacies association E5 (location A-C, Fig.

3.1).

This boundary could potentially be correlated to the Wha4 -Rima5 unconformity
(Discontinuity #4) discussed above (location M, Fig. 3.1) and therefore records the
preservation of Rima5 -volcanic activity and its subsequent degradation (Fig. 3.13).
By the end of Rima5 , the volcanic pile was stabilized in shallow waters and was being
both colonized and re-worked. A final erosional boundary separates the deposits of
Rima5 from the deposits of a new volcano, Ono6 Volcano (Fig. 3.13) (Discontinuity
#6) which is made entirely of a hyaloclastic deposit that buries the deposits of Rima5 .
Ono6 Volcano was the last volcano having deposits preserved at this site with an age
younger than 34.2 Ma (last date from within the Rima5 Volcano) and gave way to
marine deposition of lime, sand, marl and diatomaceous mud (Gage, 1957; Edwards,
1991).
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Figure 3.13: Spatial relationships of six submarine volcanoes erupting in more or less the same
location and the most likely sequence of events at Cape Wanbrow. Sea level curves show the
Eo-Oligocene relative sea-level variation across the life span of each volcano. (1) Emplacement
of Tahi1 Volcano followed by a long-period of erosion. (2) Emplacement of Rua2 Volcano,
the largest/most preserved volcano and the subsequent re-mobilization of material to create
an erosional surface. (3) Emplacement of Toru3 Volcano followed by extensive prolonged
erosion. (4) Emplacement of pillow lavas followed by the deposition of re-worked tuff to form
the basal section of Wha4 Volcano. (5) Colonization of the volcanic pile that has built-up
into shallow waters and the formation of limestone, making up the top of Wha4 Volcano
(6) Fine-grained tephra and volcanic debris in bioclast-rich deposits indicates the eruption
of Rima5 Volcano and the emplacement of its products across the flanks of the stack. (7)
Post-volcanic colonization of the eroded surface of Rima5 produces limestone deposits and
occasional shedding of bioclast-rich material down-slope develops an extended submarine
platform. (8) Emplacement of hyaloclastite breccia to form Ono6 Volcano. Formation of
glaucony within upper units indicates volcanism has ceased.

3.6.3

Eruptive Mechanisms

Typical Surtseyan-style eruptions are envisioned for the volcanoes within the volcanic
stack at Cape Wanbrow, for example Surtsey Volcano, Atlantic Ocean (e.g. Thorarinsson, 1967; Kokelaar, 1983) and Capelinhos, Faial Island, Azores (e.g. Cole et al., 2001).
Essentially this style of volcanic activity is a phreatomagmatic equivalent to subaerial
basaltic eruptions, typically understood as Hawaiian and Strombolian eruptions,
but with more intense eruption styles also indicated for some Surtseyan eruptions
(Murtagh et al., 2011; Murtagh and White, 2013; Mattsson, 2010). Intermittent,
short-lived, shallow explosions of tephra jets in a water-filled vent (Kokelaar, 1983)
would have both eroded into and deposited material on top of the previous volcano.
The continuous uprush of tephra would ultimately deposit the ejecta outwards from
the vent and down volcano flanks via eruption-fed sediment gravity subaqueous flows
(White, 2000) to sites below wave-base where preservation potential was greater
(Cas et al., 1989; Sorrentino et al., 2011). The volcanoes may also have risen above
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sea-level, like Surtsey volcano (Thorarinsson, 1967) but would have been very quickly
eroded down to below wave base.

No dykes are evident in the Cape Wanbrow field area so geometry of the plumbing
system for this series of volcanoes has not been determined.

However, it is not

envisioned that the plumbing system is a single stable channel where the magma
travels to the surface in the ‘very same spot’ for each volcano but more a zone, perhaps
hundreds of metres to a kilometre wide that is infiltrated by small dykes (∼ 0.5 - 1 m
wide) meaning each volcano forms very close to its predecessor and therefore overlaps.
The unconformable boundaries that represent a significant time gap must be longer
than the time of solidification of an average mafic dyke (∼ 0.5 1 m wide) with a
limited eruptive volume that is initiated at a few tens of kilometres depth.

3.6.4

Post-eruption degradation and preservation

Though the volcanoes of the stack repeatedly built-up above wave base and into
shallow enough waters for colonization, highlighted by the occurrence of fossil debris,
wave ripple marks and the ambiguous bedforms of Rua2 , the preserved successions
must have accumulated largely in a submarine setting below wave-base. Thorarinsson
(1967) compared the importance of a late-stage, subaerial lava effusion in 1964-1965
that ultimately preserved the island volcano of Surtsey against the major erosional
forces of storms with two satellite centres of Surtsey, Surtla and Jolnir. These satellite
centres of Surtsey went through several cycles of up-building above sea level and
almost immediate erosion and submergence, but without the armouring effects of a
subaerial lava cap, they were rapidly eroded and planed down to storm wave base
(Thorarinsson, 1967; Jakobsson, 1982; Kokelaar, 1983).

The lack of any evidence that lavas constituted a significant part to the stratigraphy at Cape Wanbrow suggests that the original volcanic pile was probably highly
erodible; meaning each volcano that added itself to the stack could not have survived
long above storm wave base. Therefore the preserved stratigraphy at Cape Wanbrow
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represents only submarine deposits formed below storm wave base and any shallow
marine (above storm wave base) or even subaerial deposits that developed, were likely
to have been eroded and redeposited almost instantaneously. Cas et al. (1989) also
discusses the likelihood of instantaneous erosion above storm wave base for the Aorere
and Bridge Point deposits that also make up part of the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics
along the Northeast coast of Otago highlighting the common submarine deposition
across this volcanic field.

The dunes and associated low- to high-angle cross stratification and planar stratification of Rua2 that are interpreted as deposits of supercritical flow in either a
subaerial or subaqueous setting (discussed further in chapter 4) are problematic
when interpreting the stack as preserved deposits below storm wave base. If Rua2
became emergent the deposits that represent this emergent part are now preserved
at the top of the Rua2 succession which would make sense. However the deposits
of Toro3 , which lie stratigraphically above, highlight the continued subaqueous and
potentially below storm wave base setting for deposition.

The only way for the

emergent-subaerial deposits of Rua2 to be preserved in a subaqueous setting would be
for them to be re-deposited, potentially via sector collapse to a setting below wave
base (Fig. 3.11). The deposits of Toro3 could then be deposited on top of Rua2
but in subaqueous environment below wave-base. Furthermore, the significant lack
of material making up Toro3 could highlight the stacks growth into shallow enough
waters to be affected by storm waves, meaning most of the Toro3 material was being
eroded away contemporaneously with deposition, ultimately leaving behind very little
material. Alternatively, there was a period of lowered sea level during Rua2 deposition,
but with higher sea levels returning during emplacement of the subsequent volcanoes.

There are excellent analogues for the Cape Wanbrow succession elsewhere, including the Red Bluff Tuff Formation on the Chatham Islands (Sorrentino et al., 2011)
and the Marion and Prince Edward Islands (Southwest Indian Ocean) (Verwoerd and
Chevallier, 1987), which both represent the remains of Surtseyan cones that record
complex sequences of depositional and erosional events in a similar submarine setting
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to that of the edifices of the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics.

3.6.5

Significance of sea level records

Global sea level curves produced by Miller et al. (2005, 2011) and Kominz et al. (2008)
derived by backstripping data indicate that Eocene - Oligocene global sea level range
from ∼ 50 m to ∼ 20 m. Therefore variations in water depth in the area may have
reached 50 m (Fig. 3.13), independent of any local changes resulting from volcanism.
The Paleocene - Eocene and Miocene estimates of Miller et al. (2005, 2011) are derived
from 1D backstripped records from five sites and the Oligocene - Miocene sequence
boundaries can be firmly linked with global δ 18 O increases, demonstrating a causal
relation between sea level and ice volume (Miller et al., 1998, 2004), as expected for
the Icehouse world of the past 33 My. Furthermore results from Hicks (2014) deduced
from micropalaeontological assessments result in a specific palaeodepth between 70
- 80 m for the Northeast Otago area during the period of Waiareka-Deborah volcanism.

With this data in mind, high global sea levels in the Eocene are consistent
with a subaqueous and probably below wave-base beginning for the Cape Wanbrow
volcanic stack before 38 Ma (Tahi1 , Rua2 and Toro3 ). The building up of the volcanic
stack and an apparent drop in global sea level according to the curves on Figure 3.13
probably correlate with the colonization of the later volcanoes of the stack after 38
Ma (Wha4 , Rima5 , and Ono6 ). Interestingly the dates acquired for colonization of
the remnants of Wha4 are a long time (∼2 Myr) after the eruption of the pillow lava
(38 Ma) meaning sea level could have dropped dramatically between the eruption of
Wha4 and the eruption of Rima5 .

A subaqueous to emergent interpretation for Rua2 and potentially Toro3 using
the sea level curves is more difficult as both Miller et al. (2005, 2011) and Kominz
et al. (2008) have global sea levels between ∼ 50 m and ∼ 20 m but Hicks (2014) has
local (Northeast Otago) depths between 70 - 80 m for the period of the WaiarekaDeborah volcanism. Based on the age for lithofacies association E6 (pillow lava - 38
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Ma) and the major unconformable boundaries between Toro3 and Wha4 and Rua2
and Toro3 , sea levels were likely still on the higher end of the Miller et al. (2005, 2011)
and Kominz et al. (2008) curves when Rua2 and Toro3 were erupting. However the
height of the current cliffs containing the deposits of Rua2 at Cape Wanbrow (∼ 80 m
in places) suggest that even with sea levels at a max of 80 m an emergent to subaerial
Rua2 volcano is possible.

3.7

Conclusion

Construction of the overall edifice represented by basaltic rocks at Cape Wanbrow
evidently occurred over millions of years, with multiple volcanoes formed and subsequently partially degraded. Though no central vent or persistently active volcano
formed, the repeated growth of ‘monogenetic’ volcanoes at a single site could be
seen as a novel style of polygenetic volcanism (Németh et al., 2003; Németh, 2010;
Brenna et al., 2010, 2011). There is no evidence for a sustained magma chamber,
in which magma fractionation would be expected. Instead, deposits of all eruptions
have feldspars in a very narrow range of compositions. The reconstruction of the
depositional history of an exhumed stack of six submarine Surtseyan-style volcanoes
at Cape Wanbrow, Otago, New Zealand has provoked new thoughts on magma-supply
complexities within monogenetic volcanic fields.

The repeated rise of magma to

the same location across millions of years is different to the widely accepted idea
that monogenetic volcanoes are single short lived eruptions. If true, why is magma
preferentially rising in a spot where the plumbing system has frozen instead of creating
a new pathway to the surface? Further still, the eruption and depositional style is
possibly analogous to those that formed the island volcano of Surtsey. As most of
Surtsey is undersea, the exhumed rocks at Cape Wanbrow provide insights into the
poorly understood submarine processes related to growth of Surtseyan-style eruptions.
Conclusions of our study are as follows:

1) The Cape Wanbrow Surtseyan succession appears to comprise remnants of
six subaqueous monogenetic Surtseyan volcanoes that are stacked on top of each other
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and separated by discordant to locally concordant inter-volcano contacts marked by
biogenic accumulations or other slow-formed features.

2) Each volcano was built by a variety of eruption and depositional processes
but products of the different volcanoes are similar if not the same, making it difficult
to easily recognise inter-volcano boundaries. Good exposure of significant erosional
boundaries, biostratigraphy and radiometric data enabled unconformities to be
highlighted, without this it would be easy to infer that the whole of the peninsula
formed from a single brief eruption.

3) Explosive activity from volcano to volcano can be interpreted as beginning
within a wholly submarine setting with water depths of roughly 70 m followed by the
build-up of the stack into shallower waters enabling colonization.

4) Sedimentary erosion and depositional processes played a prominent role in
the evolution of the Cape Wanbrow stack with examples of re-deposition occurring
both contemporaneously and post-volcano. This led to the development of complex
erosion features within volcanoes and also the formation of abrupt and irregular
inter-volcano erosional boundaries after each volcano died.

5) The depositional mechanisms produced for the Cape Wanbrow lithofacies
could serve as a model for other explosive subaqueous to shallow marine and potentially emergent Surtseyan volcanoes.

Cape Wanbrow results suggest that not all small Surtseyan edifices in a volcanic field are necessarily monogenetic. For each of these small volcanoes, as for small
volcanoes in subaerial fields, one must consider whether it is the product of a single
short-lived eruption or a stack of volcanoes and volcano remnants from eruptions
widely spaced in time.
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Interpreting ambiguous bedforms
to distinguish subaerial base surge
from subaqueous density-current
deposits
Abstract
Bedform geometries of volcanogenic sedimentary structures produced in both subaqueous and subaerial environments can be incredibly similar, if not identical resulting in
a long history of difficulties in unambiguously distinguishing primary from reworked
deposits, and gas-deposited versus water-deposited ones. Sedimentary structures such
as dunes, low- to high-angle cross-stratification and planar stratification produced by
numerous flow types make interpretation of setting difficult. In particular the architecture of such deposits and often field observations of contextual detail can be extremely
difficult to interpret based on their ubiquitous presence in many settings and flow types.
This is often made increasingly difficult when structures are poorly preserved, exposures
are limited and independent paleoenvironmental indicators are absent or ambiguous.
However correct interpretation of such sedimentary structures and deposits is crucial
for the understanding of volcanic sequences and how they evolve. Careful analysis of
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contextual information including granulometry, dune geometry, grading, sorting and
particle hydraulic equivalence is required to distinguish between major flow types in
each environment. The origins of dunes and associated structures that occur within
the pyroclastic deposits of basaltic Surtseyan-style eruptions exposed in seacliffs along
the Cape Wanbrow coastline of the northeast Otago region in the South Island of New
Zealand has long been debated. To determine the depositional setting of the Cape
Wanbrow dune bearing deposits we examine in more detail well-described examples
of; (1) subaerial dry pyroclastic deposits, (2) subaerial moist pyroclastic deposits, (3)
deposits of gaseous fluid-gravity flow (e.g. eolian currents), (4) unidirectional fluidgravity water flow deposits (e.g. rivers, tides) and (5) aqueous sediment-gravity flow
deposits split into those comprising pyroclastic material and those with non-pyroclastic
material. This includes examination of the physical controls that shape each example
and the factors controlling bedform deposition in that environment with the aim of
being able to distinguish between major flow types in each environment.

4.1

Introduction

Distinguishing between subaqueous and subaerial ancient volcanogenic deposits can be
a difficult task if rock features are poorly preserved, exposures are limited, and independent palaeoenvironmental indicators are absent or ambiguous (Fisher and Schmincke,
1984; Cole and Decelles, 1991; Trofimovs et al., 2007). In particular, assigning a
subaqueous or subaerial interpretation to sedimentary structures such as dunes, lowto high-angle cross-stratification and planar stratification has proven challenging due
to their defining characteristics having a ubiquitous presence in many settings and flow
type deposits. This means bedforms with similar, if not identical, bedform geometries
have been described from both subaerial and subaqueous environments. It is important
to study such structures in great detail as understanding a subaqueous or subaerial
setting of deposition and distinguishing between major flow types is crucial for our
understanding of volcano-sedimentary processes and environments (e.g. White, 1991,
1996) and for assessment of volcanic hazards during and after eruptions (Lorenz, 2007).
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The issue of distinguishing between subaerially versus subaqueously formed dunes has
arisen before. (Wohletz and Sheridan, 1983) identified dunes at Pavant Butte, Utah as
being of subaerial, base-surge origin, and built this into a general model for subaerial
emplacement of ‘tuff rings’ beneath tuff cones. The same beds were reinterpreted by
White (1996) as subaqueously formed dunes deposited under combined-flow conditions
prior to tuff cone emergence. Before pyroclastic density currents (surge; base-surge)
dunes became widely recognized in the 1970’s, many pyroclastic beds were inferred
to have been reworked by water or wind simply on the basis of cross-bedding (e.g.
Denny, 1940).

Wentworth (1937) disagreed with Stearns (1935) about an eolian

versus primary origin for the black tuff from Diamond Head tuff cone. Smith and
Katzman (1991) noted the ease of incorrectly identifying eolian tuffs as surge deposits
in proximal settings. Nocita (1988) inadvertently described soft-sediment deformation
in the Puye fan, New Mexico as affecting pyroclastic surge deposits, but later
retracted his interpretation in reply to a comment by McPherson et al. (1989) that
demonstrated a clear fluvial origin for those deposits. This long history of difficulties
in unambiguously distinguishing primary from reworked deposits, and gas-deposited
versus water-deposited ones, illustrates the significance of the problem.

Here I describe dunes and associated structures in pyroclastic deposits of basaltic
Surtseyan-style eruptions exposed in seacliffs along the Cape Wanbrow coastline of
Northeast Otago, in the South Island of New Zealand (Fig.4.1). The deposits lie within
a monogenetic volcanic field known as the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics (Gage, 1957;
Coombs et al., 1986; Hoernle et al., 2006), and were formed by eruptions between 38
and 33 Ma that occurred on a continental shelf during a period when it was generally
submerged, and at a site 10s of kms offshore from the nearest inferred contemporary
shorelines. The stratigraphy of Cape Wanbrow discussed in chapter 3 indicates that
eruptions produced multiple volcanoes whose edifices overlapped within a small area,
but separated by millions of years. The small Cape Wanbrow highland includes the
remains of 6 volcanoes that are distinguished by discordant to locally concordant
inter-volcano contacts marked by biogenic accumulations or other slow-formed features
(Fig.4.1) (Moorhouse et al., 2015).

Dunes and associated sedimentary structures
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including low- to high-angle cross-stratification and planar stratification only occur
within the top 40 m of Rua2 Volcano’s deposits, located at the north end of the
Cape (Fig. 4.1, 4.2). These dunes and associated structures are compared to similar
structures described from subaqueous and subaerial environments with the aim of (1)
better understanding the Cape Wanbrow succession, and particularly Rua2 Volcanos
evolution, by determining whether a key suite of bedforms was formed subaqueously or
subaerially, and (2) introducing a set of generally applicable criteria for distinguishing
subaerially from subaqueously formed dunes in ancient volcanogenic successions.

4.2

Description of dunes in Cape Wanbrow Deposits

Chapter 3 discusses the volcano-by-volcano overview of the Cape Wanbrow peninsula
using distinct unconformable surfaces; which Rua2 Volcano was the second volcano
built at the site, and its deposits buried the massive tuff breccias of Tahi1 Volcano.
The deposits of Rua2 are the most extensively preserved and exposed of the volcanoes
represented in Cape Wanbrow, and are 300 m thick normal to bedding. The deposits
display complex internal erosion features and sedimentary structures within interbedded fine- to coarse-grained ash and lapilli-tuff. An abrupt, discordant but relatively
planar erosion surface separates the deposits of Rua2 from those of Toro3 Volcano,
of which only 5 m of massive tuff breccia containing rip-up clasts of underlying tuff
and heavily deformed thin bedded fine- to medium-grained tuff is exposed. Threedimensional asymmetric linguoid ripples are recorded in one bed towards the top of
the Toru3 deposits, only 1 m below the unconformity that separates Toru3 deposits
from overlying ones of Wha4 Volcano. The Toru3 -Wha4 boundary is a clearly discordant unconformable surface separating underlying bedded tuffs from overlying pillow
lava. The surface is relatively planar and visible for 300 m northward from cliff top to
beach level at Boatmans Harbour with an apparent dip of about 20◦ northwards.
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Figure 4.1: (a) Location and geological setting of the Cape Wanbrow volcanic succession,
Northeast Otago, South Island, New Zealand, (b) location points at Cape Wanbrow and
projected inter-volcano boundaries, (c) relationships of the remains of six submarine volcanoes
that erupted in more or less the same location.
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Figure 4.2: Stratigraphic column of the Cape Wanbrow Rua2 Volcano deposits. Thin interbeds of fine- to coarse-grained ash and fine-lapilli tuff with isolated blocks is inferred to
have been deposited subaqueously. These beds grade upwards into a lithofacies characterized
by dunes and low-angle cross-stratification.

Where vegetation does not obstruct the contact it is clear that underlying beds are
truncated, and next to the boundary are slightly deformed (Moorhouse et al., 2015).

Thin interbeds of fine- to coarse-grained ash and fine-lapilli tuff with isolated
blocks (< 10 cm in length) and units of massive tuff breccia make up much of the Cape
Wanbrow succession that is described in detail as lithofacies E1 and E2 in chapter 3
(Fig 4.2). A dominant depositional feature that appears in deposits of Rua2 Volcano,
which lies near the top of the stack of Surtseyan volcanoes, comprises broad (ca. 1 2 m), low amplitude (ca. 10 - 20 cm) dunes that grade laterally and vertically into
sub-planar stratified tuff beds. Bedforms vary, and include low-amplitude sigmoidal
dunes and less common lenticular bedsets with convex tops. These bedforms are
within lithofacies E3 discussed in chapter 3 and are restricted to the top 40 m of the
340 m thick Rua2 succession (Fig 4.2). Within this 40 m interval, sigmoidal dunes
occur most commonly towards the base and top, while dunes with convex tops are
restricted to the middle of the 40 m section (Fig 4.2). No accretionary lapilli are
observed in this lithofacies.
Sigmoidal dunes comprise progressively steepening lee-side layers that built up from
either planar beds or previously formed dunes. The steepening lee-side layers are
truncated and overlain by beds that are continuous from stoss- to lee-sides and range
from slightly asymmetrical to sigmoidal (Fig. 4.3). The steepening lee-side layers are
1 - 4 cm in thickness, but most do not exceed 2 cm. They comprise alternating layers
of fine lapilli and coarse- to fine-grained ash which fine upwards across the structure.
Therefore a normal profile of a dune will have fine lapilli making up the shallow dipping
lee-sides progressing through to steeper lee-side layers of fine-grained ash (Fig. 4.4).
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Figure 4.3: Sigmoidal dunes that comprise progressively steepening lee-side layers built up
from either planar beds or previously formed dunes.
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The overlying sigmoidal shaped beds are always thin (1 - 2 cm), fine- to medium-grained
and pass vertically and laterally into sub-parallel beds that are commonly thicker and of
coarser grain-size (Fig. 4.4). Continuous layers are commonly slightly thicker on the lee
side, indicating they were migrating away from source and are therefore progressive’
(Allen, 1982; Cole, 1991). Locally intercalated among dunes are lenses of low-angle
cross-bedded and planar-laminated layers along with rare examples of high-angle crossstratification (Fig. 4.5). Dunes are present in isolation, or as a stack of dunes that
either aggraded or migrated down-slope (Fig. 4.6).

Figure 4.4: Close-up of a sigmoidal dune. This structure represents a normal profile of a dune
at Cape Wanbrow with have fine lapilli making up the shallow dipping lee-sides progressing
through to steeper lee-side layers of fine-grained ash. Truncating and overlying these layers
are sigmoidal shaped usually fine-grained thin beds. Pen for scale is 15 cm.

Rare lenticular sets with convex tops are composed of thin beds (1 - 3 cm) of fine- to
medium-grained ash that resembles hummocky cross-stratification with a wavy morphology where laminae thicken and thin to form convex upward accretion hummocks
and shallow depressions. These HCS-like structures are also non-symmetrical with sets
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Figure 4.5: Locally intercalated lenses of low-angle cross-bedded and planar-laminated layers
along with rare examples of high-angle cross-stratification.

of laminae laterally prograding over a short distances, displaying a unidirectional migration in the same direction as intercalated sigmoidal dunes (Fig. 4.7). They grade
vertically into slightly wavy and planar lamination of a similar grain-size that can also
display a thickening and thinning around the dune crests. Dunes can persist laterally
for several metres with bedform spacing averaging 40-50 cm in intervals that vary from
20 cm to 1 m, with most no longer than 30 cm (Fig. 4.7).

4.3
4.3.1

Features of dune deposits:
Componentry

The constituents of the volcaniclastic rocks of Cape Wanbrow are mainly juvenile particles (White and Houghton, 2006) with only traces of accidental material, such as
quartz grains. The following constituents can be found in the rocks of Cape Wanbrow:
vesicular pyroclasts originally of translucent basaltic glass (sideromelane) pyroclasts,
now altered to a mixture of clay minerals and zeolites (palagonite); rare dense originally
sideromelane particles; crystals and crystal fragments; lithic fragments; zeolite interstitial cement; and calcite interstitial cement. Variations in the abundance of pyroclasts,
sideromelane pyroclasts, crystals and lithic fragments can be interpreted in terms of
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Figure 4.6: A stack of dunes that are migrating down-current but also appear to be aggrading
around every 3rd - 4th dune. Numbers represent the build-up of dunes.

Figure 4.7: Continuous broad, low-amplitude and long wave-length dunes with convex tops.
Small arrows point towards dune crests. Large hollow arrow indicates consistent leftward
transport.
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varying magmatic processes and eruption dynamics (Moorhouse et al., 2015) Modification to original volcaniclast populations (e.g. destruction of vesicular sideromelane
pyroclasts and/or segregation of components) indicates reworking of volcanic source
materials (Moorhouse et al., 2015).

4.3.2

Granulometry

Samples were collected from three different dunes at Cape Wanbrow for standard thinsection grain-size analyses in order to determine the size characteristics across dunes.
The samples were collected from three points across the dune, the base, middle and
top, in order to characterise visible particle-size grading both vertically and laterally
across the dune (Fig. 4.8). Unfortunately the strong alteration of pyroclastic grains in
the Cape Wanbrow deposit has destroyed details of the original deposit textures, and
in particular there is local evidence for small matrix grains that seem elsewhere to have
been obscured or destroyed. Cement has locally replaced even coarse ash and therefore
granulometry may be missing a once-present fine-ash matrix (Moorhouse et al., 2015).
Image analysis was completed to determine quantitative grain-size distribution and
sorting for 9 samples in which sufficient textural detail was resolvable. Because of the
alteration, the images had to be ‘cleaned’ by visual interpretation of grain boundaries.
Grain-size bins were defined as the maximum horizontal intercept measured with a
millimetre scale (Krumbein, 1935) and converted to phi (φ). Results from the samples,
which include the base, middle and top of dunes were plotted as cumulative curves (Fig.
8) and the mean grain-size (Md ) and sorting coefficient (σ) were calculated (Folk, 1980)
(Fig. 4.9):

Md = φ50 ; σ =

(φ84 − φ16 ) (φ95 − φ5 )
+
4
6.6

(4.1)

where i is the grain-size for which i % of the total material is smaller than the given
grain-size.

Measured vertical and lateral particle-size grading and sorting is consistent with
those apparent in the field, and indicate that dunes display a fining upward trend
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Figure 4.8: Sample analysis of dunes. (a) base, (b) middle and (c) top of dunes. The scale
of the frequency curves on the left axis and of cumulative weight on the right axis.
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across their internal layers, and are overall moderately- to poorly-sorted. If there was
an original matrix now obscured/removed by alteration, it would indicate still poorer
sorting. Cumulative curves for each representative sample across a dune show that the
base, middle and top have distinctive size distributions and ranges (Fig. 4.9). Basal
samples are better sorted and coarser-grained (average σ, 0.96; Md , 0.5) than those
samples collected in the centres of dunes, which in turn are poorly-sorted (average σ,
1.19; Md , 1). Samples collected at the very tops of dunes are slightly better sorted
and finer-grained than the rest of the dune (average σ, 0.94; Md , 1.5).

Superimposed onto a median diameter (Md ) vs sorting coefficient (σ) graph (Fig.
4.9) are the ‘pyroclastic flow’ and ‘fall’ fields of Walker (1971) and the ‘base-surge’
field defined by Crowe and Fisher (1973). The fields of subaqueous gravity flows
that produce dunes are also plotted from available non-pyroclastic data (Walker,
1967; Allen, 1970; Prave and Duke, 1990; Mulder et al., 2009) and pyroclastic data
(Wright and Mutti, 1981; Heinrichs, 1984; White, 1996) as well as a fluid-gravity
flow field that encompasses both eolian and fluvial data (Rust and Gibling, 1990;
Fielding et al., 1996; McLoughlin, 1993; Fielding, 2006). The Cape Wanbrow samples
overlap with the ‘pyroclastic fall’ field, the ‘base-surge’ field and both pyroclastic and
non-pyroclastic sediment-gravity flow fields (Walker, 1967; Allen, 1970; Walker, 1971;
Crowe and Fisher, 1973; Prave and Duke, 1990; Mulder et al., 2009).
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Figure 4.9: Actual median diameter (Md ) and RSA median diameter (Md ) versus sorting
coefficient (σ) for all Cape Wanbrow samples. Superimposed onto graph are the flow- and
fall-fields from Walker (1971), the surge field of Crowe and Fisher (1973) as well as fields
created from the data on non-pyroclastic (Walker, 1967; Allen, 1970; Prave and Duke, 1990;
Mulder et al., 2009) and pyroclastic (Wright and Mutti, 1981; Heinrichs, 1984; White, 1996;
Murtagh, 2011) subaqueous sediment-gravity flows and fluid-gravity flows (Rust and Gibling,
1990; Fielding et al., 1996; McLoughlin, 1993; Fielding, 2006). The number ‘8’ in ‘flow’ and
‘fall’ fields represents the greatest density of Walkers samples. Pyroclastic subaqueous-gravity
flow fields are split into vesicular (data from Murtagh (2011) and non-vesicular (data from
Wright and Mutti (1981) and Heinrichs (1984) groups. In order to compare pyroclastic
and non-pyroclastic flow-fields the granulometry data from Murtagh (2011) has been plotted
twice, once with actual grain-size (black diamonds) where they fall within the vesicular field
and once using the settling-velocity equivalent grain-sizes (RSA) (green diamonds) where
they plot within the non-vesicular field.

The ‘pyroclastic flow’ and ‘fall’ fields of Walker (1971) are based on 300 points for the
‘fall’ field and 1300 points for the ‘flow’ field but the ‘base-surge’ field and fields for
sediment-gravity flows and fluid-gravity flows are based on only one or two studies.
Therefore these fields can only represent the most probable or ‘core’ ranges, similar to
the inner circles produced by Walker (1971). This also assumes that the data from
these studies is highly representative, rather than systematically different from a field
that would represent dunes in that flow type.

Vesicular particles have a relatively low density when compared to standard quartz,
feldspar or dense lithic grains, and as a result will behave differently. Settling-velocity
data for the Cape Wanbrow samples cannot be obtained because the deposits are
lithified. There are, however, settling-velocity data for similar vesicular particles from
deposits of a shallow subaqueous basaltic eruption at Pahvant Butte (Murtagh, 2011),
and these data are here used to infer the ‘quartz-equivalent’ behaviour of the measured
Cape Wanbrow deposits. Using data from Pahvant Butte and the scheme presented
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by Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams (1993) and Manville et al. (2002), settling-tube
data were plotted against actual particle size to produce a settling-velocity curve.
The median grain-size of the Cape Wanbrow samples were then plotted against the
curve to determine the size of quartz spheres that would settle at the same rate as
the vesicular particles (Fig. 4.10). Coarse-sand-grade (ca. -0.5 - 0 phi) vesicular
pyroclasts have settling velocities equivalent to those of medium quartz sand (ca. 1
- 1.5 phi) (Fig. 4.10). These values are consistent with the relationships between
settling velocities of standard quartz grains versus vesicular particles recorded by
Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams (1993) and Manville et al. (2002).

Figure 4.10: Physical diameter (sieve-derived) vs. hydraulic diameter (RSA-determined) for
Pahvant Butte deposits. Black dashed line - settling velocity curve. Cape Wanbrow tuff
samples from the base, middle and tops of dunes plotted along settling velocity curve (colour
coding: red base; green middle and blue top).
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4.3.3

Wave length and wave height of dunes:

Wavelengths versus wave heights of dunes are plotted in Fig. 4.11. The majority
of dunes have wavelengths between 2 - 3 m and wave heights between 20 and 30
cm. Wave heights are determined by measuring the thickest part of a dune structure
from flat base to the top of the crest. This has been measured in stead of amplitude
(difference between the crest and trough of a single laminae within a structure) because
the amplitude measurement only represents deposition of the last laminae and the
amplitude of a single structure will commonly change upwards, because undulations in
an aggrading sequence commonly affect the shapes of succeeding layers (Waters and
Fisher, 1971; Crowe and Fisher, 1973; Schmincke et al., 1973). For comparison, data
on the dunes from Taal Volcano (Waters and Fisher, 1971; Crowe and Fisher, 1973),
Ubehebe (Crowe and Fisher, 1973) and Laacher See (Schmincke et al., 1973) have been
plotted on Fig. 4.11. The Cape Wanbrow dunes appear to follow the same trend as
those at Taal Volcano, Ubehebe and Laacher See (Waters and Fisher, 1971; Crowe and
Fisher, 1973; Schmincke et al., 1973).

4.4

Dune-forming currents in Subaqueous versus
Subaerial settings

Sigmoidal dunes with low-angle cross-stratification and progressively steepening
lee-side layers in coarse- to fine-grained tuff and lapilli tuff, built up from either
planar beds or previously formed dunes and truncated by asymmetric to sigmoidal
layers that are continuous from stoss- to lee-side characterise the dunes of Cape
Wanbrow (Moorhouse et al., 2015). These geometrical characteristics are shared with
broad dunes formed with both volcaniclastic and ‘normal’ sediment, in subaerial
and subaqueous settings (Fig. 4.12). Table 4.1 highlights the common features of
dunes formed by subaqueous and subaerial flow types. Interpretation of these dunes
is deposition by supercritical flows but with one critical uncertainty: was deposition
by subaerial dilute pyroclastic density currents or by dilute aqueous eruption-fed
submarine currents?
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The context of these deposits is ambiguous; they are part of a succession of
volcaniclastic deposits from volcanoes formed on a submerged continental shelf, as
indicated by the fossiliferous non-volcaniclastic deposits both below and above the
succession (Hicks, 2014). If formed in a subaerial setting on an emergent part of
the volcano these deposits may have been later relocated through collapse of part of
the edifice to a subaqueous setting. If subaqueous, a steep slope or a thin current
is needed to develop a supercritical flow. To determine the depositional setting of
the Cape Wanbrow dune-bearing deposits I examine in more detail well-described
examples of dunes from; (1) subaerial dry pyroclastic deposits, (2) subaerial moist
pyroclastic deposits, (3) deposits of gaseous fluid-gravity flow (e.g. eolian currents),
(4) unidirectional fluid-gravity water flow deposits (e.g. rivers, tides) and (5) aqueous
sediment-gravity flow deposits split into those comprising pyroclastic material and
those with non-pyroclastic material.

This includes examination of the physical

controls that shape each example and the factors controlling bedform deposition in
each environment.
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Figure 4.11: Plot of wavelength of dunes versus wave height for the Cape Wanbrow dunes
(red dots). There is a general increase of wavelength with increasing amplitude thickness.
Where available wavelenghts and wave heights from the major flow types have also been
plotted to create the most probable wavelength - wave height fields for that flow type. The
most extensive data published comes from Schmincke et al. (1973) from Laacher See and
Crowe and Fisher (1973) from both Taal Volcano and Ubehebe Craters. Dunes in pyroclastic
aqueous sediment gravity flow deposits are very rare and only one example from White (1996)
has been plotted.

4.4.1

Subaerially developed dunes:

Dunes in volcanic subaerial environments are thought to be formed by low-density,
high-velocity and turbulent pyroclastic density currents (suges; e.g. Wright et al., 1980;
Cole, 1991; Valentine and Fisher, 2000; Bridge and Demicco, 2008). A first-order distinction has been proposed between moist currents, in which water droplets promote
particle cohesion and aggregation, and dry currents in which no particle aggregation
takes place (Allen, 1982; Bridge and Demicco, 2008). Currents carrying liquid water droplets deposit accretionary and armoured lapilli and tend to have finer-grained
deposits, whereas deposits of dry currents are characteristically strongly depleted in
fines and have few or no accretionary or armoured lapilli (Fisher and Schmincke, 1984;
Walker, 1984; Valentine and Fisher, 2000; Bridge and Demicco, 2008). Further discrimination of subaerial dunes can be made between emplacement by primary pyroclastic
currents and by fluid-gravity flows, for example eolian re-sedimentation.
Subaerial Dry Deposits
Dry dilute pyroclastic density currents (pyroclastic surges; ‘dry’ base surges) are
low-density, high velocity and dominantly turbulent (Walker, 1984; Cole, 1991; Bridge
and Demicco, 2008). Dunes are generally formed when the current is in a supercritical
state (Fisher and Waters, 1970; Waters and Fisher, 1971; Cole, 1991).
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Figure 4.12: Sedimentary structures in the literature that resemble elements of the architecture of the dunes found at Cape Wanbrow.
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Table 4.1: Summary of the common features of dunes in subaqueous and subaerial flow types
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Deposits of dry dilute pyroclastic density currents are characteristically finespoor and therefore relatively coarse-grained and tend to be better-sorted than their
wet equivalents (most commonly have a sorting value of 1.5 σ) (Fig. 4.9). A key
feature is the absence or lack of accretionary lapilli and/or vesicular tuff due to the
lack of condensed water droplets during emplacement (Sheridan and Updike, 1975;
Cole, 1991; Valentine and Fisher, 2000). Commonly described characteristics of dunes
are alternating coarse- and fine-grained layers that grade upwards from a planar
stratification into dunes with relatively low-angles that are broadly similar in shape to
those in eolian deposits (Valentine and Fisher, 2000). Major differences to eolian dunes
being the poorly-sorted nature of dry pyroclastic currents and their comparatively
higher sedimentation rates (Valentine and Fisher, 2000). These layers usually have
progressively steepening dips on the lee sides of dunes that build up in a down current
direction from either planar beds or previously formed dunes. Layers are usually
truncated and overlain by continuous stoss- to lee-side layers with a sigmoidal shape
that tend to thicken on the leeward side and have down current-migrating crests with
very few displaying up-current-migrating ones. It is uncommon to see bed bases that
behaved plastically beneath ballistic-particle impacts, and deposits generally exhibit
a traction-carpet depositional style, similar to windblown sand and dust, but are not
as well-sorted (Valentine and Fisher, 2000).

Cole (1991) describes sandwave structures that occur within deposits of dry dilute pyroclastic density currents of the Roccamonfina volcano (Italy) with broad
wavelengths (1 - 7 m) and low amplitudes/wave heights (0.5 m - 1 m). Outward
migrating coarse-grained dunes have been described by Sheridan and Updike (1975)
and Cole (1991) from the rhyolitic dome and surrounding tuff ring of Sugarloaf
Mountain, Arizona with wavelengths of ∼4 m and amplitudes of ∼25 cm. In both
of these examples the pyroclastic current deposits are relatively coarse-grained (0-1
φ), well- to moderately-well-sorted and contain no accretionary lapilli or vesicles. The
dune geometries are highlighted in Fig. 4.12.

Particles in dry dilute pyroclastic density currents commonly depositing at the
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base of the current move in traction carpets (Valentine and Fisher, 2000). Thick
sequences of alternating fine- to coarse-grained pyroclastic material represents deposition by a highly pulsatory current formed by multiple closely timed explosions.
Common erosional truncations associated with these layers indicate currents were
at times erosional (Schmincke et al., 1973; Lorenz, 1986; Cole, 1991; White, 1991;
Sohn, 1996; Dellino et al., 2004). The progressive or regressive nature of dunes is
thought to be due to changes in flow regime (such as hydraulic jumps) and not due to
temperature and/or moisture content, meaning it cannot be used to decipher between
dry and wet pyroclastic density currents (Schmincke et al., 1973; Valentine, 1987;
Chough and Sohn, 1990; Cole, 1991).
Subaerial Moist Deposits
Moist pyroclastic density currents are low-density, high-velocity currents (Walker,
1984; Cole, 1991; Bridge and Demicco, 2008) that have water droplets present which
cause fine ash grains to cohere or adhere to larger grains, leading to the formation of
accretionary and armoured lapilli. Particle aggregation increases near-vent deposition
of fine-grained pyroclastic material, which causes deposits to be more poorly-sorted
than their dry equivalents (Fig. 4.9). Some authors suggest that cohesion produces
steep sided dunes and associated cross-stratification (Allen, 1982; Valentine and Fisher,
2000). Cohesion causes ash particles to enter the depositional system as clusters
rather than as individual particles, leading to the aggradation of plastically behaved
beds (Valentine and Fisher, 2000). Soft-state deformation is common within deposits
of moist pyroclastic currents, with prominent bedding sags formed beneath emplaced
ballistic fragments (Schmincke et al., 1973; Cole, 1991; Valentine and Fisher, 2000).
Similar to dry pyroclastic currents, deposits of moist-currents display alternating thin
beds of fine- to medium-grained ash that are often truncated and overlain by a thin,
fine-grained and continuous from stoss- to lee-side layer.

Dunes described by Cole (1991) as emplaced by moist pyroclastic density currents are relatively fine-grained, rich in accretionary lapilli, have soft-sediment
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deformation features, and display a constant thickness from stoss- to lee-side. He
termed such dunes ‘stationary’.

Chough and Sohn (1990) document progressive

dunes from the Songaksan tuff ring, Cheju Island, Korea that comprise dunes with
large-wavelengths (3-10 m; dependant on distance from source), small-amplitudes,
and low-angle dipping stoss- and lee-sides with dune crests generally migrating downcurrent within poorly sorted and crudely stratified lapilli-tuff and very thin-bedded
medium-grained tuff. Dunes within the Laacher See basin, Germany were described by
Schmincke et al. (1973) and consist of alternating thin layers (1-2 cm) that are convex
upward, steeper on stoss than on lee sides, and have up-current migrating crests.
Wavelengths are 12 20 m with amplitudes of 50 - 100 cm and grain-size is fine- to
medium-ash. Dunes at Ubehebe Craters, Death Valley, California (Crowe and Fisher,
1973) have broad wavelengths (30- 200 cm) in comparison to their low amplitudes
(5 - 20 cm). Taal Volcano, Philippines dunes also have broad wavelengths (5 20 m)
and low amplitudes (50 - 200 cm). They comprise alternating layers of steepening
coarse- to fine-grained tuff and lapilli-tuff with an overlying fine-grained bed that is
continuous from stoss- to lee-side. Flame structures are formed by syn-sedimentary
down-current shearing. The geometries of these examples can be seen in Fig. 4.12.

The large variation in wavelengths of dunes discussed in the examples above is
due to the steepness of the density gradient. Steeper gradients will result in shorter
wavelengths (e.g. Ubehebe Craters) and may be due to the distance from the vent
(Valentine and Fisher, 2000). The occurrence of progressive, regressive or stationary
dunes is due to changes in flow regime (Schmincke et al., 1973; Valentine, 1987;
Chough and Sohn, 1990; Cole, 1991).
Subaerial gaseous fluid-gravity flow deposits (e.g. eolian)
Fluid-gravity flows form when a fluid (gas or liquid) moves due to gravitational
pull that then drives entrained sediment parallel to the bed. The entrainment of
pyroclastic material in fluid-gravity flows is an important mechanism for re-deposition
of pyroclastic material, whether they be aqueous (liquid) or eolian (gas). The dunes
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produced by eolian fluid-gravity flows where the fluid is a gas have distinct characteristics that aid discrimination of a primary versus reworked origin and are now discussed.

Eolian volcaniclastic deposits, of gaseous fluid-gravity flow, are typically of fineto medium-grained ash and very well-sorted, lacking in dense lapilli, blocks, and very
fine-grained ash (Fig. 4.9). An abundant mix of epiclastic detritus can exist and
generally fragments are better-rounded than those observed in pyroclastic density
current deposits (Smith and Katzman, 1991; Valentine and Fisher, 2000). Wind-blown
fluid-gravity flows have dune migration and facies variations that do not radiate from
a central point, e.g. a volcanic source (Valentine and Fisher, 2000). Typically only
lee-side structures are well preserved and dune-crests are truncated by planar erosional
surfaces. Wavelengths and wave heights tend to be intermediate between the low-angle
dunes in dry subaerial deposits and the steep-angle dunes in moist subaerial deposits.

An excellent example of volcaniclastic dunes produced by wind (i.e.

gaseous

fluid-gravity flow) are eolian cross-bedded tuffs in the Jemez Mountains volcanic
field, New Mexico (Smith and Katzman, 1991). Those dunes are characterized by
cross-bedded ash with wave heights that have been eroded and truncated leaving only
the dune toes, so that the most common thickness of preserved dunes is 0.5 to 1.0 m.
The internal strata of the dunes range from 2 mm to 1.2 cm in thickness and comprise
ungraded to inversely graded, thin laminae with dip angles of 25-35, slightly steeper
than the dunes emplaced by their density current equivalents. Other volcaniclastic
eolian dunes at Sunset Crater, Arizona (Hooper et al., 2012) are coarse-grained ash
and have wavelengths between 22 and 35 cm and amplitudes averaging 0.5 to 1.0 cm.
Dunes tend to have a flat top and steep sides and are typically asymmetric. Examples
of geometries can be seen in Fig. 4.4.

4.4.2

Subaqueously developed dunes:

Dunes that form subaerially develop from pyroclastic sediment-gravity flows pyroclastic density-currents) or fluid-gravity flows (e.g. eolian re-sedimentation of pyroclastic
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material). Dunes forming under water can form from both sediment-gravity flows (e.g.
marine or lacustrine density currents) and unidirectional fluid-gravity water flows (e.g.
rivers, streams and tidal reaches).

Non-volcanic dunes can be produced by flows ranging from turbidity currents
in the deep sea (e.g. Prave and Duke, 1990; Mulder et al., 2009) to shallow streamflow
in fluvial settings (e.g. Fielding, 2006). The depositing flows of interest here are
divided into (1) unidirectional fluid-gravity water flows, in which the fluid (water)
moves by gravity and drives entrained sediment parallel to the bed, and (2) particulate
sediment gravity flows, in which sediment motion is in response to gravity and moves
the interstitial fluid (Middleton and Hampton, 1973, 1976; Fisher, 1983).
Dunes in deposits of unidirectional fluid-gravity water flows (e.g. streamflow)
From the rock record:

Unidirectional fluid-gravity water flows are dominant in fluvial settings (e.g. Miall, 1985; Fielding, 2006) and here I focus on those that produce antidunes, the dunes
most similar to those produced by pyroclastic density currents. A wide spectrum of
deposit architectures can be produced by streamflow, and Fielding (2006) proposed
that an Upper Flow Regime Sheets, Lenses and Scour Fills element (upper flow
regime = UFR) established to encompass sand-dominated, large-scale, upper flow
regime architectural elements. UFR elements in fluvial deposits. These have been
rarely reported because until recently structures within the element have not been
recognised as having formed under the upper flow regime. Fielding (2006) identified
a multitude of such UFR elements, which include; sigmoidal and low-angle crossbedding, planar lamination, flat and low-angle lamination with minor convex-upward
elements, convex-upward bedforms that dip both down- and up-current with low-angle
cross-bedding and symmetrical drapes, and backsets terminating up dip against an
upstream-dipping erosion surface. These structures characteristically formed at the
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transition from dunes to upper plane bed, followed by a transition to the antidune
stability field, and finally recording chute-and-pool conditions in the uppermost
flow regime when a positive surge slows down and forms a hydraulic jump (i.e.
is temporarily stationary) (Schmincke et al., 1973; Alexander et al., 2001; Fielding, 2006; Postma et al., 2009; Cartigny et al., 2014). These structures are therefore
emplaced by flows that are broadly increasing in strength (Cheel, 1990; Fielding, 2006).

Particular structures described by Fielding (2006) are comparable to the dunes
at Cape Wanbrow.

Type 1 (Fig.

8; Fielding, 2006) was described as having a

sigmoidal shape with low-angle cross-bedding that grades laterally and vertically
into planar lamination.

Examples from the Carboniferous South Bar and Ross

Point Formations of Nova Scotia and Late Permian Colinea Sandstone, Australia
have an average length of 1-2 m and are generally well-sorted, comprising fine- to
medium-grained sand (Rust and Gibling, 1990; McLoughlin, 1993; Fielding et al.,
1996; Fielding, 2006) (Fig. 4.9). Type 4 (Fig. 8; Fielding, 2006) comprises minor
convex-upward bedforms associated with low-angle cross-bedding and symmetrical
drapes. Examples from the Carboniferous South Bar and Ross Point Formations of
Nova Scotia and Late Permian Colinea Sandstone, Australia average 1 m in size, are
fine to medium grained and well-sorted (Rust and Gibling, 1990; McLoughlin, 1993;
Fielding et al., 1996; Fielding, 2006). Type 1 is interpreted as recording the transition
between the dune and upper plane bed stability field and type 4 is interpreted as the
product of the antidune stability field and therefore records a flow broadly increasing
in strength (Fielding, 2006). Examples of geometries can be seen in Fig. 4.12.

Preservation of deposits with abundant upper flow regime structures is common
in ephemeral systems where there is a rapid change in flow stage followed by insufficient time during falling stage to rework bedforms into lower regime bedforms (Jones,
1977; Fielding, 2006). This allows for rapid aggradation that records first, the dune
phase conditions, followed by the abrupt transition into upper plane bed conditions
and ultimately recording antidune conditions. Therefore deposition of a UFR architectural unit records the progressive infilling of a single channel that is well-preserved
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due to the rapid rate of sediment aggradation (Rust and Gibling, 1990; Fielding, 2006).

From unidirectional-flow flume experiments:

Flume experiments documenting the flow characteristics and resultant deposits
from supercritical flows have offered insight into the formation of antidunes, chutesand-pools and cyclic steps (e.g. Middleton, 1965; Jopling and Richardson, 1966;
Hand, 1974; Cheel, 1990; Best and Bridge, 1992; Alexander et al., 2001; Yokokawa
et al., 2009; Cartigny et al., 2014). Few of these structures and facies have been
recognised and analysed from the sedimentary record, which may be because they
form during high-energy events and have poor preservation potential. Alternatively,
the scarcity reflects common misidentification of such structures and facies (Fielding,
2006; Cartigny et al., 2014).

Supercritical flows in flumes have produced similar deposits across numerous
experiments (Middleton, 1965; Hand, 1974; Alexander et al., 2001; Yokokawa et al.,
2009; Cartigny et al., 2014, e.g.) (Fig. 4.12). A particular observation useful for
understanding the structures at Cape Wanbrow is the formation of sub-horizontal
plane beds, lenticular sets with boundary conformable laminae, lenticular sets with
convex tops that increase with curvature at higher flow energies and dunes with longwavelengths and low-amplitudes (Alexander et al., 2001; Cartigny et al., 2014). These
sedimentary structures are characteristic of unstable antidunes and chutes-and-pools
that produce low-amplitude, long-wavelength structures and represent increasing flow
energies and cyclic steps; a series of slowly upslope migrating bedforms (steps), where
each downward step (the lee side of the bedform) is manifested by a steeply dropping
flow passing through a hydraulic jump before re-accelerating on the flat stoss side
(Middleton, 1965; Hand, 1974; Alexander et al., 2001; Duller et al., 2008; Cartigny
et al., 2011, 2014). The average size of the sedimentary structures within the deposits
of these flume experiments are

50 - 80 cm long, with the largest 1 m (Middleton,

1965). Cartigny et al. (2014) highlights the resemblance of supercritical flow formed
structures to hummocky cross-stratification. Middleton recorded broad wavelengths
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(1- 2 m) and low-angle amplitudes (3-6 cm). Examples of geometries can be seen in
Fig. 4.12.

Asymmetric dunes with long-wavelengths and low-amplitudes that locally aggrade to
form a stack of dune structures are similar to unstable antidune and chutes-and pools
described from deposits of subaqueous supercritical flows. Examples are known from
deep marine deposits (Prave and Duke, 1990; Mulder et al., 2009), fluvial (Fielding,
2006) and flume experiments (Middleton, 1965; Hand, 1974; Alexander et al., 2001;
Duller et al., 2008; Cartigny et al., 2014).
Dunes in subaqueous deposits of sediment-gravity flows
Subaqueous pyroclastic density currents are a mixture of erupted particles and water
driven across the seafloor by gravity, and result from either a subaqueous eruption or
when a subaerial current travels over/into water (e.g. Cole and Decelles, 1991; Carey,
2000; Freundt, 2003; Trofimovs et al., 2007). There has been much more work on
non-volcanic subaqueous density currents, and these offer insight into the behaviour
and deposits of volcanic currents in subaqueous environments. Examples of flow types
are discussed below.

Non-pyroclastic material:

Subaqueous sediment-gravity flows produce dunes when sediment-transport rate
increases on rippled beds or lower-stage plane beds with mean grain-size that exceeds
0.1 mm (Bridge and Demicco, 2008).

Dunes whether they are dunes forming in

subcritical, hydraulically transitional or rough flows or low-amplitude antidunes
produced by supercritical flows are the most common bed wave in unidirectional flows
consisting of sand and gravel (Bridge and Demicco, 2008).

Dunes produced by subaqueous sediment gravity flows comprising non-volcanic
material can form in a large range of grain-sizes (-2 - 3 φ) with most comprising grains
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between medium-sand to silt (1 - 3 φ) with a moderately to poorly sorted nature (1.0
- 2.0 σ) (Fig. 4.9), especially on lee-side slopes, low-angle, gently dipping lee- and
stoss-sides that can be both asymmetrical or symmetrical and cross-stratification that
usually builds up from conformable or erosional planar surfaces.

Dunes discussed by Prave and Duke (1990) and Mulder et al. (2009) from the
Upper Cretaceous calciclastic turbidites exposed in the western Basque Pyrenees are
an example of deposits from non-pyroclastic sediment-gravity flows. Dunes within
the Basque Pyrenees are found in poorly-sorted, fine-grained material, ranging from
medium sand to silt and record a wave-like stratification within continuous thin
layers (5 - 20 cm) that resembles hummocky or swaley cross-stratification. Mulder
et al. (2009) described various types of these HCS-like structures (Mulder et al.,
2009, Fig. 11;) from low- to high-amplitude symmetrical HCS-like structures to ones
formed during unidirectional migration. Dunes all have broad wavelengths (∼ 20 60 cm) and low amplitudes (∼ 2 - 6 cm) within bedsets that extend laterally for
a few tens of metres. Laminae are most commonly gently dipping with no sign of
lateral migration, and can be termed stationary. These commonly grade upwards
into symmetrical dunes with progressively increasing dip angles due to active upward
hummock accretion. Ultimately this lateral progradation of sets of laminae leads to
the formation of non-symmetrical structures that migrate down-current and can be
termed progressive (Mulder et al., 2009). Dunes are often truncated between different
generations of structures meaning only remnants of the hummocks are retained and it
is therefore common for dunes to have erosional bases (Mulder et al., 2009). Examples
of geometries can be seen in Fig. 4.12.

Walker (1967) describes dunes from Devonian age turbidites within the Hatch
Formation, New York State that comprise fine-sand to silt and have broad undulose
forms (wavelengths 40 - 60 cm), small amplitudes (2 - 4 cm) and an average thickness of
12 cm. The laminae forming the dunes are 1 - 2 mm thick, undulose, and symmetrical
with maximum angles not exceeding 10◦ ; they can be traced across the undulations, so
the dunes have no associated cross-stratification. Subaqueously produced dunes with
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broad wavelengths (50 - 100 cm) and low-amplitudes (3 - 7 cm) of the Ordovician age
Cloridorme Formation, Gasp, Quebec recorded by Skipper (1971) are poorly sorted,
particularly on the lee-slopes and medium- to coarse-grained.

Their architecture

displays a slightly asymmetric, sinuous wavy profile with slope angles ranging from 5 20◦ and internal laminae with shallow lee-slope dips (<15◦ ) whose crests are inclined
upstream. Finally, Cartigny et al. (2011) summarised features of large-scale dunes
on levees and canyon floors of submarine fan systems. Fine-grained dunes (mud to
fine-grained sand) have wavelengths ranging from 1 to 7 km and wave heights of 80
m. Coarser material is deposited on the stoss-side (Ercilla et al., 2002) with stoss-side
aggradation exceeding lee-side aggradation, where truncations occur. They generally
occur where turbidity currents travel unconfined, like on the back slopes of channel
levees. Coarse-grained dunes have wavelengths up to 1 km and wave heights up to 10
m, show upslope migration and typically consist of sand and/or gravel. They generally
occur in the proximal parts of submarine fan systems, such as in canyons, channels,
and channel-lobe transitions (Wynn et al., 2002). Examples of geometries can be seen
in Fig. 4.12.

Dunes within deposits of non-pyroclastic sediment-gravity flows discussed herein
have been interpreted as being emplaced when the currents were in upper flow
regime or supercritical flow state. The wave-like structures of Prave and Duke (1990)
and Mulder et al. (2009) have been interpreted as the product of Kelvin-Helmholtz
instabilities formed at the upper flow interface of a turbidity current with surrounding
ambient sea water. The turbidity current moves down-slope but, at certain times and
places during deposition there are bedforms that migrate up-current (Hand, 1974;
Prave and Duke, 1990; Mulder et al., 2009; Cartigny et al., 2014). The large-scale
dunes of Cartigny et al. (2011) are further interpreted as deposition of unstable
antidunes, chutes-and-pools and cyclic-steps produced by supercritical flows with
increasing flow energies and a steeply dropping flow passing through a hydraulic jump
before re-accelerating.
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Pyroclastic material:

Dunes in pyroclastic subaqueous sediment-gravity flow deposits are incredibly
rare with only a handful reported in the literature (Wright and Mutti, 1981; Heinrichs,
1984; White, 1996; White et al., 2001). When documented they commonly display
architectural characteristics such as, low-amplitude dunes with broad wavelengths
and associated high-angle cross-stratification. These structures exist in poorly-sorted,
coarse to fine-ash beds that commonly have large clasts (> 50 mm) present (Fig. 4.9).
Deposits of sediment-gravity flows made up of non-pyroclastic material display similar
characteristics, including wavy or hummocky-cross-stratification-like structures, but
are commonly less poorly-sorted than are their pyroclastic equivalents and exist in
mud to medium-grained sand. The absence or rarity of impact sags in pyroclastic
material could be an indication of a subaqueous rather than subaerial setting. However
glacial dropstones in deep water are common and impact sags don’t always exist in
subaerial deposits.

Deposits of both subaerial and subaqueous sediment-gravity flows exist within
the pyroclastic material at Pahvant Butte, Utah, United States (White, 1996; White
et al., 2001). First inferred by Gilbert (1890) and later White (1996); White et al.
(2001), some pyroclastic deposits of Pahvant Butte have been shown to have a
subaqueous origin based on palaeoenvironmental evidence. Subaqueously emplaced
deposits are in places overlain by ripple-marked shoreline beds which are in turn
capped by primary subaerial tuff cone deposits (White, 1996) and therefore record
an evolution from emplacement by subaqueous currents through to emergence and
subaerial deposition. Among deposits of four lithofacies that make up the subaqueously emplaced mound, lithofacies M3 of White (1996) comprises coarse sideromelane
ash with dunes that display broad wavelengths (∼ 1 m), low amplitudes (∼ 15 cm)
and an overall low-angle sigmoidal shape, as well as locally intercalated lenses of
coarse ash showing high-angle cross-stratification This lithofacies lacks any fine ash
layers, although locally ripples in finer-grained ash advance down the gently dipping
dune foresets. Cross-sets dip outward from the cone and dunes grade laterally and
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vertically into sub-horizontally stratified lapilli ash and ash layers before commonly
being truncated by low-relief erosion surfaces. No sag structures are observed (White,
1996). Examples of geometries can be seen in Fig. 4.12.

Subaqueous dune-bearing deposits dominated by pyroclastic material typically
form from dilute turbulent eruption-fed currents formed entirely under water. In the
case of Pahvant Butte, the structure of the dunes are interpreted as having developed
by interaction between aqueous density currents (eruption-fed sediment-gravity flows)
and oscillatory currents beneath surface waves that were likely long-wavelength waves
formed by the eruption (White, 1996).

4.4.3

Discussion

Having examined well-described examples of deposits from five major flow types; subaerial dry pyroclastic density current, subaerial moist pyroclastic density current, eolian
fluid-gravity gas flow, fluid-gravity water flow and subaqueous sediment-gravity flow,
I now evaluate characteristics of the Cape Wanbrow dunes and associated structures
with respect to these five flow types. Table 4.1 summarises the deposit characteristics
produced by each flow type.
Dunes of dry vs moist subaerial pyroclastic density currents
Characteristics that are consistent with deposition by subaerial dry pyroclastic density
currents include; (1) a coarse to medium ash grain-size (equivalent hydraulic grain-size
is medium- to fine- grained quartz) for most of the deposit (Fig. 4.8), (2) poorly-sorted
nature (1 - 2 σ) (Fig. 4.9), (3) consistent scale (wavelengths between 1-7 m) (Fig.
4.11) unlike those formed by non-pyroclastic sediment-gravity flows that can range
from wavelengths of 50 cm (Prave and Duke, 1990; Mulder et al., 2009) to 7 km (Cartigny et al., 2011), (4) no evidence of accretionary or armoured lapilli, (5) no soft-state
deformation, (6) no plastically deformed base beds from ballistics and (7) evidence for
a traction-dominated sedimentation stage (Table 4.1). Dry pyroclastic density currents
produce fines-poor deposits (Table 4.1) but the Cape Wanbrow deposits appear to fine
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upwards with tops of dunes dominated by a fine-grain size. This feature supports deposition by moist pyroclastic density currents which usually contain more fine-grained
ash material. Cape Wanbrow lacks of any evidence for accretionary or armoured lapilli,
soft-state deformation or plastically behaving beds which is a strong argument against
deposition by moist pyroclastic density currents (Table 4.1).
Dunes in non-pyroclastic subaqueous sediment-gravity flow deposits
The Cape Wanbrow dunes with their broad wavelength, low-amplitude and in particular convex tops that resemble hummocky cross-stratification can be compared to
deposits of non-pyroclastic subaqueous sediment-gravity flow deposits (Table 4.1). A
good example is the HCS-like structures of Prave and Duke (1990) and Mulder et al.
(2009) who interpreted dunes as the product of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities formed
at the upper flow interface of a turbidity current with surrounding ambient sea water.
Five major differences between the Cape Wanbrow structures and the HCS-like forms
of sediment-gravity flow deposits are noted (Table 4.1): (1) Cape Wanbrow deposits
are overall coarser-grained, although this coarser-grained nature could be explained
by the different settling velocities of low density vesicular particles at Cape Wanbrow
(Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams, 1993; Manville et al., 2002) (Fig. 4.10), (2) Cape Wanbrow dunes have a larger grain-size variation than those described from the HCS-like
deposits, (3) frequent small-scale syn-sedimentary deformation common within these
deposits is not a common feature within the dunes of Cape Wanbrow, (4) HCS-like
structures frequently show migration trends with an up-slope motion but mostly do not
display a dominant migration direction whereas the dunes at Cape Wanbrow show a
strong trend of migration in the down-current direction and (5) the average wave-height
and wavelength is much smaller than those within the Cape Wanbrow succession (Fig.
4.11) Based on these major differences, deposition by subaqueous sediment-gravity flow
seems unlikely (Table 4.1).
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Dunes in pyroclastic subaqueous sediment-gravity flow deposits
The dunes towards the top of the Pahvant Butte subaqueous mound described by
White (1996); White et al. (2001) were deposited by subaqueous sediment-gravity
flows inferred to have been modified by waves (Table 4.1). Key characteristics that
the Cape Wanbrow dunes share with those at Pahvant Butte include; a sigmoidal
shape, progressive migration, coarse-grain-size, moderately- to poorly-sorted nature,
no accretionary lapilli, low-angle internal unidirectional cross-stratification and
associated lenses of highangle cross-stratification and dipping layers grade laterally
and vertically into sub-horizontally stratified layers (Table 4.1).

Smoothly undulating truncation of the tops of cross-sets, amalgamation of crosssets and broad scours in sub-horizontal layers in the Pahvant Butte sequence are
interpreted by White (1996) as being an example of form discordance produced by
oscillatory motion superimposed on the density currents during deposition. Similar
wave influence would be consistent with the presence of convex topped dunes at Cape
Wanbrow. The succession at Cape Wanbrow, however, is erosionally truncated. There
is thus no evidence of very shallow-water deposition just prior to shoaling, such as
provided by deposit context at Pahvant Butte.

Deposits of pyroclastic material in sediment-gravity flows are dominantly, poorlysorted (1 - 3 σ) coarse-grained (1 - 2 φ) and contain very little fine-grained material
(Table 4.1). For example the lithofacies at Pahvant Butte lacks any fine ash layers,
although locally ripples in finer-grained ash advance down the gently dipping dune
foresets (White, 1996).

The dunes of Cape Wanbrow differ strongly from these

characteristics with a moderately- to poorly-sorted nature (0.5 - 1.2 σ), fine-grained
ash tops and a fine-grained ash sigmoidal drape.
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Dunes in deposits of fluid-gravity water flows (rivers, streams and flume
examples)
Dunes are among the most common deposits of rivers (Bridge and Demicco, 2008)
and flume experiments (Middleton, 1965), but the only dunes from rivers, streams
and flume experiments that share geometrical characteristics with the Cape Wanbrow
deposits are those formed by from upper-regime flows (Fig. 4.12). Therefore only the
dunes formed by upper regime flows are discussed below.

Fluvial deposits of upper-flow-regime streams seem to offer a good potential
analogue for the Cape Wanbrow dunes with similar deposit architecture and characteristics (Table 4.1). In particular some recently defined upper-flow regime (UFR)
deposits contain dunes identical to those of Cape Wanbrow (Fielding, 2006) (Fig.
4.12). Described examples of these from the rock record are well-sorted and fine- to
medium-grained sandstone. This does not match the dominantly coarse bases and
moderate- to poorly-sorting of the Cape Wanbrow dunes, but part of this grain-size
difference may be due to the settling velocity of vesicular particles being less than that
of quartz, feldspar and lithics (Oehmig and Wallrabe-Adams, 1993; Manville et al.,
2002). The similarities in dune geometries can also be addressed when looking at the
eight main types of UFR elements described by Fielding (2006). These eight types
are formed together to produce a hierarchy, which is representative of an increasing
flow strength. UFR deposits are characteristic of broadly ephemeral stream systems,
and their preservation potential is high. Taking the features of UFR deposits and the
preservation potential into consideration, if the Cape Wanbrow dunes were deposited
by ephemeral streams in a fluvial setting like those described by Fielding (2006) it
might be expected that most, if not all eight types of UFR deposits would be present.
Instead, there are only types 1 and 4 of Fielding (2006) which are described earlier in
the text and presented here in Fig. 4.12. There are also differences in grain-size (silt
to fine sand as opposed to fine to coarse ash) and sorting (well-sorted as opposed to
moderately- to poorly-sorted) (Table 4.1). These characteristics along with the lack of
hierarchical UFR deposit elements makes deposition from ephemeral streams unlikely
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(Table 4.1).

Analysis of the architecture of dunes described from some flume experiments
that produced broadly similar dunes to those in the Cape Wanbrow succession led to
identification of significant differences between them. Key differences include; (1) the
average wavelength of dunes produced by Middleton’s (1965) flume experiments are
∼50 - 80 cm with the largest 1 m long in an experimental tank 40 m long (Alexander
et al., 2001; Spinewine et al., 2009; Cartigny et al., 2014); these wavelength values for
experimental dunes are much shorter on average than those at Cape Wanbrow (∼2 - 3
m), and (2) Those flume dunes lacked evidence for structures with steepening lee-side
layers and a sigmoidal shaped fine-grained drape, which is a key characteristic of the
Cape Wanbrow dunes. Based on the significant differences discussed, deposition by
subaqueous supercritical flows would have to be ruled out for at least the majority of
the Cape Wanbrow deposit.
Hydrodynamics of broad dunes.
Broad dunes formed with both volcaniclastic and ‘normal’ sediment, in subaerial
and subaqueous settings, share a number of geometrical characteristics (Fig. 4.12).
Comparison, therefore rests upon hydrodynamic similarities, making interpretation
challenging. Supercritical dunes share features such as; internal low-angle, symmetrical and non-symmetrical lee- to stoss dipping cross-stratification that increases in
steepness down-current, internal laminae that grade upwards from planar, conformable
or erosional surfaces as well as from and into parallel lamination and truncating and
overlying continuous from stoss- to lee-side draping beds with sigmoidal or symmetrical
architecture, whether formed by marine density currents, pyroclastic currenets, or
unidirectional fluvial ones. Some features also match those of combined-flow bedforms,
which are notable for producing form-discordant dunes.

The differences between unidirectional fluid-gravity water flows in streams, subaqueous sediment-gravity flows, subaerial ‘sediment’-gravity pyroclastic flows of dry or
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moist types, or eolian currents are these: grain-size, sorting, presence of accretionary
lapilli, presence of soft-state deformation, associated high-angle cross-stratification
lenses and alternating beds of coarse and fine-grained material. Combined oscillatory
and unidirectional flow also make dune-like bedforms, distinguished from the ones
formed in unidirectional flows by smoothly undulating truncation of the tops of
cross-sets, amalgamation of cross-sets and broad scours in sub-horizontal layers in
combination with unidirectectional internal cross-stratification (Raaf et al., 1977;
Allen, 1982; Southard and Boguchwal, 1990; White, 1996).

With these distinctions in mind, I now return to the cryptic deposits of Rua2
volcanic unit at Cape Wanbrow.
Rua2 Volcano: Subaqueous to Subaerial?
The study by White (1996) and White et al. (2001) of Pahvant Butte, a small volcano
that erupted into a now absent pluvial lake in the Pleistocene is an excellent example
of a subaqueous to emergent volcano. These deposits offer an opportunity to compare
Cape Wanbrow deposits to both subaqueous sediment-gravity flows comprising
pyroclastic material (Table 4.1), but also to the overall deposit characteristics of an
emergent volcano. The following summary of subaqueous to subaerial deposits at
Pahvant Butte is drawn from the extended account of White (1996) and White et al.
(2001) in which both description and assessment of origin was provided.

Mound deposits:

The earliest phase of growth of Pahvant Butte formed a subaqueous mound of
dipping beds (<10◦ ) below the syneruptive shoreline, which are mostly covered by
overlying tuff cone and platform deposits that comprise a thin upper wedge of tephra
reworked by deltaic and beach-spit environments (White et al., 2001).

Towards

the top of the mound are deposits comprising dunes, which are known to have
been emplaced subaqueously based on overlying ripple-marked shoreline beds (a
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palaeoenvironmental indicator not available at Cape Wanbrow). These dunes are
characteristically very broad (∼ 1 m) with low-amplitudes (∼ 15 cm), display internal
unidirectional cross-stratification as well as form discordances including; smoothly
undulating truncation of the tops of cross-sets, amalgamated cross-sets and broad
scours in sub-horizontal layers, which are typical in wave-generated sedimentary
sequences (Raaf et al., 1977; Allen, 1982; White, 1996).

Dunes underlie rippled

shoreline deposits and subaerial tuff cone beds and are well-developed within the
uppermost exposures of the mound deposits at palaeodepths of ∼ 20 m below
syneruptive lake level. Towards greater depths (∼ 50 m or more below lake level)
the duneform facies grades downwards into well-bedded, broadly scoured coarse-ash
and lapilli, deposited by aqueous currents in a traction-dominated depositional
regime. Dune features, associated structures and underlying and overlying strata
indicate the dune deposits were produced by combined oscillatory and unidirectional
subaqueous sediment-gravity flows prior to the emergence of the volcano (White, 1996).

Both the dune bearing deposits from Pahvant Buttes subaqueous mound and
those from Cape Wanbrow are located within the uppermost preserved strata of
their succession. Both also overlie an extensive succession of subaqueously deposited
material which represents the early growth of the volcano. The majority of Rua2
Volcano for example, comprises intercalated thin beds (commonly a few centimetres)
of moderately-sorted, fine- to coarse-grained ash and fine- to coarse-lapilli that
display both reverse and normal grading with localised small-scale discordances
and scours to erosive bases with infill of poorly-sorted material (Moorhouse et al.,
2015). These beds have been interpreted as being deposited by eruption-fed aqueous
density currents comprising dilute to high-concentration particulate gravity flows with
water as the continuous intergranular phase (e.g. White et al., 2001; Cantelli et al.,
2008; Moorhouse et al., 2015). These beds like their equivalents in Pahvant Butte
grade upwards into the dune bearing deposits and therefore may well represent an
advancement of material into a shallow subaqueous setting where oscillatory currents
can shape deposits.
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Cone deposits:

A complex, asymmetrical steep-sided tuff cone and a nearly flat topped platform overlie the subaqueous mound deposits of Pahvant Butte. The cone deposits
are largely steeply dipping, poorly to well-bedded and made up of glass, altered to
palagonite (White, 1996; White et al., 2001). The lower portion of the cone has
relatively steep bedding dips (∼ 20◦ ), bed thicknesses from ∼ 2 to 20 cm, diffuse
contacts, reverse-grading and lensoid to discontinuous layers suggesting emplacement
by grainflows that evolved from fall sedimentation in a still subaqueous setting (White
et al., 2001). The upper cone has steeper dipping beds (20 - 35◦ ) which are heavily
palagonitized and can be split into two lithofacies.

The first being characterised

by the presence of block and bomb sags, accretionary and armoured lapilli, poor
bedding continuity and pronounced rill erosion commonly infilled with lapilli-tuff,
interpreted as being transported and deposited in the presence of water (White
et al., 2001). The second lithofacies is characterised by thinly bedded interstratified
layers of framework-supported fines-poor coarse-ash and lapilli, thin ash layers,
locally prominent reverse-grading in lapilli layers and local scours filled with broadly
concave-upward lenses of fines-poor ash, interpreted as products of grainflow and
fallout processes with little or no water present (White et al., 2001).

Based on accounts of deposits at Pahvant Butte, which record the evolution
from subaqueous to moist-subaerial to dry-subaerial, a well-preserved succession of
subaqueous to emergent to fully subaerial should include examples of (1) clearly
subaqueously deposited tephra followed by (2) ripple-marked shoreline beds, (3)
subaerial cone moist- density currents deposits with accretionary and armoured
lapilli and potentially (4) a transition to dry phreatomagmatic activity with subaerial
grainflow and fallout processes.

The lower subaqueous deposits of Rua2 were deposited subaqueously by eruption-fed
currents and other than the upper dune bearing deposits, which could be interpreted
as subaerial deposits there are no indications of Rua2 becoming emergent, for example,
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no ripple-marked shoreline beds or moist- density currents deposits containing accretionary lapilli. Therefore either all the Rua2 strata were deposited subaqueously and
Rua2 didnt emerge, or Rua2 did emerge to form an island and shoreline and emergent
tuff cone deposits of the island were subsequently removed by collapse of the tephra
pile and/or erosion and transportation by normal wave action. Localised small-scale
faults and truncations, onto which sedimentary sequences onlap occur throughout the
Rua2 deposits discussed in chapter 3 are the result of remobilized tephra by slumping
as the pile over-steepens, which likely occurs during or shortly after deposition (Sohn
et al., 2012; Moorhouse et al., 2015). Based on this and the lack of any other reports
of full emergent successions like Pahvant Butte it is probable that the removal of
emergent-type deposits is common and accounts for the general absence of shoreline
and tuff cone deposits in the Cape Wanbrow succession. The conditions that allowed
preservation of the apparently subaerial pyroclastic succession on which this paper
focuses are not known. There were global sea-level changes of sufficient magnitude
to make the site subaerial at times, but no published evidence for any non-volcanic
subaerial deposits in the region in the Oligocene. Other volcanoes in the field may
have emerged to form islands, but there is no direct evidence of emergence (Maicher,
2003; Andrews, 2003; Corcoran and Moore, 2008), and perhaps the best known of
these, Bridge Point, has been specifically inferred to have stopped erupting before
doing so (Cas et al., 1989).

4.4.4

Conclusion

According to geometrical and granulometric characteristics of dunes produced by
various subaerial and subaqueous currents (Table 4.1) the dunes in the Rua2 Volcano
succession at Cape Wanbrow are most similar to the deposits of dry dilute pyroclastic
density currents and pyroclastic subaqueous sediment-gravity flows.

Dunes deposited by dry dilute pyroclastic density currents are characteristically
poorly-sorted, coarse-grained and fines poor with alternating coarse- and fine-grained
layers that grade upwards from a planar stratification (Valentine and Fisher, 2000)
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(Table 4.1). Dunes in volcaniclastic subaqueous sediment-gravity flow deposits are
dominantly coarse-grained, poorly-sorted and have intercalated lenses of high-angle
cross-stratification.

Cape Wanbrow dunes comprise alternating layers of coarse-

and fine- grained tuff that grade upwards from planar stratification and become
finer-grained upwards and become fines-dominant at dune tops.

Based on dunes in both volcaniclastic subaqueous sediment-gravity flows and
dry dilute pyroclastic density currents being characteristically coarse-grained the
only remaining feature that matches the Cape Wanbrow dunes is the progressively
steepening layers of alternating fine- and coarse-grained material found only in
subaerial dry dilute pyroclastic density current deposits as described by Valentine and
Fisher (2000). Based on this, deposition by dry dilute pyroclastic density currents is
the most likely option for the formation of the Cape Wanbrow dunes.

Distinguishing between subaqueous and subaerial ancient volcanogenic deposits
remains a difficult task and becomes progressively harder when rock features are
poorly preserved, exposures are limited, and independent palaeoenvironmental indicators are absent or ambiguous. However careful attention to contextual information
of sedimentary structures like dunes, low- to high-angle cross-stratification and
planar stratification that are commonly reported in both subaerial and subaqueous
environments has meant the uncertainty over the origin of Oligocene-Eocene aged
dunes at Cape Wanbrow, Oamaru has been partially removed.

It is inevitable

that questions remain regarding each interpretation, for example the relationship
between subaqueously deposited material and dunes interpreted as deposited by
dry dilute pyroclastic currents at Cape Wanbrow as well as the reason for a lack of
emergent-style deposits similar to those reported at Pahvant Butte (White et al.,
2001), but the comparisons made and distinctions drawn between deposits of the Cape
Wanbrow lithofacies and broadly similar ones of other origins provide a framework for
interpreting dunes and related strata of other explosive subaqueous to shallow marine,
emergent and subaerial volcanoes.
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Chapter 5
Mantle evolution under the
Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic Field,
Northeast Otago, New Zealand
Abstract
A study of peridotite xenoliths from Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour has revealed that
the peridotitic portions of sub-continental lithospheric mantle (SCLM) beneath Northeast Otago contains a degree of compositional variation but is relatively fertile. The
xenoliths record their origins from a range of depths within the spinel facies and point
towards the mantle source region to the magmas of the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic
Field being either the base of the spinel facies lithosphere, from within the predicted
narrow zone of garnet facies lithosphere or from within the asthenosphere. The xenoliths indicate that the magma source was fairly deep, and therefore the process that led
to multiple eruptions over a small geographical area has to be one that affected the asthenosphere or the lower lithosphere. The formation of multiple monogenetic volcanoes
at one site at Cape Wanbrow is an ongoing problem and one that affects the traditional
view of monogenetic volcanoes globally. This study was therefore undertaken to see if
a better understanding of the SCLM beneath Northeast Otago could yield any clues
on this significant problem. Though this work adds a substantial amount of data and
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answers important questions raised in this thesis, more work is needed to understand
the full extent of the SCLM’s role in monogenetic volcanism of Northeast Otago.

5.1

Introduction

In previous chapters it was shown from sedimentological characteristics that the
Surtseyan-type eruptions that form the investigated portion of the Waiareka-Deborah
Volcanic Field represent magmatism that was active over at least several million years
within a confined geographic area. Coombs et al. (1986) noted that the tuffaceous
sediments at Boatmans Harbour (lithofacies association E1, Wha4 Volcano) contain
peridotite xenoliths of presumed mantle origin, although they did not examine their
compositions.

Mantle-derived material has also long been known from Kakanui

Mineral Breccia (Dickey, 1968; Price and Wallace, 1976), which occurs in the upper
portions of the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic Field. The Kakanui Mineral Breccia has an
Ar-Ar date from a kaersutite xenocryst of ∼34 Ma that is analytically indistinguishable
from a Ar-Ar date obtained from fresh glass at Cape Wanbrow (Hoernle et al., 2006),
although the sedimentological characteristics outlined in chapter 3 and Sr isotope
dates indicate the Cape Wanbrow rocks to be slightly older (∼38 - 36 Ma). In any
case, the occurrence of probable mantle material strongly implies that at least some of
the erupted magmas rose directly from the mantle, and the restricted distribution of
magmatism implies that there was some form of sub-crustal control on melting. Since
the feldspar compositions in the tuffs are strikingly uniform (Chapter 3) (Moorhouse
et al., 2015), it is most likely that many of the Waiareka-Deborah magmas probably
had little or no interaction with the continental crust during their ascent. This is
reflected in the unradiogenic Sr compositions of basalts that have been analysed
(measured

87

Sr\86 Sr = 0.7028-0.7034; Hoernle et al. 2006).

Peridotite xenoliths provide one means of assessing the composition of the main
component of the sub-continental lithospheric mantle (SCLM) because they are transported rapidly to the surface and so preserve their mantle compositions, effectively
behaving as fossils from the mantle. This xenolithic lithospheric material therefore
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offers an opportunity to characterise processes that affected the mantle underneath the
Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic Field, and perhaps offer clues as to why some monogenetic
volcanic fields are characterised by multiple volcanoes whose edifices overlap within
a small area but are separated by millions of years (e.g. Maicher, 2003; Moorhouse
et al., 2015).

In this chapter, I have undertaken a comprehensive petrological and chemical
examination of the peridotitic xenoliths occurring in the coastal portion of the
Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics. Although mantle xenoliths are difficult to identify in
the highly altered Cape Wanbrow tuffs, rare fragments occur in cross-bedded tephra
directly below and above the pillow lavas of Boatmans Harbour (Wha4 Volcano)
(Coombs et al., 1986; Moorhouse et al., 2015). The Kakanui Mineral Breccia, on
the other hand, is extremely rich in peridotite xenoliths (Reay and Sipiera, 1987,
and references therein). Its close proximity (∼10 km south of Cape Wanbrow) and
indistinguishable age (Hoernle et al., 2006) means the mantle material of Kakanui
could also offer insights into the SCLM underneath Northeast Otago during the
Oligocene-Eocene.

5.2

Geological setting and source for Cenozoic intraplate magmatism

Zealandia (Fig. 1.1) comprises a series of crustal tectonostratigraphic terranes that
were accreted to the Gondwana convergent margin in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic when
it was contiguous with Australia and Antarctica (Laird and Bradshaw, 2004; Mortimer,
2004). The majority of the accreted crustal fragments are metamorphosed volcanic,
sedimentary, plutonic and metamorphic basement rocks of volcano-sedimentary
terranes of Palaeozoic and Mesozoic in age (Mortimer, 2004). The Eocene-Oligocene
Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics overlies quartzofeldspathic Otago Schist in the Rakaia
Terrane (Mortimer and Roser, 1992).

40

Ar/39 Ar thermochronology indicates regional

metamorphism and formation of the Otago Schist occurred between 140 and 120
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Ma and that this event is overprinted in places by an extensional fabric that formed
during exhumation between 109 and 100 Ma as Zealandia lead to breakaway from
Gondwana (e.g. Gray and Foster, 2004). This is overlain by a transgressive sequence
as shown in chapter 1, Table. 1.2 and chapter 3, Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.13. The
Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics were emplaced onto a continental shelf setting that
overlies and is partially inter-bedded with sedimentary rocks comprising limestone
and unconsolidated mudstone and siltstone (Table. 1.2 (Gage, 1957; Edwards, 1991;
Moorhouse et al., 2015).

The alkali basalts of the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics have a geochemical composition indicating derivation from a peridotitic and/or pyroxenite-eclogitic source
and have ocean island basalt-like chemistries (Coombs et al., 1986; Hoernle et al.,
2006). This is consistent with many other Cenozoic intraplate volcanoes that have
erupted through Zealandia (e.g. Barreiro and Cooper, 1987; Reay et al., 1991; Finn
et al., 2005; Hoernle et al., 2006; Panter et al., 2006; Sprung et al., 2007; McGee et al.,
2013; Timm et al., 2009, 2010; Scott et al., 2013). Numerous authors have noted the
occurrence of high light rare earth element (HREE) compared to low heavy rare earth
element (LREE) concentrations (e.g. La/Yb) and so inferred garnet to be present in
the peridotite magma source region. However, such ratios can also be achieved by
depleting a garnet-absent peridotite to a high degree, which lowers all trace element
concentrations, and then enriching it by a light rare earth rich fluid or melt (e.g.
Green, 2004). This two stage process has remarkably been commonly identified in
peridotite xenolith studies.

The isotopic signatures of many of the Zealandia intraplate basalts are especially notable for their radiogenic
(< 0.703).

206

Pb/204 Pb (> 20.5) and un-radiogenic

87

Sr/86 Sr

These properties have been suggested to represent derivation of the

magmas from a mantle source region that had a high time-integrated

238

U/204 Pb

(HIMU) composition (Hoernle et al., 2006; Coombs et al., 1986; Timm et al., 2010).
Scott, Waight et al. (2014) proposed the use of the term HIMU-like for the basalts
of Zealandia because their isotopic signatures do not fully overlap with the HIMU
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isotopic fields, especially

207

Pb/204 Pb versus

206

Pb/204 P. The commonly postulated

source of this reservoir elsewhere in the world is thought to be related to melting of
ancient altered oceanic crust within the asthenosphere (e.g. Chase, 1981; Hofmann and
White, 1982; Stracke et al., 2003; Nebel et al., 2013). However, the HIMU-like isotopic
signature is also embedded in peridotite xenoliths erupted from the lithospheric
mantle beneath the South Island (Scott, Waight et al., 2014; Scott, Hodgkinson et
al., 2014), and so raises the distinct possibility that melting of the SCLM could also
be a intraplate magma source. They suggested that the HIMU-like signature in the
SCLM relates to fluxing of the mantle by carbonatitic melts or fluids and associated
metasomatism.

5.2.1

A lithospheric vs asthenospheric mantle source

The origin of the HIMU-like signature in the Zealandia intraplate basalts remains
unclear, with debate as to whether they were derived from melting of lithospheric or
asthenospheric mantle. Models for Zealandia intraplate volcanism can be divided into
two groups, (1) low-degree melting of lithospheric mantle that had been metasomatised
by earlier subduction and plume related processes (Finn et al., 2005; Panter et al.,
2006; Sprung et al., 2007) or (2) detachment that results in asthenospheric upwelling
and melting (Hoernle et al., 2006; Timm et al., 2009).

Arguments for basalt-generating partial melts being derived from the lithospheric
mantle are based upon a number of lines of evidence. Geochemical work on erupted
basalts across Zealandia reveal a negative K and Pb anomaly which indicates the
melting of a metasomatised mantle enriched in K-rich hydrous phases such as
amphibole and phlogopite (Panter et al., 2006). This metasomatism is considered
to be the result of an interaction between the SCLM with subduction-derived fluids
and/or mantle plume processes prior to the break-up of Gondwana, timing of chemical
enrichment constrained to between 500 and 100 Ma (Panter et al., 2006; Sprung et al.,
2007). A lithospheric mantel source is also in keeping with the HIMU-like signatures
in peridotite xenoliths of Zealandia basalts as well as contemporaneous HIMU-like
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magmatism in formerly contiguous continental areas of Antarctica, East Australia
and Tasmania but not found in the intervening ocean basins (Panter et al., 2006,
and references therein). However, it remains unclear how lithospheric melting would
be able to sustain larger volcanic eruptions on Zealandia, for example the Dunedin
Volcanic Group and Waipiata Volcanic Formation (Coombs et al., 1986; Németh et al.,
2003).

Contrary to the assertions of Panter et al. (2006) and Sprung et al. (2007) it
has been suggested that the HIMU-like source for these basalts is a peridotite containing carbonatitic eclogite from recycled oceanic crust, located in the asthenosphere. A
low-velocity seismic anomaly was found to stretch from West Antarctica to Zealandia
at a depth of >600 km and has ben postulated that it represents a reservoir supplying
the upper asthenospheric mantle beneath Zealandia with HIMU-type material (Timm
et al., 2010).

It has been discussed that the heterogeneous asthenospheric mantle is likely to
consist of eclogite/pyroxenite domains with HIMU-type isotopic composition within a
depleted peridotitic matrix (Finn et al., 2005; Hoernle et al., 2006; Timm et al., 2009).
Melting of this peridotite matrix via metasomatism by eclogite/pyroxenite and/or
detached volatile-enriched lithosphere could generate the HIMU-like signature in the
intraplate melts. To invoke such partial-melting in the asthenospheric HIMU-like
reservoir you need a change in density contrasts and associated Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (Finn et al., 2005). The removal/detachment of the dense lower lithosphere
would induce such changes via a portion of the lithosphere being stripped, sinking and
leaving a cavity for asthenospheric material to up-well into and melt via decompression
(Finn et al., 2005; Hoernle et al., 2006). HIMU-like melts would likely generate from
a combination of partial melting of the detached lithosphere and low-degree melting of the carbonatitic eclogite possibly metasomatising the surrounding asthenosphere.

Based on this information the model proposed that can best explain the distribution and geochemical composition of Cenozoic intraplate volcanism across Zealandia
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is the removal of local lithosphere and subsequent decompression melting of upwelling
heterogeneous asthenospheric mantle and detached lithosphere (Timm et al., 2010).
The thorough investigation of mantle xenoliths presented in this chapter will attempt
to address this.

5.3

Peridotite Petrography

5.3.1

Introduction

In order to characterise the lithospheric mantle under the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic
Field, 9 peridotite xenoliths have been analysed from the Kakanui Mineral Breccia and
one from Cape Wanbrow. Despite intensive searching, fresh(ish) peridotite material at
Cape Wanbrow is of very limited occurrence and I had to rely on a sample collected
by Doug Coombs and Alan Cooper in the 1980s from directly above the pillow lavas
in the tephra deposits of Wha4 Volcano at Boatmans Harbour. The mineral chemistry
of the peridotites has been characterised using an electron dispersal spectroscopy on a
scanning electron microscope housed in the optical microscopy lab of the University
of Otago.

The xenoliths are typically phaneritic-coarse grained ovoid nodules ranging from
1 to 5 cm in diameter. At Kakanui, they commonly occur within an aphanitic alkali
basalt (a nephalanite; Reay and Sipiera, 1987), which in turn can commonly be found
as variable sized nodules (probable bombs) within the bedded tuffs. The colour of the
peridotite xenoliths varies depending upon extent of weathering. Fresh xenoliths are
olive green to yellow-brown and rare emerald green Cr-diopside are readily visible; on
the other hand, weathered xenoliths are a dull pale brown colour. The xenoliths at
Alma Mineral Breccia are highly weathered, friable, and only Cr-diopside remains.
Although I will discuss the xenoliths below, a summary can found in Table 5.1
The Kakanui Mineral Breccia is well known for its occurrence of garnet pyroxenite
(‘eclogite’) xenoliths (Dickey, 1968; Coombs et al., 1986; Reay and Sipiera, 1987) field
observations shows that these represent mafic melts that have stagnated in the mantle
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Table 5.1: Summary of modal, textural, chemical and geothermometric characteristics of the
peridotites analysed by scanning electron microprobe

(they cross-cut spinel peridotite) and are not discussed further.

5.3.2

Peridotite Xenolith Description

Most xenoliths contain three silicate phases representing a shallow mantle assemblage;
olivine, orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene. Amphibole occurs in one Kakanui xenolith.
Calcite, fluorite, and various clay and serpentinite minerals are present too, with
calcite, the clays and serpentinites representing alteration products. The origin of the
fluorite remains debated (Klemme, 2004; Dolejš and Baker, 2006). Spinel as a minor
phase and represents about <5% of the rocks. Because of the ubiquitous alteration
and deterioration of silicate phases, most of the xenoliths have not been point counted
and classification unfortunately relies on visual estimation. This estimation indicates
them to be dominated by olivine (∼40 to 50 %) and orthopyroxene (∼30 to 40 %).
Clinopyroxene is much less abundant (∼10 to 15%) and spinel makes up the remaining
grains (∼5 %). Based on these values, it would appear that the main peridotite
lithology is lherzolite.

This is similar to xenoliths from the nearby but younger

Dunedin Volcanic Group to the south (Scott, Waight et al., 2014; Scott, Hodgkinson
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et al., 2014). Textural characteristics of the peridotites follow the scheme proposed by
Harte (1977) and include a variety of coarse to coarse-equant. These are summarised
in Table 5.1.

Olivine grains dominate these rocks and are often the largest mineral in the
xenolith. Most olivine grains in the freshest samples are equant in form with rare
examples of tabular form. The inter-grain relationships of olivine grain boundaries
with other mineral phases suggests that textural equilibrium has been attained (Fig.
5.1a, d). There are also some examples of olivine being enclosed by orthopyroxene
(Fig. 5.1b). A prominent feature of olivine, particularly in the larger grains, is kink
banding (Fig. 5.1c). In addition to the large grains, there are localised pocket of
olivine neoblasts, commonly proximal to basalt-xenolith interface (Fig. 5.1d). Many
grains have been partially to totally hydrated and are now represented by serpentinite.

Orthopyroxene (enstatite) is a very pale brown in polished thin section and
grains vary in size from the groundmass average to grains of ¿6 mm in size (e.g.
KAK L03, KAK L05). Although olivine is usually the largest grain in the samples,
some samples have larger grains of orthopyroxene (e.g. KAK L03, KAK L05), which
leads to a higher apparent modal abundance. The orthopyroxene grains have anhedral
morphologies and are regularly intergrown with spinel and minor clinopyroxene.
Kink banding is absent from the orthopyroxene grains, although rare examples
display undulose extinction (Fig. 5.2). Exsolution lamellae of clinopyroxene are observed in a number of samples, the lamellae typically being narrow (<10 µm) (Fig. 5.2).

Clinopyroxene (Cr-diopside) is a vibrant green in hand specimen and pale
green in thin section.

This phase is least abundant of the three silicate phases

and typically has the smallest grainsize with the largest known grain being 1 mm
in sample KAK L02 (Fig. 5.3). Grains of clinopyroxene are subhedral but grain
boundaries appear to be fairly well-equilibrated with adjacent minerals. Clinopyroxene displays exsolution lamellae of orthopyroxene, with lamellae also being fine
(<10 µm) (Fig. 5.3). In addition to peridotite phases, a megacryst of clinopyrox139
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ene with a diameter of 8 mm is present in the BH sample beside the peridotite xenolith.

Spinel is consistently an interstitial phase and has a close association with orthopyroxene. The colour of spinel varies from a pale brown to a darker red-brown,
depending on the sample. This colour change is attributed to the changing amount of
Cr and Al, with a darker colour equating to a more Cr-rich spinel (MacGregor and
Smith, 1963). In instances where the spinel is proximal to basalt, the edges of the
grain are mantled by a thick black/opaque rim of magnetite (Fig. 5.4a-b). Spinel
also exhibits a variety of textures including the holly-leaf and disrupted texture in
which the grains appear in a discontinuous group of small grains (Mercier and Nicolas,
1975; Harte, 1977) (Fig. 5.4a-b). The close clustering of spinel and orthopyroxene
appear to be due to spinel crystallising in the interstices between pyroxene grains in a
symplectite-like fashion (e.g. Smith, 1977) (Fig. 5.4c).

5.4
5.4.1

Major Element Geochemistry of Peridotites
Introduction

Additional to the petrographic characteristics, in order to asses heterogeneity and
trends in major element chemistry, the four predominant mineral phases (olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene, spinel) in ten peridotite samples were analysed using the
electron dispersal spectroscopy (EDS) on a Zeiss Sigma Variable Pressure Scanning
Electron Microscope at the University of Otago. This instrument was operated with
a voltage of 15 kV and a 30 micron aperture at a working distance of 8.5 mm. Approximately 40 analyses were undertaken per sample. Microprobe data are reported in
Table 5.2, although a summary of key characteristics is presented in Table 5.1. Where
practicable, the core and rim of grains were analysed and an effort was made to utilise
the biggest grains to ensure the true cores and rims were analysed.
Table 5.2: Representative major element data (oxide wt%) from electron microprobe analysis
for Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour peridotite xenoliths. In order of appearance tables are
as follows: spinel, olivine, orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene
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Figure 5.1: Prominent olivine textures of Kakanui peridotite xenoliths (Boatmans Harbour
samples contain no olivine due to alteration). (a) Coarse to coarse-equant texture of olivine
grains. (b) Olivine grain enclosed by coarser orthopyroxene grain. (c) Prominent kink banding in olivine. (d) A large number of olivine grains of variable size, some displaying kink
banding.
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Figure 5.2: Prominent orthopyroxene textures of Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour peridotite
xenoliths. Orthopyroxene grain rotated anticlockwise between left (a) and right (b) image.
Orthopyroxene grain displaying undulose extinction (a) and optically continuous fine exsolution lamellae of exsolving clinopyroxene (b).

Figure 5.3: Prominent clinopyroxene textures of Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour peridotite
xenoliths. Clinopyroxene grain rotated anticlockwise between left (a) and right (b) image.
Clinopyroxene grain is optically continuous with fine exsolution lamellae of exsolving orthopyroxene.
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Figure 5.4: Spinel textures of Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour peridotite xenoliths. (a) Cluster of spinel grains displaying holly-leaf texture ((e.g. Mercier and Nicolas, 1975). (b) Spread
of spinel grains is indicative of a disrupted texture. (c) Close intergrowth of orthopyroxene
and spinel grains similar to symplectite textures (OL Olivine, OPX Othopyroxene).
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5.4.2

Kakanui

The Kakanui peridotites have an average olivine Mg# (=100 x Mg / (Mg + Fe)) that
varies between (average) 87.9 and 90.9 in different samples. Orthopyroxene (enstatite)
has an Mg# that is similar to but slightly higher than co-existing olivine (e.g. olivine
= 87.9 and orthopyroxene = 88.8).

A slightly higher Mg# in orthopyroxene is

consistent with known Fe-Mg partition coefficients in mantle phases (von Seckendorff
and O’Neill, 1993; Pearson et al., 2003). Similarly, clinopyroxene Cr-diopside should
have a greater Mg# than co-existing olivine because of a KD greater than 1 (Pearson
et al., 2003). This is true for all but one sample at Kakanui, with the Mg# of
clinopyroxene being 87.7 to 92.8. The exception is KAK L03 olivine Mg# of 88.6 and
the clinopyroxene Mg# is 87. The peridotite minerals therefore generally appear to be
in major element equilibrium, with the exception of KAK L03 in which Fe has been
added to clinopyroxene but has not affected olivine. Irrespective of the late addition
of Fe to KAK L03 and the lack of equilibration, the olivine Mg# reveal an interesting
feature about these peridotites. This feature is that many of the samples have Mg#
that are lower than that of pristine mantle (∼89). These peridotites have therefore
undergone addition of Fe, which has lowered the Mg content of the rock, and then
undergone a phase of equilibration.

The maximum values of Al2 O3 concentrations in orthopyroxene were attained
in the mineral cores for all samples except KAK L01 and KAK L04, where the maximum values instead occur at the rims. Maximum Al2 O3 concentrations for the cores
ranged from 4.97 (KAK-1) to 2.25 wt% (KAK-3). A similar pattern is observed for the
clinopyroxene Al2 O3 concentrations, where cores yielded the maximum concentrations
for all samples except KAK L04 and KAK-4. The overall variation in Al2 O3 for the
clinopyroxene cores is between 7.70 (KAK-1) and 3.08 wt% (KAK L03).

Major element zonation in pyroxene phases, particularly regarding Al2 O3 concentrations has been described for peridotite suites both elsewhere in Otago (Scott,
Hodgkinson et al., 2014) and worldwide (e.g. Masaaki, 1980; Medaris et al., 1990;
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Ionov et al., 1994; Zheng et al., 2006). These studies have recorded Al2 O3 gradients
that both increase and decrease from core to rim, however the zoning in ortho and
clinopyroxene grains of Kakanui peridotites most commonly record a decrease from
core of the grain to the rim of the grain. The changes in Al2 O3 concentration for
clinopyroxene range from as little as 0.01 wt% (KAK L04) to 0.49 wt% (KAK L02)
with the lowest values of change occurring in grains that have an Al2 O3 increase from
core to rim (e.g. KAK L04 and KAK-4). The changes in Al2 O3 concentration for
orthopyroxene are similar to clinopyroxene, although overall a little higher. The range
varies from 0.07 wt% (KAK L04) to 0.99 wt% (KAK-2) with the lowest values, like
clinopyroxene correlating to those grains with an increase from core to rim.

The fourth mineral phase present in these peridotites is spinel, which also exhibits chemical variety both within and between samples.

Within samples, the

chemical composition has been affected (becoming more Fe-rich) by the host magma,
which has converted some grains to magnetite where adjacent to basalt. Across the
samples, lherzolite xenoliths have average spinel Cr# (=100 x Cr / (Cr + Al)) which
range from 11.2 to 41.0 and therefore vary from Al-spinel to Cr-spinel based on the
scheme of Carswell (1980), which states Cr# <25 equates to an Alspinel and Cr#
25-65 is classified as Cr-spinel. Samples KAK-3 and KAK-4 are classified as Cr-spinel
with the rest having Cr# <25. Since Al is more incompatible than Cr, higher Cr#
should equate to a higher olivine Mg#.

A number of distinctive trends are evident in the peridotite xenolith data from
Kakanui (Fig.

5.5).

A negative linear trend is evident for plots of ortho- and

clinopyroxene Al2 O3 concentrations against olivine Mg# (Fig. 5.5 a-b). This decrease
in Al2 O3 associated with an increasing Mg# is a systematic trend commonly described
from whole rock analyses of xenolith suites worldwide (e.g. Maalø e and Aoki, 1977;
McDonough and Sun, 1995).

In contrast, there is a strong positive linear trend

between olivine and orthopyroxene Mg# (Fig. 5.5d), while this trend is much weaker
for clinopyroxene Mg# (Fig. 5.5c). The Kakanui peridotite plots for olivine Mg#
against spinel Cr# (Fig. 5.5e) are quite spread with a slight positive linear trend and
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no strong evidence for tight grouping. When clinopyroxene Al2 O3 is plotted against
Mg# (Fig. 5.5g) and spinel Cr# is plotted against Mg# (Fig. 5.5f) the results largely
overlap with trends of spinel peridotites from both East and West Otago as well as
the worldwide peridotite database (Rudnick et al., 2004). The interpretations and
associated implications of these major element trends will be discussed further below.

5.4.3

Boatmans Harbour

The Boatmans Harbour lherzolite sample has been sufficiently altered to serpentinite
and clay meaning that no olivine remains in the sample. The Mg# of orthopyroxene
(enstatite) is 91.9 and clinopyroxene is 83.6. The striking variation in Mg# indicates
that these phases are not in equilibrium as the clinopyroxene Mg# should be higher
than that of orthopyroxene.

The maximum values of Al2 O3 concentrations in orthopyroxene were attained
in the mineral cores with the average Al2 O3 concentrations for the cores of mineral
grains being 3.95 wt%. A reverse pattern is observed for the clinopyroxene Al2 O3
concentrations where rims yielded the maximum concentrations with an average Al2 O3
for the clinopyroxene mineral grain rims being 8.23 wt%. Major element zonation
in pyroxene phases, recorded by Al2 O3 gradients indicate an increase from core to
rim within the Boatmans Harbour sample.

The changes in Al2 O3 concentration

for clinopyroxene is very low (0.01 wt%) as is the Al2 O3 concentration change for
orthopyroxene, although a little higher (0.03 wt%).

The fourth mineral phase present in the Boatmans Harbour sample is spinel,
which also exhibits chemical variety. This lherzolite xenolith has a spinel Cr# (=100
x Cr / (Cr + Al)) that has a very small variation (18.49 - 18.83) with 18.65 being the
average and therefore being classified as Al-spinel.
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Figure 5.5: Peridotite mineral chemistries for Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour where possible
(Boatmans Harbour contains no olivine due to alteratiom). Mg# and Cr# are the averaged
values for each sample; Al2 O3 is the maximum measured content. Peridotite fields in plots
G and F are taken from Rudnick et al. (2004). Relevant mineral data discussed in the text
are tabulated in supporting Table 5.1.

Unfortunately because the Boatmans Harbour sample is sufficiently altered to serpentinite and clay and so containing no remaining olivine, Olivine Mg# plots (Fig. 5.5)
do not display the Boatmans Harbour sample. When spinel Cr# is plotted against
Mg# (Fig. 5.5f) the results largely overlap with trends of worldwide spinel peridotites
(Rudnick et al., 2004). However when clinopyroxene Al2 O3 is plotted against Mg#
(Fig. 5.5G) the Boatmans Harbour sample plots outside the range of both cratonic
and spinel peridotites with much higher Al2 O3 concentrations and a significantly lower
Mg#. The interpretations and associated implications of these major element trends
will be discussed further below.

5.4.4

Spinel-orthopyroxene textures

The close association of spinel and orthopyroxene in some samples (e.g. KAK L02;
Fig. 5.4) and a similar vermicular texture to symplectites that replace garnet may
indicate that some xenoliths were within the garnet peridotite region of stability (Fig.
5.6) (e.g. Kushiro and Yoder, 1966; Wallace, 1975). However, these symplectite-like
textures are not as well developed as some other xenolith suites in new Zealand, such
as those from West Otago (Walace 1975; Scott, et al. 2014a; Scott et al. 2014b)
perhaps because of subsequent recrystallisation. Cr is not a particularly mobile element, and so it is possible to maintain domains that are rich in Cr (and so form spinels)
that are in-equilibrium with the rest of the rock. In any case, the Cr-rich domains likely
form when xenoliths are transported upwards through the garnet facies and into the
spinel facies transition. Decompression causes the garnet phase to destabilise via the
following:
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M g3 Al2 Si3 O12 + M g3 SiO4 = M gAl2 O4 + 2M g2 Si2 2O6

(5.1)

Pyrope garnet + olivine = Al-spinel + orthopyroxene

M g3 Cr2 Si3 O12 + M g2 SiO4 = M gCr2 O4 + 2M g2 Si2 O6

(5.2)

Knorringite garnet +olivine = Cr-spinel + orthopyroxene
O’Neill (1981) and Klemme (2004)

5.5

Geothermometry

Temperatures of peak equilibrium for the peridotite xenoliths were calculated using
the pyroxene geothermometer of Taylor (1998) and presented in Table 5.1 and Figure
5.7. This information permits an approximation of the conditions of last equilibration
in the xenoliths. According to experimental testing by Nimis and Grütter (2010) the
geothermometer of Taylor (1998), which relies on Ca-Mg exchange, is the most reliable
at providing estimates of temperatures between 800 and 1300◦ C (although many studies
instead use the Köhler and Brey (1990) calibration, perhaps because the Taylor version
is published in an obscure and difficult to access journal). The geothermometer of
Bertrand and Mercier (1985) was also applied as a way to assess equilibrium because it
utilises Ca-Na exchange. Major element concentrations of 4 paired grain cores for each
sample were used in calculations. It is assumed that these xenoliths equilibrated in the
spinel facies (see Discussion). Both geothermometers are pressure sensitive, but only
weakly so. Therefore, based on the evidence of spinel facies assemblages, pressures of
10 and 20 kbar were used in the calculation. Varying the pressure by 10 kbar has only
minor effect on temperature (∼30◦ C).
Results
Temperatures for Kakanui are centred around 850 - 900 ◦ C, whereas the Boatmans
Harbour grains show equilibration temperatures in excess of 1000 ◦ C (Fig. 5.7). There
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Figure 5.6: Three peridotite facies defined by the stability of aluminous phases. The phase
boundaries are taken from, Takahashi (1986) for the solidus; Kushiro and Yoder (1966) for
the plagioclase and spinel lherzolite transition; Danckwerth and Newton (1978) and O’Neill
(1981) for the spinel to garnet lherzolite transition and Klemme (2004) for the expansion of
the spinel stability field due to increasing Cr content. Red-box highlights the temperature
range for the investigated Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour xenoliths on 10 and 20 kbar
pressure estimates.
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Figure 5.7: Two pyroxene geothermometry for the Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour peridotite
xenoliths. Geothermometers from Taylor (1998) and Bertrand and Mercier (1985). Relevant
geothermometry data discussed in the text are tabulated in supporting information Table
5.1.
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is also little error in the similarities between the two geothermometers applied (Fig.
5.7). The error (two standard deviations) associated with these estimates vary with at
least one sample (KAK L03) having an error over 100 ◦ C.

5.6

Discussion

Peridotite major element chemical data can preserve primary information on melting
in the mantle because element behaviour is governed by phase equilibria and not by
the melting process (Niu, 1997). Therefore the major element data from Kakanui and
Boatmans Harbour can offer information on the extent of partial melting within the
lithospheric mantle beneath Northeast Otago.

Olivine Mg#, Cr# from spinel phases and pyroxene Al3 O2 concentrations are
all useful indicators on the degree of partial melting. Olivine Mg# is particularly
robust as its large volume means that is requires the addition of very large volumes
of Fe to affect the Mg# (Pearson and Wittig, 2008).

During partial melting of

peridotite in the spinel facies, the residue becomes increasingly enriched in compatible
elements such as Mg and Cr and depleted in incompatible elements such as Fe, Al and
Ca. After increasing degrees of partial melting, the resultant residual peridotite will
typically have an elevated olivine Mg#, spinel Cr# and low Al3 O2 concentrations in
the remaining pyroxene (Dick and Bullen, 1984; Boyd, 1989; Hellebrand et al., 2001;
Pearson and Wittig, 2008).

Varying element compatibilities can be used to interpret the trends of the major element data for the Kakanui and Boatmans harbour peridotite xenoliths (Fig.
4.6). The olivine Mg#, spinel Cr# and Al3 O2 concentrations for the Kakanui samples
are relatively variable which suggests a variable amount of chemical depletion through
partial melting from primitive, fertile mantle (Mg# = ∼89) to moderately depleted
compositions of up to 91. The well-defined linear relationship between olivine Mg#
and orthopyroxene Mg# (Fig.

5.5) is indicative of well-equilibrated olivine and

orthopyroxene grains, in particular the Mg content and supports the idea that olivine
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is insensitive to varying pressure and temperature conditions (Pearson et al., 2003).
The trend between olivine and clinopyroxene Mg# has a much weaker relationship
(Fig. 5.5C) and could suggest that co-existing olivine and clinopyroxene are more
poorly equilibrated.

A quantitative assessment of the degree of partial melting (%) can be made using an equation shown below [5.33] which was developed by (Hellebrand et al., 2001)
for spinel Cr# values between 10 and 60. The Cr# for this study is variable from
11.2 (KAK L01) to 41 (KAK-3) and when used in the calculation below they produce
a wide range of partial melting percentages from 2.1 (KAK L04) to 15 (KAK-3 and
KAK-4). See Table 5.1 and Figure 5.8 for all values and trends of partial melting
percentage (F).

F = 10xln(Cr#/100) + 24

(5.3)

Where F = the degree of melting (%), Cr# = 100 x Cr/(Cr+Al)
The results of the above equation (Table 5.1, Fig. 5.8) display a wide range in the
degree of partial melting. However, a linear trend between olivine Mg# and F (degree
of melting) is not obvious and there appears to be two loosely defined clusters, one
around both low Mg# and low degrees of partial melting and a second with higher
Mg# and greater percentages of partial melting (Fig. 5.8).

5.6.1

Peridotite source

It is possible to use peridotite xenoliths to make a first order assessment on minimum
depth of the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic Field magma source (assuming that a
xenolith must have been entrained higher in the mantle than the magma source).
This is broadly achievable by using the stability of the aluminous phase in the
peridotites, which is strongly pressure sensitive and therefore defines facies (Fig 5.6)
(Masaaki, 1980; O’Neill, 1981). Given the absence of garnet (> ∼20 kbar in fertile
peridotite) and plagioclase (> ∼10 kbar in a fertile peridotite) in equilibrium with
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Figure 5.8: Plot displaying the relationship between degree of partial melting (derived from
Cr# and equation of Hellebrand et al. (2001) and average olivine Mg#. Note the wide range
in the degree of partial melting with two loosely defined clusters, one around both low Mg#
and low degrees of partial melting and a second with higher Mg# and greater percentages of
partial melting.
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olivine and pyroxene, it is assumed that the peridotite xenoliths originated from
within the spinel facies. The calculated temperatures for the equilibrated samples
reach from 800 to up to 1000◦ C, which are wide spread and indicate that the spinel
facies spans a wide temperature range. Furthermore, the transition from stagnant
lithosphere to convecting asthenosphere should be intercepted at ∼1350◦ C. If the
spinel facies records a minimum upper temperature of 1000◦ C, then the geotherm
beneath the North Otago crust should have been relatively hot, which in turn implies
that the lithosphere (crust plus upper mantle) cannot have been thicker than about
70 km (Fig. 5.9). The implication of this conclusion is that the magmas forming the
Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics most probably originated from the lower portion of the
spinel facies lithosphere or within the garnet facies lithosphere or asthenosphere. The
magmas that transported the xenoliths evidently rose rapidly without stalling for a
significant period of time in a magma chamber because the denser xenoliths would
have settled out and eventually melted (e.g. Kushiro et al., 1976; Reay et al., 1991).
Magmas in the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic Field are broadly basanitic and this too
indicates that there has not been a great degree of crystal fractionation in a magma
chamber.

The process that caused repeated magmatism in the volcanic province

therefore occurred at great depth beneath the surface of the Earth.

Should the magmas of the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics have originated from
the spinel facies mantle lithosphere, then the inferred garnet source signatures (e.g.
high La/Yb) in the basalts require derivation from a peridotite lithology that was
first very highly depleted (> 20-25 % partial melting, which lowers the RARE
concentrations; Hellebrand et al. (2001)) and then metasomatically enriched (which
causes the LREE concentrations to be high; (e.g. Scott, et al. 2014a; Scott et al.
2014b). The olivine Mg# and spinel Cr# of the peridotite xenoliths inspected instead
show that the SCLM under North Otago as long as the peridotites are representative
compositions lacks this history; instead the rocks have undergone low degrees of
depletion (2.1 - 15 %, from the calculation of Hellebrand et al. (2001)). Clinopyroxene
trace element data presented for clinopyroxene from 4 xenoliths from Kakanui by
Scott, Waight et al. 2014 show them to have been metasomatically enriched in only
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a minor way. In detail, normalised trace element ratios such as anomalously low Ti,
Zr and Hf in some samples indicate that the enrichment was, at least in part, by a
carbonatitic magma.

5.6.2

Mechanisms for the major element zoning phenomena

Core to rim variation in pyroxene Al2 O3 concentrations were described for the Kakanui
and Boatmans Harbour peridotite xenoliths. Thermal evolution recorded by compositional zoning patterns in peridotite mineral phases like pyroxenes has been described
sporadically in other peridotite suites across the world and is commonly attributed to
Al diffusion. The rate of Al diffusion in orthopyroxene at mantle temperatures is not
particularly well constrained, but it is very slow (e.g. > 10-21cm2 /s) and cannot be attributed to rapid cooling of a peridotite upon reaching the Earths surface. For example,
Werling and Altherr (1997) analysed xenoliths from the French Massif and discovered
that many had pyroxenes showing a decreasing Al2 O3 concentration from core to rim
that they attributed to cooling. Similarly, Preβ et al. (1986) inferred that the core to
rim gradients of Al2 O3 and decrease Cr2 O3 concentrations in Mongolian peridotites
were related to cooling of the mantle lithosphere. It is worthy of note that the reverse
is true too: Al should become progressively higher in concentration in orthopyroxene
as mantle temperature rises as a result of exchange with spinel (Köhler and Brey, 1990).

To assess whether the orthopyroxene zoning gradients identified in the Kakanui
and Boatmans Harbour samples relate to temperature fluxes in the SCLM, the
core to rim temperatures were calculated with the CrAl in orthopyroxene-spinel
geothermometer produced by Witt-Eickschen and Seck (1991). This thermometer is
calibrated to the Ca in orthopyroxene thermometer of Köhler and Brey (1990), which
yields a poor correlation with the Cr-Al in orthopyroxene derived temperatures and
therefore the use of the Cr-Al in orthopyroxene thermometer is limited to relative
temperature differences.

The Cr-Al spinel-orthopyroxene geothermometer indicates that there is a core
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are from Furlong and Chapman (2013).

curves are from Frost (2006); dry peridotite solidus is from Katz et al. (2003); amphibole dehydration is from Green et al. (2010); geotherms

around 70 km depth. Neither amphibole nor phlogopite is stable at the temperatures near the base of the Zealandia lithosphere. Dehydration

These lines indicate that the geotherm beneath southern Zealandia was 70 mWm-2 (or hotter) and should intercept the mantle adiabat at

been extrapolated onto a crust mantle profile to define the approximate petrological base of the Zealandia Oligocene-Miocene lithosphere, (b)

for lherzolite, minimum geotherms can be constructed for different regions (dashed lines). The peridotite temperatures and geotherms have

dashed line) and for comparison, East Otago (red dashed line) data sets, and assuming P of 10 and 20 kbar representing the spinel facies

Figure 5.9: (a) Geotherm beneath Northeast Otago. Using the maximum and minimum temperatures for Northeast Otago data sets (blue
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to rim decrease in the order of up to 50 ◦ C for the Kakanaui samples (highest from
KAK L05) and 30 ◦ C for the Boatmans Harbour sample. Several samples displayed
an enrichment of Al2 O3 concentration at the rims of pyroxene grains relative to their
cores (Samples KAK L01 and KAK L04). Using the geothermometer indicated this
represents a heating of the crystal margin by 17 ◦ C. Diffusion rates are enhanced by
the presence of melt (or elevated temperatures) and so this enrichment is interpreted
to have been caused by host magma-interaction (e.g. Boyd et al., 1997; Klügel, 1998).

5.7

Conclusion

I have investigated peridotite xenoliths from the Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour locations with the goal of providing information on the mantle source region of the
Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics. Conclusions from the study are as follows:
• Peridotite xenoliths, erupted in the Eocene-Oligocene from two Northeast Otago
localities 10 km apart, Kakanui and Boatmans Harbour (although the absolute
location of eruption of the Boatmans Harbour sample is not known as it rests
within a tuff) reveal that the peridotitic portions of sub-continental lithospheric
mantle (SCLM) beneath North Otago contains a degree of compositional variation but is relatively fertile. The degree of melting ranges from 2.1 to 41 %, and
samples show clear major element signs of having been enriched (e.g. by having
olivine Mg# less than primitive mantle).
• The predominant aluminous phase (spinel) in the peridotites indicates the xenolith samples equilibrated in the spinel facies, which occurs between about 10
to 20 kbar pressure in fertile peridotite, and thus requires that the magma that
transported them originated from a deeper level. Geothermometry indicates that
the xenoliths equilibrated between 800 to 1100 ◦ C. This large temperature range
indicates that:
1. the xenoliths originated from a range of depths within the spinel facies, which
means that the spinel facies SCLM had a steep geothermal gradient in the
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Oligocene. If the asthenosphere nominally begins at 1350◦ C, where a geotherm
intercepts the mantle adiabat, then the stagnant lithospheric mantle under North
Otago cannot have been much thicker than ∼70 km beneath the surface of the
Earth;
2. the mantle source region to the magmas of the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic Field
was either the base of the spinel facies lithosphere or from within the predicted
narrow zone of garnet facies lithosphere or from within the asthenosphere. However, the compositions of the inspected peridotites are not appropriate for generating a basaltic magma with low HREE and high LREE and so the magma
source cannot be due to melting of equivalent spinel facies peridotites.
• Core to rim variations in the orthopyroxene Al content point to a period of
mantle cooling under Northeast Otago. This cooling probably originates from
decay of high temperatures that occurred during extension of New Zealand in
the Cretaceous.
• The data presented above are not able to decipher whether the magmas of the
Waiareka-Deborah Volcanic Field originated from the lithosphere or the asthenosphere. However, they do indicate that the magma source was fairly deep, and
therefore the process that led to multiple eruptions over a small geographical
area has to be one that affected the asthenosphere or the lower lithosphere. This
information is in complete accordance with Panter et al. (2006), Hoernle et al.
(2006) and Timm et al. (2009, 2010) who have used basalt compositions and
isotopes to argue that the intraplate eruptions were caused by perturbations of
the base of the lithosphere by interaction with the asthenosphere.
• An increased understanding of the SCLM as the source for intraplate volcanism across Zealandia using peridotite xenoliths from the Kakanui and Boatmans
Harbour locations was meant to yield clues on why we might get multiple monogenetic volcanoes preferentially picking the same site to breach the surface, millions of years apart. Currently this has not been the case but if more work is
done to understand the SCLM underneath Zealandia and in particular under161
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neath Northeast Otago, perhaps it will lead to an increased understanding of
this style of monogenetic process.
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6.1

Synthesis

This thesis employed an integrated field-focused approach and applied laboratory analytical and experimental techniques to reveal and highlight new aspects of the volcanic
stratigraphy of the Cape Wanbrow and Kakanui deposits in order to offer insights into
Surtseyan-style eruptions and monogenetic volcanic fields as well as aid understanding
of New Zealand intraplate volcanism.

Specifically the goal of this study was to

better understand: (1) Surtseyan-style eruptions, their deposits and post-eruption
degredation, with particular emphasis on understanding the pre-emergent parts of
Surtseyan edifices, (2) the characteristics of subaqueous to emergent volcanoes and
how to distinguish between gas-deposited vs water-deposited flows, (3) monogenetic
volcanic fields, particularly ones that have multiple volcanoes at one site, separated by
millions of years and (4) the nature, heterogeneity and thermal structure of the upper
mantle and the source melts for intraplate volcanic eruptions in Northeast Otago and
New Zealand. A synthesis of this study on the Cape Wanbrow peninsula is in figure 6.1.

During detailed fieldwork I have documented the remains of 6 volcanoes that
are distinguished by discordant to locally concordant inter-volcano contacts marked
by biogenic accumulations or other slow-formed features. The 6 volcanoes contain
several lithofacies associations that help interpret and understand the formation of
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the pre-emergent parts of a Surtseyan edifice that in modern day equivalents are too
difficult to study. These lithofacies include: (a) the dominantly pyroclastic E1 which
comprises well-bedded tuff and lapilli-tuff emplaced by traction-dominated unsteady,
turbulent high-density currents; (b) E2, massive to diffusely laminated block-rich tuff
deposited by grain-dominant cohesionless debris flows; (c) E3, broadly cross-stratified
tuff with local lenses of low- to high-angle cross- stratification which was deposited
by either subaerial pyroclastic currents or subaqueously by unstable antidune- and
chute-and-pool-forming supercritical flows; (d) E4, very-fine- to medium-grained tuff
deposited by turbidity currents; (e) E5, bedded bioclast-rich tuff with increasing
glaucony content upward, emplaced by debris flows; (f) E6, pillow lava and inter-pillow
bioclastic sediment; and (g) E7, hyaloclastite breccia. The identification of these
lithofacies associations has aided the interpretation of the eruptive evolution of each
separate volcano, which in turn grew and degraded during build-up of the overall
volcanic pile.

Further analysis of the contextual information of these lithofacies associations
including, granulometry, dune geometry, grading, sorting and particle hydraulic
equivalence along with detailed comparisons of examples from the rock record and
flume experiments completed by numerous authors has aided the creation of a table
(Table 4.1) to distinguish between different depositional environments and flow
types. The table includes the examination of the physical controls that shape each
example and the factors controlling bedform deposition in that environment. Such
environments and flow types include: (1) subaerial dry pyroclastic deposits, (2)
subaerial moist pyroclastic deposits, (3) deposits of gaseous fluid-gravity flow (e.g.
eolian currents), (4) unidirectional fluid-gravity water flow deposits (e.g. rivers, tides)
and (5) aqueous sediment-gravity flow deposits split into those comprising pyroclastic
material and those with non-pyroclastic material.

From the stratratigraphy of

Rua2 Volcano collected during fieldwork and the table created from this study and
complementary studies from other authors, I was able to determine that the only
useable characteristics for interpreting the Cape Wanbrow deposits was grain-size and
alternating layers. This led to the interpretation of deposition by subaerial dry surge,
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which has major implications for the deposits of Cape Wanbrow that began and
ended their depositional life subaqueously. Rua2 Volcano must therefore have built-up
from a subaqueous to emergent setting in order to produce subaerial deposits. Later
re-location to a subaqueous setting, most likely via sector collapse and slumping of the
tephra pile meant that future volcano forming events began subaqueously. Although
future volcanoes did build-up into shallow enough waters to allow for colonization, no
record exists of any other volcanoes at this site becoming emergent. Overall the work
completed on subaqueous to emergent depositional mechanisms at Cape Wanbrow
serves as a model for other researchers working on explosive subaqueous to shallow
marine, emergent and subaerial volcanoes.

Mineralogical and geochemical studies on peridotite xenoliths from Kakanui and
Boatmans Harbour, Cape Wanbrow have shown a lherzolite composition for xenoliths
and major element chemistry indicates the degree of depletion by partial melting in the
subcontinental lithospheric mantle (SCLM) beneath Northeast Otago is heterogeneous
with olivine Mg# ranging from primitive, fertile mantle (< 89) to depleted compositions that almost approach levels typical of cratonic mantle. This heterogeneity across
the samples suggests that some realms of the SCLM experienced almost no partial
melt extraction while other regions record melting up to 15 %. This study has aided
understanding of the SCLM and offers clues onto the contentious interpretation of a
HIMU-like reservoir residing in both the connecting and static regions of the mantle.
Overall the most appropriate model for the source of these basalts is an integrated
one where the chemical modifications from both the asthenosphere and lithosphere
are incorporated. Increased understanding of the SCLM as the source for intraplate
volcanism across Zealandia has yet to yield clues on multiple monogenetic volcanoes
preferentially picking the same site to breach the surface, millions of years apart.

6.2

Future Work

Of this studys contributions, not least is the plethora of questions which were introduced but remain unanswered. Addressed here are topics I consider worthy of further
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research.
• Multiple volcanoes at one site, mapped using unconformable surfaces highlighted
by biogenic accumulation and other slow formed features, radiometric dating,
microprobe analysis and most importantly for this point, the use of unpublished

87

Sr/86 Sr dates has led to multiple questions over the reliability of the

data/method and therefore the time gaps themselves. Although the dates obtained match reliable foraminifera data, and the substantial gaps indicated are
plausible and breaks shorter or longer within the same order of magnitude would
not change the story, it would still be desirable to obtain more reliable data if
possible. The implications of multiple monogenetic volcanoes at one site are large
enough to warrant a full investigation into the dates of as many small volcanoes
as possible. Although it is difficult and somewhat expensive to find and analyse
fossil material using the

87

Sr/86 Sr method, and the Cenozoic seawater strontium

curve itself is difficult to assign +/- precision levels to, this is the only method
available for these deposits. Analysis of fossil scallops at appropriate horizons
where possible would be a welcomed addition to this study.
• Specific vent locations at Cape Wanbrow are yet to be determined. Although
exact vent locations are impossible to decipher, vague vent locations could be
proposed. Further detailed contextual work on the sediments of the field area,
including bed thickness analysis, grain-size changes and dip directions could be
used to place a constraint on vent locations. An overall fining of the deposits in
certain areas of the field area is plausible and identifying specific dip directions
of actual bedding versus those caused by slumping may well aid this study. Furthermore it could be suggested that the vent location shifted northward with the
eruption of both pillow lava and hyaloclastite in Wha4 and Ono6 having taken
place in the northern part of the field area.
• Although Toro3 has examples of rip-up clasts and lithified clasts from underlying
Rua2 , a careful search for blocks of lithified material has not been made through
the whole of the stack. It would be interesting to see if there are good examples
of clasts of lithified tuff from earlier centres in later ones that could provide
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further evidence for multiple volcanoes at one site separated by long time gaps.
Degradation of each volcano post eruption would happen quickly and over the
long time period much of the material will have been transported away from the
edifice leaving behind only the material in sites of better preservation potential
(i.e. below wave base). However as a new volcano begins and deposits material
on top of the previous volcano, it is likely the material from the previous centre
will be somewhat eroded and incorporated into the deposits of the new volcano as
clasts of lithified tuff. It would therefore be beneficial to find examples of clasts
of lithified tuff from earlier centres in later ones in order to add evidence for
multiple volcanoes at one site but separated by significant time gaps. Particular
attention could be paid to the known unconformable boundaries.
• To understand the high dips (commonly >25◦ ) associated with much of the Cape
Wanbrow deposits, which is not a common feature of Surtseyan edifices it would
be interesting to investigate whether (1) the regional dip of 10◦ could be removed
and (2) if any palaeomagmatic study could be done on the Cape Wanbrow deposits. It is likely that the pillow lavas of Wha4 are the only part of the succession
for which such a study could be completed because other basaltic rock, present as
clasts in the succession, are not in original position because they were deposited
as fragments from particulate flows. It seems unlikely however that permission
would be given for drilling into the pillow lavas, a much loved geological site.
• The use of the framework employed at Cape Wanbrow, which challenges our
view of monogenetic volcanoes, could now be used to re-evaluate other centres
in Northeast Otago. The volcanic stratigraphy at Moeraki is yet to be studied
in detail and may well have similar unconformities like those at Cape Wanbrow.
The deposits of Kakanui, although widely studied, and the deposits of Aorere
and Bridge Point and Lookout Bluff could all be looked at with the new ideas on
monogenetic volcanoes in mind. Travelling further afield it would be beneficial
and interesting to see if any of the Dunedin Volcanic Group, such as the Waipiata
Volcanic Field have similar unconformable horizons and potential for multiple
volcanoes at one site.
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6.3

Significance of Conclusions

Overall this study has presented a thorough investigation on subaqueous volcanoes
that can be used at other recent and ancient subaqueous edifices. The research in
particular adds to our understanding of the pre-emergent parts of Surtseyan edifices,
parts that until very recently have been understudied.

A field-based study was

completed on the deposits of Cape Wanbrow and definition of a set of lithofacies
and lithofacies associations has supported interpretations of flow and depositional
processes for Surtseyan-style eruptions.

Detailed study of the context of these

lithofacies associations has increased the dataset on subaqueous to potentially
emergent volcanic deposits. This work, along with comparisons to results from other
research on similar subaqueous and subaerial sedimentary structures, has enabled
the creation of a framework within which primary and reworked deposits can be
distinguished, as well as those of gas-deposited versus water-deposited flows. This is
especially important because the distinctions among them are key to understanding
the nature of volcano-sedimentary processes and environments (e.g. White, 1991, 1996)
and the assessment of volcanic hazards during eruptions and afterwards (Lorenz, 2007).

The Cape Wanbrow study fits with other research being done on Surtseyanstyle successions, and comparisons can be made in order to gain a better picture
of the Cape Wanbrow stack. For example the deposits of Pahvant Butte, Arizona
(White, 1996; White et al., 2001; Murtagh, 2011), although a different subaqueous
setting to Cape Wanbrow (lacustrine instead of marine) have many similar lithofacies.
In particular the well-bedded, broadly scoured coarse ash and lapilli of White (1996)
M1 deposits can be likened to this study’s lithofacies association E1. The broadly
cross-stratified tuff with local steep-foreset lenses and ripples of White (1996) M3
deposits are also strikingly similar to lithofacies association E3.

Due to strong

palaeoenvironmental indicators at Pahvant Butte an interpretation from subaqueous
to emergent and ultimately subaerial setting was deciphered and could offer a strong
candidate as an analogous volcano with parts of the Cape Wanbrow stack. Similarly
the tuff deposits found on and offshore of the Korean island of Jeju (e.g. Chough and
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Sohn, 1990; Sohn, 1996; Sohn et al., 2008) provide detail of hydrovolcanic deposits
formed by pyroclastic and re-sedimentation processes in subaerial and submarine
settings under similar conditions to those at Cape Wanbrow (e.g. fluctuating sea
levels). Sohn et al. (2008) record very similar deposits to the lithofacies described
in this study including primary hydrovolcanic deposits formed by pyroclastic surges,
fallout and related pyroclastic transport processes (Lithofacies E1, E2, E3 and E4),
secondary hydrovolcanic deposits formed in submarine settings under the influence
of waves, tides and occasional mass flows (Lithofacies E5) and non-volcaniclastic
and fine-grained deposits formed in nearshore to offshore settings (upper parts of
Lithofacies E5). It must be said that not all lithofacies described from the Jeju
sequences match those found at Cape Wanbrow, such as the secondary hydrovolcanic
deposits formed by debris flows, hyperconcentrated flood flows, sheet floods and rill
flows in subaerial settings, which may be due to increased erosion of material to below
wave base at Cape Wanbrow. Further still, analysis of deposits offshore of Montserrat
(e.g. Trofimovs et al., 2006, 2007, 2012; Le Friant et al., 2009) could offer increased
ideas on subaqueous versus subaerial deposition like that seen at Cape Wanbrow.

Correlations within the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics of Northeast Otago include
deposits at Aorere and Bridge point (Cas et al., 1989), Lookout Bluff (Maicher, 2003)
and Kakanui (Corcoran and Moore, 2008), although these are not documented to
have become emergent. Further detailed study of these deposits and also around
the Moeraki headland may offer further insight into pre-emergent Surtseyan-edifices
like Cape Wanbrow.

Although not part of the Waiareka-Deborah Volcanics, the

subaqueous to emergent eruptions of monogenetic and composite volcanoes amongst
the Dunedin Volcanics may benefit from the work completed in Northeast Otago,
including deposits of the Waipiata Volcanic Field.

This study challenges the traditional view of monogenetic volcanoes and monogenetic fields. True monogenetic volcanoes form during single eruptions (e.g. Wood,
1979) and a monogenetic volcanic field is a field fed by batches of magma that ascend
at such long time intervals that the plumbing systems freeze before a new ascent
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of magma begins (Walker, 1993; Németh, 2010).

Recent studies of monogenetic

volcanoes and monogenetic volcanic fields are starting to reveal complications, and
Cape Wanbrow is no exception to this; this thesis is thus the latest addition to
a growing literature showing that apparently monogenetic volcanoes can be more
complicated than once thought.

The findings at Cape Wanbrow, and inferred aspects of the composite and repeatedly used upward magma-transport zone envisioned for Cape Wanbrow and the
wider Waiareka-Deborah volcanic field, are not specific to subaqueous volcanoes; they
could form within any monogenetic field, including subaerially erupting ones. Other
studies have noted the presence of multiple edifices at one site, including Heimaey
island in the Vestmanneyar, Iceland (Jakobsson, 1968), small satellite vents on ocean
island volcanoes like La Palma, Canary Islands (e.g. White and Schmincke, 1999;
Klügel et al., 2000), Lookout Bluff, Northeast Otago, New Zealand (Maicher, 2003)
and the Chatham Islands (Sorrentino et al., 2011; Németh et al., 2013). Studies
elsewhere have revealed magma-supply complexities within single eruptions/volcanoes
in monogenetic fields, for example many of the Pleistocene basaltic tuff rings and cones
on Jeju Island, Korea. Good examples include the Ilchulbong and Udo tuff cones that
like the volcanoes at Cape Wanbrow were forming in shallow seas (Sohn, 1996; Keating et al., 2008; Diez et al., 2009; Valentine and Hirano, 2010; Brenna et al., 2010, 2011).

For Cape Wanbrow, clear unconformable boundaries that represent significant
amounts of time have been identified. The succession has long been recognised as
representing two widely spaced volcanic episodes (Gage, 1957), but this study reveals
that for each of the two episodes, multiple volcanoes are represented. This brings into
question the interpretations of other small volcanic edifices in monogenetic fields.

This study stands as a cautionary tale to other researchers in monogenetic fields that
the last edifice at a particular eruptive site may have been built atop a subdued
pedestal comprising extremely similar deposits that represent remnants of a series of
previous volcanoes.
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Figure 6.1: The story of Cape Wanbrow: A synthesis of topics covered within this study.
Bottom diagram: schematic model explaining melt generation beneath Northeast Otago,
Zealandia which may be the melt source for the monogenetic volcanoes at Cape Wanbrow.
Lithospheric removal triggers melting, which induces upwelling of asthenospheric mantle and
partial melting of carbonated eclogite within depleted upper asthenospheric peridotite. Middle diagram: schematic model of the stack of monogenetic Surtseyan-style volcanoes mapped
at Cape Wanbrow. Top left: schematic stratigraphic log of the Cape Wanbrow succession.
Top right: a zoomed in look at Rua2 volcano and its dunes which aid the interpretation of
whether or not this stack of six volcanoes became emergent.
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Appendix A
Attached CD
The following can be found on attached cd - Raw data from scanning electron microprobe analysis on peridotite xenoliths - Temperature analysis table from peridotite
xenoliths - Summary table of peridotite xenoliths with graphs next to data - Raw data
from granulometry completed on dunes at Cape Wanbrow - Wave length and wave
height data of dunes at Cape Wanbrow - All figures as PNG files - PDF of thesis
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